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EDITORIAL

A. Kon-ad & J.D. Layers
Guest Editors

We are very pleased to present a special issue of the ACES Journal that focuses on recent advances in the
numerical computation of low frequency electromagnetic fields. At the outset, the goals of this special issue
were threefold: (1) to inform those researchers who normally work in the area of high frequency
computational electromagnetics of advances in the computation of static and low frequency field problems:
(2) to provide examples where methods used in high frequency areas have been successfully adapted to
low frequency problems; and (3) to focus attention on the need for educational tools for the computation
of low frequency electromagnetic fields. The papers that have been selected for this special issue address
the first two of these goals.

A total of 12 papers, two of which have been invited, appear in this special issue. These papers have been
submitted by authors from Canada. the United States, England, Croatia, Yugoslavia. the Netherlands,
Australia, Japan and China, thus making the issue truly international. Furthermore, there is a relatively
even balance between papers coming from researchers who normally work on low frequency problems and
those whose focus is on high frequency fields. We are particularly pleased that Professor Peter Silvester
accepted our invitation to co-author the lead paper in this issue. It was 25 years ago that pioneering work
on the application of the Finite Element Method to electric machine problems was initiated by Professor
Silvester and his colleagues. Since that time, the Finite Element Method has been developed to the point
where it is the method of choice for many low frequency applications.

To date, there have been relatively few forums where researchers in the low and high frequency areas of
computational electromagnetics could interact with one another. In terms of conferences, the biennial
Conference on Electromagnetic Field Computation (CEFC), sponsored by the Magnetics Society of the
IEEE, was the first international conference to promote this linkage. The aim of bringing together
researchers from the low and high frequency communities has remained a central aim of the CEFC. More
recently, the COMPUMAG Conference has also begun to include high frequency sessions. This special
issue of the ACES Journal is a further, important step in this direction. As editors, we are both strongly
of the opinion that both sides of the computational electromagnetics community should work to establish
mutual linkages since there is a considerable common ground to our research efforts. We hope that the
present special issue is the first of many that will continue this trend.
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Finite elements in electromagnetics:
A jubilee review

J. Brian Davies Peter P. Silvester
University College London McGill University, Montreal

Abtract: This review describes the historical origins other well-known boundary value problems of
and the present state of the finite element method in electromagnetics. The method was quickly applied to
electromagnetics. The foundation principles of finite integral operators as well, both in electrostatics [9]
elements are briefly reviewed. Applications are and wire antenna problems [10].
mainly to two and three dimensional problems of In the decade of the eighties, finite element
microwave and optical structures. The major types methods spread quickly. In several technical areas,
of scalar element are noted, and edge-interpolative they assumed a dominant role in field problems. An
vector elements are reviewed, firstly for the assessment of the finite element literature, and of its
waveguide problem and then in three dimensions. An growth rate, may be obtained by examining the
eztensive bibliography is given, particularly stressing INSPEc bibliographic data base over the 1968-1992
review papers. period. In 1968 the number of extant finite element

papers with electrical engineering content amounted
to a mere handful. By 1993 the total had reached1. The Beginnis about 6000, with 600 or more additional papers

When Courant prepared the text of his winter published annually. The number of papers added to
address to the American Mathematical Society for the literature each year, as recorded by INSPEC, is
publication in 1943, he added a two-page Appendix shown in Fig. 1.
to illustrate how the variational methods first
described by Lord Rayleigh could be put to wider 700
use in potential theory [1]. Choosing piecewise-linear 700
approximants on a set of triangles which he called 600
"elements", he dashed off a couple of two-
dimensional examples and the finite element method 500
was born.

Finite element methods remained dormant, 400

perhaps waiting for computers to be invented, for 300
more than a decade. They next appeared in the work
of Duffin [2,3] in a form similar to that given by 200-
Courant but relying also on the mathematical ideas
of Synge [4]. A variational approach was retained in 100
this work, making it relatively hard of access to
engineers, for whom variational methods were not 0
then a part of the normal mathematical toolkit.
Where variational methods were used at all by 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
applied field analysts, they were viewed as ways of Fig. 1. Production of finite element papers
generating finite difference formulae [5]. in electrical engineering, 1968-1992.

Finite element activity in electrical engineering
began in earnest about 1968-1969. A paper on
waveguide analysis [6] was published in Alta Having initiated the method, mathematicians
Frequenza in early 1969, giving the details of a finite at first failed to grasp the significance of finite
element formulation of the classical hollow elements to practical analysis. Serious attention
waveguide problem. It was followed by a rapid began to be paid to this technique about the same
succession of papers on magnetic fields in saturable time as it gained a foothold in electrical engineering.
materials [7], dielectric loaded waveguides [8], and Zlimal [11] published the first mathematical paper
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explicitly devoted to the finite element method problem of Fig. 2. Here
about the same time as electrical engineers began to
use it seriously. He and Whiteman [12] recognized V2 u = v in D, with u = 0 on OD,

the value of this technique at an early date. Other (3)
able mathematicians, such as Ciarlet [13], quickly O= 0 on
followed.

The solution u of (3) lies in a Hilbert space whose
2. Theoretical Basis inner product is conveniently defined by the simple

Over the past 30 years the mathematics of finite product integral

elements has developed into a distinctive field of (a,rb) (4)abd17.
study, mainly based on projective and variational bd
methods. This survey is directed to electromagnetics Taking inner products on both sides with every
so a detailed treatment of the mathematics would be
inappropriate. However, a brief overview may clarify possible w E W in turn,
what is special about electromagnetics problems. J wV~udf"= Jovd17, (alltEW), (5)

2.1. Strong and weak solutions and applying Green's second identity to the left-
The finite element method as used in and applyin treesus
electromagnetics is a special case of a general
mathematical method [14] in which the differential fga w grad U
or integral equation to be solved J D (6)

9u = v (1) + f wvdf2-- f ,,wgradU.dS =0.

is f'rst replaced by an equivalent weak form, and this
weak-form equation is subsequently solved by
numerical approximation. The operator 9 may
represent a boundary value problem (differential ON

equations plus boundary conditions) or an integral N

operator, or a mixed (integrodifferential) operator. OD

The quantity u is said to be a strong solution OD
of the operator equation (1). A weak solution U is O

obtained if the left and right sides of (1) have equal
inner product projections onto all functions w E W,
where W is some function space whose closure is the (a) (b)
range of the operator 9,

(9ui,w) = (v,w), (all w E W). (2) Fig. 2. (a) Simply connected two-
dimensional region 01. (b) One possible

The space W is open to choice so the weak subdivision of £2 into triangular finite
reformulation permits a variety of approximate elements.
solutions. The general principle is to choose a finite-
dimensional subspace WN C W and to solve the
finite-dimensional (subspace) version of (2) in WN, a A key point to note is that (9"t,w) is well defined by
subspace which actually cannot contain the range of (6) even if U is only once differentiable, while V 2U is
9, and might not even intersect it! Such approxi- not defined! This permits great freedom in choosing
mations are particularly attractive if the inner approximations for U. However, to ensure the
product (a, b) is an energy product [15] or a product boundary conditions are satisfied it is still necessary
integral, as illustrated by the following example. to restrict the space W by requiring the boundary

and bulk integrals in (6) to vanish independently,
2.2. Boundary-value problems.
The finite element method was first applied to J grad w . grad UdQ =- wvdJ (7)
boundary-value problems of differential equations, of
a class illustrated by the mixed boundary value (for all to)

11



easy, but it is surprisingly difficult to construct
.grad U -dS = 0, 00 =O N UOD* (8) approximating functions with continuous derivatives.

Once the finite element function space WN has

Nothing in Green's second identity enforces the been constructed, the weak solution is approximated

Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0; consequently, by the finite summationN
this condition must be explicitly imposed on the - (10)

approximate solution. However, the surface integral ukak(1

(8) corresponding to the Neumann boundary condi- Equation (7) then yields
tion appears naturally in the weak formulation.
Consequently the Neumann boundary condition of
eqn. (3) is termed a natural boundary condition, N grad otgad kdfl- rk avd.(1
while the Dirichlet boundary condition is termed kJrj(
principal or essential

Reformulation through Green's second identity Since the integrals can be evaluated immediately,
weakens the continuity requirements on U but places this may be regarded as a matrix equation and
stronger demands on w than on v: w must be once solved by the usual methods of numerical linear
differentiable while v in the original boundary value algebra. More generally, boundary-value problems in
problem (3) need not even be continuous. In fact the the scalar Helmholtz equation
differentiability required by (6) is precisely equal for
U and w. This suggests the weak solution may be (V 2 + k2)u = v (12)
sought in the space W itself. To summarize, W has
three key properties in this problem: (1) its member take the matrix form
functions are once differentiable, (2) they vanish on
0 D, (3) the closure of W includes the range of 9. (S+ k2T)u = v (13)
This weakened continuity requirement on u (which
incidentally accounts for the strange name weak where
form) thus allows twice-differentiable solutions to be
approximated by functions which do not themselves SjA = - f grad aj, gradakd9,
possess his property.

2.3. Finite element methods. Tjk = J c'jak d• , (14)

To obtain an approximate weak solution VU = U, the vk = f | fvrxk df.
problem region 0 is partitioned into nonoverlapping,
simply connected finite elements f2i,

Most of the computing time is usually expended in
a2= U fli. (9) solving the matrix equation, so a good deal of effort

i has been devoted to the development of methods
A finite set {ak k = 1, ..., NJ of approximating able to exploit the algebraic and topological
functions is defined to span WN, a finite subspace of peculiarities of S and T. These depend both on the
W. These functions must possess as high a degree of physical problem class, and on the type of finite
continuity as the weak form requires, and must elements used.
satisfy all the principal boundary conditions. (In the
example, ak E C0 , and ak = 0 on OD, suffices). A 3. Element Types
large part of the literature of finite elements deals Finite elements used for electromagnetics initially
with systematic methods for partitioning D2 into resembled those used in structural mechanics, but
elements and generating approximating functions on differences in the underlying physical problems
them. One popular method is to constructinterpolation functions on an element-by-element rapidly led to development of distinctive element
binterpolation functis uon vanelu -es o ng the types. It is probably fair to say that almost all work
basis so that the function values along the in electromagnetics has used distinctive elements
boundaries of each element will match the function since about 1970. The basic differences between
values along the edges of its adjoining elements. scalar and vector problems, as well as between those
Ensuring function continuity turns out to be quite of spatially infinite or finite extent, have led to
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several families of fundamentally different elements. by an extension into d dimensions of the classical
Lagrangian interpolation theory [16]. Interpolation

3.1. Scalar Ip angian simplexes nodes are placed on the element in a regular array,
Scalar potential or wave problems have traditionally as in Fig. 3(a). This procedure is best carried out in
been solved using approximating functions based on homogeneous coordinates (,, C2, ... Id + 1 attached
Lagrangian interpolation polynomials. A family of to the simplex. These span the range 0 <(Ci _5 1 in
interpolation polynomials 'ip on some finite element any simplex and allow producing "universal"
0 is associated with a point set P:.(Pi Pi E 17, matrices that only need to be multiplied by a few
i = 1, ..., K) such that 0i(P.) = 64 (Kronecker geometric properties to produce the complete matrix
delta). Aside from their computational advantages, representation of any simplicial finite element.
interpolation polynomials are esthetically pleasing Establishing finite element matrices involves
because all computed numbers represent physically
significant quantities, e.g., local potential values. On extensive algebraic manipulation of polynomials, anthefinteeleen f)ofFig 3a),fo exmpe, he almost embarrassingly obvious application of
the finite element D? of Fig. 3(a), for example, the computer algebra, which has indeed been used since
function 4' is modeled by the days of the Formac language [17]. By the late

-- O(P)0i, (15) 1980s MACSYMA was routinely used for element
S=( generation in applied mechanics but electrical
$

so the coefficient that accompanies Oi is the value of engineers rarely took any interest in this approach.

Sat point Pi. Early developments in mechanics were reviewed by
Noor and Andersen [18], and the state of the art in

Interpolative finite element approximating electromagnetics is covered by a more recent review
functions are defined on an element-by-element basis paper [19]. Symbolic algebra will probably have a
so as to satisfy the principal continuity requirements major impact on finite elements for electrical
at element boundaries. Suppose an interelement engineering applications in years to come.
boundary is shared by two distinct elements Di and
Di2 used to model some scalar function 4,. Function 3.2. Flexible elements
continuity is assured if the function value at every Although simplicial elements permit modeling of
interface point is determined entirely by the nodal quite complicated geometric shapes, they are
values on that interface. For example, along the necessarily restricted to rectilinear interfaces and do
(one-dimensional) edge between two-dimensional not represent curved surfaces very well. The
elements of Fig. 3(b), the approximated function 4, is conventional solution to this problem, due to
a cubic polynomial in the distance s along the edge; Ergatoudis, Irons and Zienkiewicz [20], is based on
the four coefficients of this cubic function are the simple observation that any Cartesian space
determined by the four nodal potential values coordinate, or indeed any linear measure of distance
associated with the edge. s, is (trivially) a linear function of the Cartesian

coordinates z,y, z. It may therefore be expressed in
terms of the finite element interpolation functions,

(b) s(P) - s(Pi) Oi(Zp,yp,zp), (16)

0
0 where Zp, yp, Zp are the coordinates of the point P.

If the functions Oi are quadratic or higher
o polynomials, then (16) can express coordinate trans-

(a) formations which allow derivation of curvilinear
elements from rectilinear ones. For example, the
triangular element of Fig. 4(a) is mapped into the

Fig. 3. (a) Triangular finite element with curved triangle of Fig. 4(b) by such a transfor-
cubic interpolation node set. (b) Shared mation. These elements are known as isoparametric
nodes of two cubic elements allow cubic because the same approximating functions are used
interpolation on the interelement boundary. to model the geometric shape and the fields to be

determined. Isoparametric elements were used in

Interpolation functions for simplex elements magnetic field problems at an early date [21], and

(lines, triangles, and tetrahedra) are readily derived have remained in use by several working groups.
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Their element matrices are obtained by the same 5(a). To find the fields surrounding it, all the
process as previously. However, their evaluation is infinite-element methods encase the line in an
computationally more demanding because the artificial delimiting surface that subdivides all space
integrations must be carried out numerically, into a finite interior and an infinite exterior region.

The interior is handled by conventional finite

techniques are available, of which at least four are

(a) properly convergent: (1) hybrid representations, (2)
recursive growth, (3) inversion mapping, (4) special
boundary conditions. All may be viewed as ways to

0 •find boundary elements which correctly (but
implicitly) represent the effect of the exterior field on

W O values in the interior region.

((b) 
0

Fig. 4. Isoparametric element generation.
(a) Rectilinear (simplicial) parent element.
(b) Isoparametric triangle derived by (
coordinate mapping. (a) (b)

Accuracy improvement in finite element
analysis may be sought by refining the mesh. Fig. 5. (a) An artificial boundary encases
Alternatively, the analysis may be repeated using the region of interest. (b) Space exterior to
elements of higher order. In this hierarchal elements the artificial boundary is represented as an
are valuable. Their approximating functions O1i are
constructed in nested families, so that the functions
of polynomial order n are a proper subset of the
functions of order n + 1. Such functions were first The hybrid technique describes the field by
pioneered by Rossow and Katz [22] and have differential equations in the interior portion, integral
developed considerably since [23]. Because the equations in the exterior. This means choosing a set
approximating functions form nested families, pro- of approximating functions {f I i = 1, ..., M) to
grams can be organized to compute only the projec- satisfy the field equations exactly in the exterior and
tion of the weak solution onto the newly added to match the interior element functions a, along the
functions, not to repeat the entire calculation, when exterior-interior interface. This procedure [25] was
moving to a higher-order approximation. introduced and implemented around 1970 and has

been extended variously since. For example, the
3.3. Geometrically Wnnite elements exterior functions may be chosen to satisfy the field
Electromagnetic fields often extend over infinite equations exactly, but match the interior elements
geometric regions. Even static field problems often only at the element nodes, not everywhere on the
lack clearly defined finite boundaries, while an infi- interface [26]; in this case, they may be expressed as
nite region is the very essence of radiation and pro- orthogonal series expansions [27] or (in two
pagation problems. Several methods have according- dimensions) circular harmonics. The major difficulty
ly been developed for handling what might be called in element formation is the evaluation of integrals
"infinite finite elements", i.e., elements that containing Green's function singularities. These may
encompass finite energy or power in a geometrically be dealt with by geometric transformations [28] or
infinite space. These, and related methods from civil by generating special weighted quadrature formulae
engineering practice, were reviewed by Emson [24]. [29]; or alternatively, by an ingenious scheme of

Consider the ribbon transmission line of Fig. using double boundaries [30].
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Recursive growth algorithms model the exterior solutions arise because weak solutions of the
as a nested sequence of convex shells or annuli. They Helmholtz equation need not satisfy all four Maxwell
alternately add a shell and eliminate unwanted equations even though the corresponding strong
exterior variables, so that the memory required solutions do. Koshiba, Hayata and Suzuki [42]
during construction of the exterior element with Nb reviewed the literature and methodology of this
boundary nodes never exceeds 9Nb. The result is an problem in the context of waveguides, where this
extremely large, though still finite, exterior region problem was first observed in the 1960s. It has been
[31]. Its growth rate in recursion can be doubly pointed out more recently that deterministic
exponential, so that only a few recursion steps suffice problems can suffer from the non-physical modes
to achieve immensely large exterior regions. The equally well [43]. This should not be surprising,
method is applicable to propagating-wave problems, given that the matrix representations of the eigen-
provided an approximate radiation condition is value problem of guided waves, and the
attached to the outermost boundary and the growth deterministic problem of forced fields, involve the
of element size is controlled according to certain same finite element matrices and therefore have the
stability rules [32]. It has been used to solve same eigenfunction spectra. The spurious mode
waveguide problems [33,34] as well as two or three problem and its solutions will be dealt with in detail
dimensional propagation. further below.

Inversion mappings first appeared in Maxwell's
Treatise. A circular or spherical boundary of radius
R is drawn around the interior region and the Finite elements have been applied to problems of
exterior is mapped into a finite region by inverting applied magnetics, to waveguides and resonators, to
all radial distances r with respect to this radius: antennas and scatterers; there is also a substantial

r Ra 2literature in the area of semiconductor process
r=-"" (17) modeling. This review concentrates mainly on the

popular area of microwave and optical devices, but it
The differential equation governing the exterior must include certain parts of magnetics - most
region is transformed accordingly, and finite notably the eddy current problem - because they
elements are constructed for this transformed involve the same mathematical difficulties.
equation. Two coupled boundary-value problems of rhe ely papers of Cha and Silvester [9,44]
the interior type thus result [35]. The restriction onbouday sap cn b rmovd;no-cicuar that dealt with finite element applications to
boundary shapes have been proposed by Imhoff ci al. magnetic field analysis were followed up by other

workers fairly quickly. By 1990 this had become the[36], and a fairly complete theory of alternative doiatnmrclehdfrmgeispobm,
shaps ws deeloed b Stchnil [7].dominant numerical method for magnetics problems,shapes was developed by Stochniol (37]. and now accounts for nearly half the finite element

In propagating-wave problems, the method of literature in electromagnetics. The central problem
absorbing boundary conditions has recently gained here is to solve the magnetic vector potential
great popularity. This method was initially equation
developed by Bayliss and his associates [38,39], and
augmented by other workers [40]. A review of the curl(lcurl A•)- q-A-o'1
available variants of this method was given by r A I/ (

Cooray and Costache [41]. Here a boundary element subject to appropriate boundary conditions. Konrad
is created on which the wave function and its first [45] has reviewed this field well, though in view of
derivatives are so related as to minimize the local recent rapid growth, that review has now become
reflection coefficient. A normally-directed outgoing dated.
wave is then absorbed by the bov~ndary, much as awave is absorbed by dissipative material in an Although the magnetic flux density B due to awavehois aoro . bgiven set of currents is clearly unique, the

accompanying vector potential A is open to choice of

3.4. Vector operators and elements gauge and therefore not unique. Gauge

A difficulty encountered with weak-form equivalents transformations are introduced by specifying the

to boundary-value problems, and apparently peculiar divergence of A. Because the curl of A must always

to electromagnetic field problems, is the existence of equal the flux density B, these two specifications

spurious modes. These physically impossible define A unequivocally. A typical choice is
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indicates much valuable material, though
div A - sgV - W-• (19) unfortunately it is already becoming dated. More

recently, finite elements have had particularly strong
where V is the electric scalar potential. Numerous impact in the analysis of optical waveguides [57] and
other choices are possible. However, they all have the related devices. Recent texts on finite elements
same form in classical two-dimensional applied to microwave and optical frequencies are by
magnetostatics, where A is time-invariant and Davies [58] and a comprehensive treatment by
possesses only one component. This situation Koshiba [59].
characterizes a large class of useful problems in The microwave and optical component
electromechanics and the electric machinescommnyin particular ad ted the finite mlact problems [60] addressed here include (a) waveguidecommunity ipatclrdopte th iieeement that is uniform in z, where a modal approach is
method at an early date. It was widely assumed that a oate, uni eonatore a cod attrin
three-dimensional problems would be solvable by appropriate, (b) resonators and (c) closed scattering
straightforward extensions of the techniques that problems (e.g., finding the scattering matrix for a
worked so well in two dimensinss, ot thniq tat transmission filter). Problem ) is quasi-two-
workedy somatterof wel aintw imnsfon, aind t chatit s dimensional while (b) and (c) are very closely related
merely a matter of waiting for computing machines adgniey3Di aue

to grow large and powerful enough to handle three-

dimensional problems. This supposition, however, 5.1 Uniorn waveguide
proved false. Initial attempts to solve three-dimensionalse. prob ale largely ts i ored oe q resn o To consider item (a) of the list above, the followingdimensional problems largely ignored the question of foreapswilbexmnd
gauge [46]; in other words, they allowed the
computer to choose the gauge through arithmetic

compterto coos th gaue trouh arthmtic (i) hollow conducting waveguide (e.g. hollow ridgedchance and roundoff error. The resulting values of A, waveguide)
of course, are irreproducible, though B is well ( aiecnd e)
defined. The gauge problem and the associated (1i) conductors coexisting with e(z,g) (e.g.
choice of potential formulation may now be regarded microstrip and coplanar waveguide)
as solved [47,48] - so far as any problem in (iii)optical waveguide )(z, ) (e.g. rib or channel
technology is ever solved - but it has taken almost waveguide)
a decade to establish what methods are actually (iv)nonlinear optical guide p(z,oy,IE) where
useful and correct. permittivity E depends on optical power level.

This area has produced a large number of soft- Firstly to clarify the problem being considered
ware packages for general use by design engineers [61,62]: it is a uniform optical or microwave guide,
and analysts, experts in magnetics with little know- where the structure is strictly uniform in z (as
ledge of finite element methods. A recent survey of declared in (i) to (iv) above), and modes are being
the available techniques was given by Tsukerman, looked for, defined by
Konrad, Bedrosian and Chari (49] while both the
methods and the available software packages were E(z,y,z,t) = e(z,y) expj(wt - #z)
comprehensively reviewed by Tseng [50]. (20)

H(z,j,z,t) = h(z,y) expj(wt -- z)
5. Microwave and Optical Components

Optical and microwave applications of finite Finite elements have been applied mostly by using a

elements are now considered in detail. Microwave variational approach and many formulations have

devices were indeed the first class of electromagnetic been used [61], generally in terms of one of the six:

field problem solved by finite element methods 6]. E; IH and E; HX and E.; Ht; E,; or H, and E,.
Daely pro5le analyed waviie propagationin methods[6 There is no best choice, but the most common is theDaly (51] analyzed wave propagation in microstrip floigvrainlfr wt .. dntn

lines at an early date, and the hollow waveguide following variational form (with s.v. denoting
problem attracted sufficient analysis to merit a "stationary value of") [63]:

review paper (52] shortly thereafter. Stone [53]
extended the methodology to acoustic guided waves (curl H)*N C I(curl H) d12
and Konrad determined the fields in cavity W2 . f (21)
resonators [54]. Antenna analysis by finite elements -- p I H d1
lay dormant after an early start [55], but has J j jiI l'dl0

recently blossomed. The review by Glisson [56]
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A feature of this formula for optics is that, although user can therefore 'filter out' the unwanted modes.
e is inhomogeneous, p is invariably constant, so that Theoretically all now seems respectable - the
physically H is continuous everywhere. This eases the required constraint has been added in a classic least-
finite element representation, as all three squares sense, with little additional computational
components of R are now continuous. As the effort. Although the penalty function is widely used
permittivity enters as a simple multiplying factor in in finite element work, in this context the whole
the numerator, quite arbitrary e(z,y) can be procedure is neither numerically robust nor
included with negligible additional computing cost. mathematically elegant.
Anisotropic dielectric has commonly to be modeled Much effort has gone into the proper removal
in optics, and this gives no problem with of spurious modes from the accurate approaches over
formulation (21) providing only that the material is the last decade. One method that retains sparsity,
everywhere lossless. To use formulation (21) one maintains reasonable computational economy and
chooses a propagation constant 6 which gives the z-
dependence of all fields. Applying finite elements preserves a canonical matrix form such as eqn. (22)the aylegh- is to accept the original variational form of eqn. (21)
across the waveguide cross-section with the Rayleigh- but apply a more appropriate choice of basis vector
Ritz method gives the following matrix equation: functions from the armory of finite elements. This is

Av = w2Bv (22) by taking advantage of the recent introduction of
edge elements [68], tangential vector finite elements

B is real, symmetric and positive-definite, while A is (TVFE's) [69,70,71] and Whitney forms in general

Hermitian but can usually be reduced to real, [72,73,74], which have transformed many

symmetric. One then has a range of quite excellent applications of finite elements.

matrix algorithms for numerical solution. The method seems to have more relevance, and
ai finite to be more comfortable, in three dimensions, as

By far the most serious difficulty witha n treated in section 6, rather than in two. Briefly,
element (or almost any other) procedure based on tangential vector finite elements (of which edge
(21) is the occurrence of many spurious modes which elements are the simplest subset) are a radical

come from the numerical procedure. These have alternative to the nodal shape functions commonly

already been referred to, and we will return later to used in finite elements. They represent the vector,

this difficulty, but the chief trouble is with non- n finite sente repon ent the vector

physical solutions which do not satisfy the not via three separate components, but as a vector
divergence condition [64]. (Another clas of 'spurious which is arranged to have prescribed tangential, butdivegene cndiion 64] (Aothr clss f 'purous not normal, values at the edges of the elements. Lee

modes' cluster around zero frequency, but these are [72 Kosia [75] an d gesno ( he int ued

less troublesome, and again will be referred to later.) [72], Koshib r [75] and Hano [76] have in fact used

Unfortunately the number of spurious modesof vector basis

increases with finite element mesh density and functions of which edge elements are the simplest
matrixnorderses thatiante desimenforehhghensi n i and lowest order. It can be seen that their choice
matrix order, so that any desire for high accuracy is results in much more involved algebra and calculus
accompanied by persistent difficulties. For many (for evaluation of the usual element matrices) than
years this failure has been rectified by adding a nodal elements. Also a considerably more
penalty terms (65] to give (66,67] complicated matrix eigenvalue equation emerges,

which arises from their introduction of a field

2 j J (curl H)*n e H- 1(curl H) dD transformation to obtain a canonical eigenvalue form
S(23) in '62 . Some of these complications arise because of

f 8.V~j the disparity between three-dimensional vectors andJ • JJH~p HdQ) two-dimensional fields.

, , , In 1984 Hano [76] introduced a special set of
Pc- 1  j(div H)*(div H) dr7 finite elements. By using simple Cartesian

+ 'o f ' f rectangular elements, he was able to choose separate
f11pH HdfD ) shape functions for the z, y and z components that

achieved the basic aim of tangential vector elements.
This was, in essence, a precursor of the edge element

The penalty parameter p shifts the spectrum of all approach, but limited strictly to rectangular
modes, but most strongly the spurious modes. The elements. Covariant projection elements were applied
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to 3-D problems in 1988 [77] and applied to the is that the former leads inevitably to an eigenvalue
waveguide problem in 1991 [78]. All eliminate the problem - best couched into a canonical matrix
troublesome spurious modes, but leave a countable equation with relevant eigenvalues. The scattering
cluster of (strictly) spurious modes around zero problem is essentially a deterministic, rather than
frequency. eigenvalue, problem and so inevitably leads, instead

of eqn. (22), to a matrix for solution of the usual
5.2. Uniform waveguide with mnolinear material deterministic form Ax = y. This is, of course, a
To illustrate the almost limitless versatility of finite fundamentally easier matrix equation to solve than
elements, a more complicated problem is now taken the eigenvalue equation (22).
up. In all of the above, it has been presumed that We therefore concentrate on solution of the
there can be a transversely varying permittivity typical resonator which consists of an enclosing
e(z,y). But nonlinear material, as described by conducting wall, with an interior of permittivity
c, V, E I), is of considerable interest [79] and can

similarly be solved [80,81] by using the above per imz,y,z) and possibly (most likely at microwaves)methods within an iterative loop, which sek permeability l'IIKll y, ,z). Optical resonators can
consistency betweeanthe linear solver and the similarly be studied without metal walls, but some
consp stenci non weelinear lawver for Atca d str re mathematical artifact (such as a magnetic or electric
specified nonlinear law for c. A typical structure wall, if physically realistic, or an 'evanescent' infinitewould have constant (with respect to field) c over element [57]), is best used to avoid treatment of a
part of the cross-section, but a finite region would lossy resonator, which loses the Hermitian
have a law such as [82] formulation. As with the waveguide problem of

section 5.1, finite elements have been implemented
EL"+ 1 x a- Eeat [86,87] approaches. Unless some special requirement

forces the issue, it is generally possible and advisable

Clearly for any two specified values of w, 8 and total to use a variational approach. The same variational
form of eqn. (21) can be used, or its dual form, withpower in the mode, the third parameter is an

unknown eigenvalue, necessitating some iterative H replaced by E, and e and p exchanged.

scheme for its solution. Finite element solutions are Again if inhomogeneity of material is purely
now being routinely produced for fairly arbitrary dielectric, then the form in terms of H is easier by
nonlinear laws as well as two-dimensional profiles of orthodox nodal elements, as the 3-vector H is
permittivity. continuous everywhere. By contrast any form using

E would need extra care for continuity of
6. Three-Dimensional Structures appropriate fields and flux densities between

elements However, separate use of each formulationWe now consider resonators and closed scattering has the advantage of bounding the true solution

problems. If we focus discussion here on the

resonator, it is with the understanding that most Of [70,87] and/or providing information for error

the aspects of finite element implementation are signatures, relevant to the important matter of

identical for the two classes of problem [60,83]. For adaptive mesh generation [70].

any solution approach to the resonator, an analogous Resonators have been studied for many years
approach exists for the scattering problem. The main using 3-D versions of the traditional nodal elements.
difference is that part of the resonator walls have to Just as in 2-D, where the simplest first degree
be removed and replaced by resistive boundary elements are popular for their ultimate simplicity
conditions (simulating a matched port) and/or by and ultimate sparsity of resulting matrix, so can first
reactive impedances and/or by stipulating at the degree tetrahedral elements be used. Again, whether
removed walls (say) the magnetic field and in 2-D or 3-D, first order elements fit very
evaluating the consistent electric field - and so conveniently into a Delaunay-generated mesh of
evaluating the scattering matrix. Though these elements, especially with adaptive mesh-generators
considerations are not trivial, we by-pass them to [70]. Higher order elements are also used [88],
consider the more fundamental issues of the finite including their attractive subset, hierarchal elements,
element formulation and choice of basis functions. where extra nodes are added to elements, as one

The other major difference between the proceeds to higher order, without abandoning any

resonator and the evaluation of a scattering matrix nodes from the low orders.
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Spurious modes have commonly been reported coordinates within the tetrahedron, so that (i has
[64,89,90] with 3-D resonators just as with (quasi-)2- unit value at node i, and varies linearly to zero at
D problems. Clearly less work has been reported on the three other vertices. To introduce the edge
3-D numerical work than on 2-D, because of the elements, we focus on edge 1, denoted as e,, which
heavier computing demands of the former. Spurious joins vertices 1 and 2; associated with e, we
solutions can be avoided or alleviated by the use of introduce the vector basis function wi defined over
edge elements, which will be briefly described next. the tetrahedron by:

6.1. Edge and tangmtial v. nodal elemnts w, = C1 grad C. - (2grad ( 1  (25)
So far in the vast majority of finite element work,
nodal or scalar shape functions have been used [85], w2 , w3, w4 , w. and w6 , are similarly defined, each
as already described. For a vector field, whether H, associated with one of the other five edges. Although
E, B, D, A or J, the conventional scheme has been w1 is a first degree polynomial vector field, it turns
to represent the vector as three separate scalars in out that at all points along edge 1, the projection
the standard nodal manner. Analytically exact and onto edge e1 of.vector wlhas constant value. The
conventional as this procedure is, it grates - it is projections onto e1 of vectors w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 and w6
uneasy in this context. In contrast, there are are all zero. Equation (25) therefore gives a vector
alternative schemes for directly expanding vectors in substitute for the interpolatory shape functions of
terms of vector forms. nodal elements,

Whitney forms [70,74,75] span the relevant V(Clc 2,C3 ,C4) = -•w, (26)
possibilities of continuity between elements related

to the grad, curl and div operators. W° forms are
spaces of scalar basis functions that are continuous, 3:(0,0,1,0)
without continuous derivatives, between elements.
W 1 forms are spaces of vector functions that have
continuity of tangential components, but not normal
components, between elements. W2 forms are vector
functions having continuity of their normal
components only between elements. W3 forms are of 2
scalar functions without continuity between 4
elements. Working with tetrahedral elements, as we
progress through the forms WO, W1, W 2, W 3 we go
through W° which is nodal-based, W1 which is edge- 4:(O,O0,1)
based, W 2 which is facet-based, and W3 which is 3

volume-based. Their intimate connection also comes
from the fact that the gradient of a 0-Whitney form 5
is a (combination of) 1-Whitney forms, the curl of a
W1 form is a W 2 form, and the divergence of a W2  1 :(1 ,0,0,0) 2:(0,1 ,0,0)
form is a W3 form.

We illustrate with just one particular Whitney Fig. 6. Tetrahedron vertices (with local
form W' called the edge element. It is a first degree coordinates (1,(2,(3,C 4) and directed edges.
polynomial form. The objective is to develop a
vector representation that assures that across any
face between adjacent finite elements, the tangential On any edge ei V will assume a value that varies;
part (only) of the vector is continuous. This will be but the component (or projection) along ei will
perfectly appropriate for representing H or E. remain constant and equal to viu,, where u, is the

Consider a tetrahedron as in Fig. 6 with unit vector directed along edge i with the sense of

vertices 1 to 4 and edges 1 to 6. For node i, we first the arrow in Fig. 6. Clearly if we use the same

use the so-called barycentric coordinate Ci which has specifications of the vi (called the edge values) of

value I at node i, is zero over all tetrahedra not eqn. (26) for different tetrahedra sharing the same

containing node i, and varies linearly over tetrahedra edge, the overall vector field will have a continuous

that contain node i. These are the local or 'volume' tangential component of vector across edges, and
similarly across faces. The normal components will
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have no such enforced continuity. A special property 7. Conclumioms
of edge elements is that their divergence is Finite elements in electrical engineering have had a
identically zero within the tetrahedra, though not varied and interesting history. At an early stage of
across inter-element f . development, several difficult problems were

In this section we have concentrated on edge encountered, such as the determination of gauge in
elements in 3-D. Their extension to 2-D is vector potential problems and the appearance of
straightforward, although the fact that the physical spurious modes in solutions of the Helmholtz
quantities are fundamentally 3-vectors makes the equation. It has taken nearly twenty years to master
situation less comfortable in 2-D than 3-D. For these difficulties, and their solutions point the way
instance it is commonly found necessary [77] to use for other, still more valuable, methods.
both edge and nodal elements because of the lack ofparity between transverse and longitudinal Incompletely solved problems of considerable
components of field. Readers are referred to the importance now include general methods for (1)copoerntsre of1,ield,8 eaderswefrefeeredtof these orthospectral elements, (2) field singularities, (3)literature [71,73,77,89,90,91] for details of these boundary integrals, including absorbing boundaries.
Whitney and related forms. Several particular element types free of spurious

6.2. Tangential, edge and nodal elements for modes are known and used, but the generation of

resonators families of such elements has still eluded analysts.

A number of workers have reported successful use of Much the same can be said for singular elements. In
edg elements for the solution of resonators [84-89] the formation of boundary integrals, similaredge elements- difficulties of integration are encountered as with
Motives have included belief in their superiority to field singularities. All three areas should prove fertile
nodal elements because of their lack of divergence- ground for the application of symbolic algebra.
free related spurious modes, and their more efficient Given the current near-ubiquity of computer algebra
representation, via their fewer free variables and/or systems, there appears to be every reason for
sparsity of global matrices. If one compares edge optimism for their further development for finite
elements (with their built-in divergence-free vector) element methods in electromagnetics.
with nodal representation of the three Cartesian
components of field, there can surely, be no arguing In the use of finite elements for computation of
that the component version has a fundamental high-frequency waveguides and 3-D structures there
redundancy and therefore inefficiency. If they also have been both major achievements and serious
give solutions free of a serious class of spurious difficulties. As computing power has increased it has
modes, then the edge elements have very much in made more important the robustness of methods
their favor. Recent evidence supports their used, so that human intervention is eliminated from
fundamental advantage, the inner shells of the computation. In this context it

is believed that the introduction of vector finiteIn electromagnetics, the use of edge elements element forms (or allied forms) will improve the

was firstly with low frequency applications, performance of many codes when, as in etec-
especially concerning eddy currents [92]. With pefrac ofmn cdswhasi l-
respecallys, coerning eddy etc c ents r [9 Witd tromagnetics, vector fields are inevitably involved.
resonators, use with magnetic vector field The case is more powerful in three dimensions than

formulations, eqn. (21) or its dual form in terms of

E, has recently led to more satisfactory results [84- in two-dimensional problems. There are eloquent

89]. Universally it is reported that the spurious arguments for Whitney or equivalent vector forms
8mo.dUniersasscia ted with non-zero tdiv ne apris with their basis in differential forms. Computationalmodes associated with non-zero divergence are results have only appeared in the last three years or

totally removed. However, as mentioned earlier with
so, but hopefully the practical impact will soon bethe waveguide problem, when the formulation used assessed, then thcse issues will be clarified or

has frequency as the resulting spectrum (as in eqn. simplified, as were similar issues with nodal finite

(21) and its matrix version (22)), other spurious elements when they first appeared.

modes appear clustered around zero frequency.

Curiously, these non-physical solutions are ignored 8. References
by many workers as not being serious - as not
being worthy of the title of "spurious"! They are [ R.L. Courant: 'Variational methods for the
indeed less troublesome, as their location in the solution of problems of equilibrium and
spectrum is very confined and away from the usual vibration.' Bulletin of the Aqmerican
region of interest.
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Compatibility Relations for Time-Domain and Static
Electromagnetic Field Problems

loan E. Lager and Gerrit Mur
Faculty of Electrical Engineering

Delft University of Technology
P.O. Box 5031, 2600GA Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract - When computing an electromagnetic In the present paper the use of the divergence condi-
field using a numerical method, e. g. the fi- tion will be generalized to the use of the compatibility
nite element method, it is possible that, although relations for electromagnetic fields. It will also be shown
Maxwell's equations are discretised accurately, that the use of divergence-free edge elements, which is
highly inaccurate computational results are ob- advocated by some authors (see [4] and the references
tained. In those cases it can easily be shown contained in it) for satisfying some of these compatibil-
that (some of) the electromagnetic compatibil- ity relations, as well as the use of face elements, intro-
ity relations (field properties that follow from duces the possibility of violating additional relations of
Maxwell's equations) are not satisfied. The diver- the compatibility type. The importance of including the
gence condition on the fluxes, for instance, follows electromagnetic compatibility relations explicitly in the
directly from the field equations but not necessar- finite-element formulation of the problem is stressed.
ily from their discretised counterparts. This ne- The analysis of the compatibility relations is carried
cessitates inclusion of the compatibility relations out first for methods for computing time-domain (tran-
in the finite-element formulation of the field prob- sient) electromagnetic fields. The analysis of methods
lem. First a survey is given of all electromagnetic for time-harmonic electromagnetic field problems runs
compatibility relations for the time-domain elec- along similar lines and le-ds to similar conclusions. It
tromagnetic field equations. Subsequently the can be shown (and verified experimentally) that the im-
compatibility relations for the static field equa- portance of the compatibility relations increases with de-
tions are discussed. creasing frequencies (slower variations of the solution in

time) and, consequently, the compatibility relations are
I. INTRODUCTION of the utmost importance for the numerical computation

of static electric and magnetic fields. These cases will
Bect~use of its flexibility, the finite-element method be discussed separately showing the connections between

seems to be the most suitable method for computing elec- the compatibility relations for transient fields and those
tromagnetic fields in inhomogeneous media and/or com- for static fields.
plicated geometries. In the finite-element formulation of
an electromagnetic field problem the field equations can II. THE BASIC EQUATIONS
only be satisfied approximately. As a consequence of this,
field properties that follow from Maxwell's electromag- As the point of departure for our analysis we use the
netic field equations, the electromagnetic compatibility time-domain electromagnetic field equations
relations [1], may not be reflected accurately in a numer-
ical solution. In earlier papers 12, 3] Mur presented meth-
ods for computing the electric and/or the magnetic field 8tD +J -V x H -jext, (1)
directly, using a combination of linear edge and linear 8tB +V x E - -Kext, (2)
nodal expansion functions for obtaining optimum com-
putational efficiency. In these papers the importance of where jext and Ke,' are sources of electric and mag-
including the divergence condition, which is one of the netic current that are known, throughout the domain of
compatibility relations, in the formulation of the problem computation V (see Fig. 1), as a function of the time
was discussed. The equations applying to the divergence coordinate t. In (2) we have included the magnetic cur-
of the electric and magnetic flux densities follow directly rent Kext for symmetry reasons. jext and Kext may also
from the electromagnetic field equations. They are satis- represent contrast sources used in a contrast-source for-
fled whenever the field equations are satisfied exactly. mulation that replaces a transparent obstacle in a known
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external field by equivalent sources. The field equations The electromagnetic compatibility (divergence) relations
are supplemented by the interface conditions (7) and (8) apply to subdomains of the domain of com-

putation in which the electromagnetic field vectors are

continuously differentiable functions of the spatial coor-
a, Z continuous across sourcefree interfaces, (3) dinates.

v x H continuous across sourcefree interfaces, (4) B. Interfaces

and the boundary conditions The field vectors are not differentiable with respect to

&- x B = v x Be"t on &DE, (5) the spatial coordinates at the interfaces between regions
with different medium properties. In that case (7) and

o x H = v x He t on 8DH, (6) (8) are replaced by

where v is the unit vector along the normal to either
the interface X or the outer boundary &D = VDE U &DH a. (8,D + J) + .. jell continuous across interface, (9)
(with DDE n 8/PH = 0) of the domain of computation D,
and where so x B"'X and L- x HeXL are known, along the v-. 8,B + aP. Ke1 t continuous across interface, (10)
relevant parts of this outer boundary, as a function of t. where v, is the unit vector normal to the interface.

Note that (9) and (10) express the continuity condi-
0D tion applying to the normal components of the electric

and the magnetic flux densities across an interface be-
ODE tween different media.

-- 1/ VC. Outer boundaryj

M A third type of compatibility relation is found when
studying the behavior of the field near the outer bound-
ary of the domain of computation. Applying the operator

OV = OVE U' OVH v-., where a- denotes the unit vector along the normal to

Fig. 1. The domain of computation V. the outer boundary, to (1) and (2) we obtain, using (5)
and (6), the relations

Together with the constitutive equations and the initial
conditions at t = to, (1)-(6) define an electromagnetic- v- (8gD + J) =- . (V x Hext - Jext ) on O/PH, (11)
field problem with a unique solution [5]. Note that the
source terms in (1) and (2) are not related to the bound- V- _ j 8 = _V-. (V X et

1 + Kext) on "DE. (12)
ary conditions in (5) and (6). These equations express the fact that prescribing the

III. THE COMPATIBILITY RELATIONS tangential components of the electric (magnetic) field
strength at a given part aDE (8"PH) of the outer bound-

Compatibility relations [1) are properties of a field that ary OP implies a related behavior of the normal compo-

are direct consequences of the field equations and that nents of the magnetic (electric) flux densities at that part

must be satisfied to allow them to have a solution. For of the boundary.

the electromagnetic field equations they are discussed be- Note that these equations have the form of additional

low. boundary conditions applying at the outer boundary of
the domain of computation. They follow, however, di-

A. Interior rectly from the fact that the field inside the domain of
computation should satisfy Maxwell's equations.

Applying the divergence operator V. to (1) and (2) it
follows that D. Compatibility relations and edge elements

V- (81 D + J) = _V . jexI, (7) Some authors use divergence-free edge elements (e.g.
Whitney 1) for imposing the divergence conditions ex-

81V • B = -V • Kext. (8) actly. Edge elements cause the tangential components of
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the fields to be continuous, they leave the normal compo- F. In summary
nents free to jump. Apart from the fact that divergence-
free edge elements can only be used in the simple case Equations (7)-(12) are a set of six electromagnetic
where the compatibility relations (7) and (8) reduce to compatibility relations that are direct consequences of
V D = 0 (or V J = 0) and V. B = 0, respectively, the Maxwell's equations. In exact methods for solving the
resulting freedom of the normal component of the field at electromagnetic field equations they are automatically
the interface between two adjoining tetrahedra to jump, accounted for. In numerical methods, for instance in
even when it should be continuous, is unwanted. Con- the finite-element method, for solving the electromag-
sequently, the continuity of the normal flux has to be netic field equations they should be taken into account
added to our list of compatibility relations to be imposed explicitly whenever the method used does not automati-
upon the solution. Failing to do so may be the cause cally account for them.
of undesired surface charge distributions in between edge Equations (13)-(16) are additional compatibility rela-
elements. When adjoining finite elements contain identi- tions the need for which is caused by the use of either
cal materials, and assuming that the external sources of edge or face elements in homogeneous domains. In those
current are continuous between those finite elements, the domains edge and face elements allow unphysical discon-
following relations hold tinuities in the solution and compatibility relations have

to be added to the formulation of the field problem for
restricting those discontinuities to acceptable values.

v,- E continuous between edge elements, (13) Note that (7)-(16) do not contain any extra informa-
tion that is not contained in the field equations. However,

v,. H continuous between edge elements. (14) failing to include them in the finite-element formulation

In the alternative cases, (9) and (10) still apply. Imposing of an electromagnetic-field problem, either exactly or nu-

these relations results in an increase of the connectivity merically, may be the cause of highly inaccurate results.

of the system matrices. Note that the need for impos- Errors of this type are often referred to as "spurious so-

ing the continuity relations (13) and (14) is caused solely lutions" or "vector parasites".

by the use of edge expansion functions and not by the IV. APPLICATION to STATIC ELECTRIC FIELDS
electromagnetic field problem or the finite-element for-
mulation used. For static electric fields the basic equations (1) - (6)

reduce to
E. Compatibility relations and face elements

Some authors propose the use of face (also called facet) V x E = -Kext, (17)
elements for modeling flux distributions. Face elements
cause the normal fluxes between tetrahedra to be con- together with the interface condition
tinuous, they have the disadvantage of leaving tangential
components free to jump, even when they should be con-
tinuous. Assuming that no surface sources of current are
present at the interface between those finite elements, the and the boundary condition
following continuity relations should hold

v x EB = t Eext on•DBE. (19)

v' x B continuous between face elements, (15) Note that we have lost the boundary condition on "DH

which has to be replaced by the compatibility relation
v, x H continuous between face elements, (16) applying to this part of the outer boundary.

otherwise the proper jump condition should be imple- A. Interior compatibility
mented. Imposing these relations results in an increase
of the connectivity of the system matrix (matrices). Note In case of a conducting medium (7) reduces to
that the need for imposing the continuity relations (15)
and (16) is caused solely by the use of face expansion . j = _V. jext, (20)
functions that do not automatically satisfy the continu-
ity conditions (3) and (4). In case of a non-conducting (dielectric) medium (7) re-

duces to
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V. APPLICATION to STATIC MAGNETIC FIELDS

V.- D =P p ,,(21)
For static magnetic fields the basic equations (1) - (6)

where pet denotes the known external electric volume reduce to
charge desty.

B. Iuter/"ce compatibility V x H = jest, (27)

In case of a conducting medium (9) reduces to together with the interface condition

Y- J + L#,- X" continuous across interface, (22) v x H continuous across sourcefree interfaces, (28)

in case of a non-conducting (dielectric) medium (9) re- and the boundary condition
duces to

a' xH =" V X HCet on &DH. (29)
D121 = e (23) Note that we have lost the boundary condition on &DE

where DI1 denotes the jump in D across the interface and which has to be replaced by the compatibility relation
where am,'e denotes the known external electric surface applying to this part of the outer boundary.
charge density. In case of an interface between a conduct-
ing and a non-conducting (dielectric) medium (9) reduces A. Interior compatibility
to

For static magnetic fields equation (8) reduces to
j e, ext 1

1 J(24)

at the conducting side of the interface. V.B-pext. (30)

where p,^eXt denotes the known external magnetic vol-
C. Outer boundary compatibility ume charge density.

In case of a conducting medium (11) reduces to B. Interface compatibility

V. J = Vs. (V X Hext - jext) on DDH. (25) For static magnetic fields equation (10) reduces to

Recall that Hext and jeXt are not related. In case of a 2 _

non-conducting (dielectric) medium (11) reduces to 1 B1, -(3me(1)

where o~m'ext denotes the known external magnetic sur-
v,- D = oe'e, On aVH, (26) face charge density at the interface.

where o*,"t denotes the known external electric surface C. Outer boundary compatibility
charge density at the outer boundary.

For static magnetic fields the continuity of the normal
D. Compatibility1 relation. and edge elements lx(2 rdcstflux (12) reduces to

In case adjoining tetrahedra contain identical materials
as regards their electric properties (13) applies, otherwise
(22)-(24) apply. where 0m,ext denotes the known external magnetic sur-

face charge density at the outer boundary.
B. Compatibility relations and face elements

D. Compatibility relations and edge elements
In case no surface souces of magnetic current are

present at the interface between adjoining face elements In case adjoining tetrahedra contain identical materials
(15) applies, otherwise the proper jump condition should as regards their magnetic properties (14) applies, other-
be implemented. wise (31) applies.
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B. Compatibility relations and face elements [3] G. Mur. "The Finite-Element Modeling of Three-Dimensional
Time-Domain Electromagnetic Fields in Strongly Inhomoge-

In case no surface sources of electric current are present neous Media," IEEE Transacions es Mon aetice, Vol. MAG-
28, No. 2, pp. 1130-1133, March 1992.

at the interface between adjoining face elements (16) ap- [4] J. P. Webb, "Edge Elements and What They can do for You,"
plies, otherwise the proper jump condition should be im- IEEE Trmuascliow on MaUgetsics, Vol. MAG-29, Nr. 2, pp.
plemented. 1460-1465, March, 1993.

(5] J. A. Stratton, Electrommagetic Theom, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1941, p. 486.

VI. CONCLUSIONS [6] G. Mur, "Edge elements, their Advantages and their Disad-
vantages," Submitted for Publication in the IEEE Trans. on
Magnetics. Also: Report nr. Et/EM 1993-35, Laboratory of

When the electromagnetic field equations are solved Electromagnetic Research, Faculty of Electrical Engieering,
numerically using expansions that do not themselves ex- Delft University of Technology, Delft, the Netherlands.

actly satisfy these equations, which is the case in the
finite-element method, it is necessary to include the com-
patibility relations in the formulation in order to obtain
correct results. Attempts to solve this difficulty by using
edge elements merely complicate the situation by intro-
ducing the need to impose additional compatibility rela-
tions. In our analysis we have first presented the com-
patibility relations applying to time-domain (transient)
fields and, subsequently, those for static fields. In doing
so, the relation between those two cases is clarified and
a better understanding is obtained of the function of the
compatibility relations and their application in the entire
range from static to high frequency applications.

In summary, we conclude that we have presented the
electromagnetic field compatibility relations. To obtain
reliable computational results from finite-element meth-
ods for solving the electromagnetic field equations, these
relations should be made a part of the formulation of the
problem.
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ABSTRACT. The classical approach to design of electric 1. INTRODUCTION
motors is based on the concept of simplified magnetic
circuit analysis. This approach fails in today's design Design of electric motors is a process of synthesis based
situation due to utilization of new materials and new on geometrical modelling and analysis. The traditional
designs. Application of sophisticated numerical methods approach to analysis in the design of electric motors was
becomes inevitable. Some problems arising in the based on the concept of magnetic circuit analysis resulting
application of the finite element method in design of with simple analytical models. These models incorporate
electric motors are discussed in this paper. equivalent circuits postulated on the basis of experience

and intuition. Results of such an approach are
Electric motors are always part of a system and their qualitatively correct but quantitatively inaccurate and have
behaviour within the system, which is characterized by to be corrected with empirically introduced correction
integral parameters (torques and reactances), should be parameters based on previous experience and
known at the design stage. Computation of these measurements on prototypes. These parameters are usually
parameters from a finite element magnetic field solution valid for very narrow classes of motors significantly
is described here. similar to those which were produced and measured

before the new design. From the designers point of view
The computation of torquelangle characteristics from the main advantage of this approach is its simplicity and
finite element field solution by application of two basic ease of application.
approaches:
- global virtual work method and cubic spline This traditional approach to design of electric motors fails

interpolation technique, in new situations. Utilization of new magnetic materials
- Maxwell stress tensor integration, enables developing of new designs. Precise prediction of
is described. The applicability of both approaches is motor characteristics before a motor is manufactured is
illustrated by computation of the torque in a switched one of the essential prerequisites for good, concurrent
reluctance motor and the advantages of virtual work design and cost-effective production. Accordingly, more
approach are emphasised. sophisticated methods of analysis based on

electromagnetic field theory which enable more accurate
The main problem in application of the finite element modelling of electric motors are required to be
method to computation of magnetic fields in electric implemented in the design procedures. Numerical field
motors is that the field sources (currents) and load angle analysis is the only available tool capable of dealing with
are unknown. External environment (terminal voltage and problems which arise in the design of the new generation
mechanical load) are known, and the magnetic field of electric motors. The most widely spread numerical
solution is iterated until the external constraints are method for electromagnetic field analysis in electric
satisfied. To avoid finite element mesh rotation an motors is the finite element method (FEM). Its application
iterative process was implemented in which only the to the calculation of two main integral characteristics of
fundamental harmonic of the lumped stator winding electric motors: torques and reactances is described here.
distribution is taken into consideration instead of the
t'ree-phase winding excitation. The direct and quadrature 2. CALCULATION OF TORQUES
reactances are computed from the finite element magnetic
field solution utilizing flux linkage and stored energy One of the most important characteristics of electric
approaches. The procedure is illustrated by computation motors is torque as a function of rotor position. It can be
of the reactances of a permanent magnet synchronous derived from the FEM solution of the magnetic field
electric motor. in the electric motor. Two distinct approaches for directly

calculating the torque from the FEM solution are Maxwell
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stress tensor integration and the virtual work approach. lw

2.1 Maxweil Stresses 
(3)

The torque on a rigid body enclosed by a surface S via where W, is the total coenergy of a system and a is the

Maxwell's magnetic stress tensor integration can be angular displacement. Total coenergy of a system can be

obtained by calculating the surface integral [1]: calculated from the FEM solution by:

C ({HeBfdVe- f H de dVj (4)

where n is an unit vector normal to the integration surfaceS. r is a distance vector, and t is Maxwell stress tensor The main disadvantage of this approach is the calculation
defined by: of the coenergy derivatives with respect to a smallperturbation of the rotor position. The numerical

-4=*(h-A) -• f1t.4) - (2) realisation of this method can give rise to a
2 significant round-off error in computing a finite

In the case of the exact solution the integral in (1) is difference approximation of the required derivative
independent of the chosen integration surface, because of near identical coenergies for small
Approximate and discrete nature of the FEM solution displacements. On the other hand using increased
introduces dependency of the accuracy of torque displacements of the rotor in order to achieve
calculation upon the accuracy of the calculation of the greater differences in the system coenergy decreases the
local flux densities and upon the choice of the integration accuracy of the finite difference approximation.
surface (3D models) or integration contour (2D models). In order to overcome those difficulties, a cubic spline
High accuracy of the calculation of the local flux interpolation of the coenergy function through points
densities, which are obtained from potential solutions calculated in several rotor positions is introduced [5].
(scalar or vector) by differentiation, can be assured by The interpolation of the coenergy on the i-th segment is
increasing the FEM mesh density. The most convenient defined by [61:
choice for the integration surface (contour) in the FEM (a_ g)2 (1Z U-()

models of electrical motors is in the airgap between the We(U) -m. 1 2
stator and the rotor. In a practical applications of this hi-I
approach it is advisable to evaluate the torque using (a - a_5 )2 (, a-)

several surfaces (contours) and to average the results, or -mi +
to apply relatively complicated iterative methods for U)2 (5)
selection of the best surface (contour) [21.The application (ni - C)2 [2 (a - -) + hi-]+
of this approach in normal design practice is very hi
complicated. (- )2 [2(a-

The main advantage of the Maxwell stress tensor hj!_
integration approach to torque calculations is that it
requires only one field solution to obtain the torque for
one position. If it is necessary to obtain a complete where:
torque-angle characteristics this advantage becomes W1(Cc),obsolete. au•.-I;m=la =~..

2.2 Virtual Work yl-W'Q01) ; 46e[al-pai ; f-1,...n

Since the extremization solution procedure used in the The unknown coefficients of the interpolation mi are
finite element method optimizes the calculation of stored derived from the condition of smooth joints (equal first
energy, the virtual work method seems to be more stable derivatives) at points oý (i=l,..n-l). The first derivatives
and accurate approach to torque calculation. The torque at the first point (i=O) and the last point (ifn) of
can be calculated from the coenergy of a system by [3,4]: interpolation are set to the zero, which is natural for this

problem. The torque is calculated by derivation of the
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cubic spline interpolation of the coenergy function with

respect to displacement a. T[Nm]/W[J]

2.3 Example: Torque in a Switched Reluctance Motor Excitation current 12 A

The usage of switched reluctance motors (SRM) has 25

increased in recent years due to their simplicity and
controllability. As a variable speed driver they are much 20 r
more efficient compared to variable speed induction
motors. The motor has salient poles on both the stator and 15
the rotor, the windings on the stator are of simple form
and there are no windings on the rotor. This results in a
relatively simple construction of such motors. The 10 \
currents in the stator circuits are switched on and off in I

accordance with the rotor position and with simple control 5I
the motor develops the torque-speed characteristics typical / ... -A-

for series-connected d.c. motors. The main characteristics . -

of the magnetic field analysis in SRM are: 5 10 15 20 25 30
- complex geometry and very small airgap between Angle[Degree]

stator and rotor,
- deep saturation of magnetic material in normal Calculated and interpolated torque

operation, - - - Calculated and interpolated coenergy
- eddy currents can be neglected. - - -. Maxwell stress-tensor torque
- the influence of edge effects must be taken into Measured torque

account.

T[Nm]IW[J]
E Excitation current 20 A

135 r. - .. ..

60.05 301

25 25

S20 0

151

Figure 2.1 Cross-section of SRM motor 10. - -

Taking into consideration the aforesaid one can conclude 5 .0e
that a 3D nonlinear static model of SRM is sufficient for
design analysis. The importance of 3D calculation is
emphasized in the case of deep saturation of magnetic 5 10 15 20 25 30
material and/or in the case of rotor-stator position with
maximum reluctance. In those cases the magnetic field is Angle[Degree]
leaked out of iron parts of the motor. Figure 2.2 Calculated and measured torques and

coenergies
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Because of the static model, a total scalar potential mechanical load) while source currents and load angle
approach to the numerical field calculation is chosen. The which are necessary for the FEM problem formulation are
main advantages of this approach are [7]: unknown. Solving a problem under these new constraints

one unknown per node, requires an iterative application of the FEM solution. The
current regions are not included in the iterative scheme starts with the initial estimate of the load
discretization, angle and field source currents which can be obtained by
the influence of current sources is taken into the classical design approach. The FEM solution is then
account by applying the Biot-Savart law. applied and a first estimate for problem external sources

The finite element discretization of the SRM model is can be determined. The derived terminal voltage is then
based on the application of twenty-node isoparametric compared with the specified conditions and the inputs to
brick elements. This ensures good approximation of the the FEM solution are iterated until a solution which
motor geometry as well as giving a good approximation agrees with the load point specification is obtained.
to the field values (gradients of the potentials). The space
around the active part of the SRM must be included in the One way of forming the FEM models of electric motors
finite element mesh. is to specify source currents densities in stator slots which

correspond to phase currents determined from the three
The above mentioned approach was applied to the phase excitation current system. Utilization using that
computation of the torque/angle characteristics of the approach requires rotating the FEM mesh as load angle
SRM shown in Figure 2.1. The surface for Maxwell stress varies, which complicates the iterative scheme of the FEM
tensor integration was chosen to be a cylinder through the application. In most electric motors the fundamental
middle of the airgap. The airgap was discretized by three component of excitation is dominant, while higher
layers of finite elements. Total coenergy of the system harmonics can be neglected. It enables decomposition of
was calculated from the same FEM solution. The resulting the lumped stator winding distribution into Fourier
curves showing the comparison of the virtual work components and only the fundamental component of the
approach and the Maxwell stress tensor integration with current sheet is retained [9]. Stator currents in the FEM
the measurements are shown in Figure 2.2. model of the motor are then assigned to the stator slots

proportional to the area under the current sheet density
3. INDUCTANCE CALCULATIONS distribution associated with each slot. The three phase

sum of the fundamental components rotates in
The main objective of inductance calculations in electric synchronism with the rotor, which means that changing
motor design is the computation of the reactances in the load angle can be simulated by changes in the
direct and quadrature axis system (Xd and Xq). The two- fundamental current sheet distribution while the FEM
axis system was introduced into classical theory of electric mesh remains the same.
machines as a mean of facilitating analysis of salient pole
machines [8]. Reactances Xd and Xq are the basis for 3.2 Definition of Reactances
further representation of the motor in system studies.
Two fundamental approaches to inductance calculations The quantities obtainable from the FEM magnetic field
are: solution are direct and quadrature axis flux linkages and
- calculation of inductance from flux linkage, energies. In order to find them, taking into account
- calculation of inductance from stored magnetic saturation of magnetic material, a three step procedure for

energy. FEM solution is given in [10]:
Both approaches can be applied in the case of the FEM Step 1. Nonlinear solution of the FEM problem where
magnetic field solution. the sources are excitation current together with

total armature current (both d and q components)
Step 2. The permeability for each element achieved in

3.1 FEM Modelling of Electric Motors nonlinear iteration procedure (step 1.) is fixed.
Step 3. Two linear solutions of the FEM problem with

A specific problem in applying the FEM to the design of separately applied d and q components of
electric motors is that in most cases the source (currents armature current while excitation current is set to
in stator slots) and load angle (relative position rotor- zero. Permeabilities in the FEM mesh for this
stator) are not specified. Under normal operating step are the ones fixed in step 2.
conditions for electric motors the state of the system is Direct axis flux linkage V, and stored magnetic energy Wd
defined by the external quantities (terminal voltage and are calculated from the FEM solution in step 3 when the
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direct axis component of armature current is applied, Current I, associated with i-th slot of the stator winding is:
while quadrature axis flux linkage 4t, and stored magnetic
energy Wq are calculated from the FEM solution in step 1, N, 9 /2 I, sin(t -a) A t (10)
3 when the quadrature axis component of armature current
is applied. The reactances are then defined as:

A set of equations which define the external environment

X yd 2 w Wd in steady state operation of a permanent magnet electric
; • 2r (7) motors can be deduced from the d-q theory by adopting

Id 3 1 the Park transformation in rotor reference frame. The
equations are [11]:

aV,2ca W + (l )
l X 3_ 2 _ (8) (11)

where Id and 1q are the direct and quadrature axis Vq and Vd are q and d components of the terminal
components of armature current respectively, voltage, 1q and 1, are the corresponding current

components, R is ohmic resistance of the winding, w is
3.3 Example: Synchronous Permanent Magnet steady state frequency and d), and Cq. are the

Motor (SPMM) corresponding flux linkages. Thcec equations can be
expressed in phasor form and combined to obtain the

The high energy density of rare earth permanent magnets phase stator voltage V. in phasor form:
and relatively low costs of their utilization has permitted
them to replace classical DC excitation systems of electric V. (R +j X9) I. +i(Xd-Xq) Id+ (12)

motors. The elimination of the excitation winding (copper
losses, brushes...) results in more reliable and E, is the open circuit voltage (Id=Iq=O) resulting only from
mechanically simpler motor. The rare earth permanent permanent magnets (excitation) and can be considered as
magnets have near linear characteristics over normal a constant. This voltage is computed from the FEM
operating conditions. This fact greatly simplifies their solution of the model excited only by permanent magnets.
modelling in the FEM. They can be replaced with simple A phasor diagram derived from (12) is presented in
current sheets surrounding a material having a Figure 3.1.
permeability equal to the recoil permeability of the q
permanent magnet material which is, in the case of rare
earth materials, slightly greater than the one of free space. V jXqia Ea
The geometry of such motors enables utilization of a two-
dimensional model. FEM approach based on magnetic -RIa
vector potential is applied in the solution procedure. The _Xd~a E0

cross-section of the analyzed motor can be seen in Figures
3.2 to 3.4. The fundamental component of decomposition
of lumped stator winding into Fourier component is given
as (9):

n Nt) N V1 I. sin( -ca) (9)

where: d

1. is the root mean square value of the armature Figure 3.1 Phasor diagram of SPMM
current,
N, is the number of turns in the stator winding Unknown reactances X, and Xq are obtained from the
per pole and per phase, FEM field solution using the idea of distributed turns in
- is the electrical angle with respect to the d the flux linkage calculations as described in [10]:
axis,
at is the electrical angle between the phasor of
the armature current and the d axis.
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U 6N.

V u2A(C) "s sint dt (13)
0

TO- ' 2A(t) 6Ncost dt (14)

2

Stored magnetic energy is calculated from the FEM
solution by:

at

w.-E f(fH-dB-)ds' (1
a $* 0

The iterative procedure described in section 3.1 was
performed and after three iterations an agreeable solution Figure 3.3 Linear FEM solution in q axis
( successive solutions for Xd and Xq differed by less than (third iteration, step 3)
3.5%) was obtained. FEM field solutions for step 1 and
step 3 in the third iteration are illustrated in Figures 3.2 to
3.4.

Figure 3.2 Nonlinear FEM magnetic field solution Figure 3.4 Linear FEM solution in d axis
(third iteration, step 1) (third iteration, step 3)

The results of the computation of the reactances calculated
from flux linkages as well as the reactances calculated
from stored energy are given in Table 1.
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The final conclusion is that the stored energy approach to
torque and inductance calculations is better for use in
traditional design procedures because of the nature the
FEM (minimization of energy functional) and weak
dependence on local errors due to bad meshing of the
model.
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Ailiwir - This paper presents the computation of [7]. Usually, hybrid approaches destroy the sparsity of the
static and quasistatic lectr omagetic: fieds usiag asymp- finite element matrices. The measured equation of invariance
tot* boundary conditions (ABC). Asymptotic boundary (MEl) method, which was presented in [8], uses the assumed
coditions for eddy current problems due to external field charge disributions on the conductors to determine the rela-
excitations are derived. For electrostatic fields, ABC-e tionships of the unknown potentials around outer boundaries.
are used in cojtiunctom with Laplace's equation while for The relationships thus obtained are subsequently employed in
quasistatic magneti fields, ABC-s are employed in con- the finite element or finite difference simulations. The MEl
Junctiom with the itegrodifferemtial fite element method can preserve the sparsity of the finite element or finite
method. The effect of outer boundary ioattioms on the difference matrices. However, the proof of convergence for
accuracy of the simulation results is examined. This study this method has yet to be found in the published papers.
shows that in these cases, ABC-s can Improve the compu-
tatiom accuracy compared to the usual tnmcation of outer Recently, absobing and asymptotic boundary conditions
boundaries. have been used in conjunction with the finite element method

[9]-[12]. The sudden popularity of the ABC is due to the fact
that it is local as compared to hybrid approaches. This local-
ity preserves the sparsity of finite element matrices. How-
ever, most of the studies are focussed on wave problems.

1. INTRODUCTION This paper applies the asymptotic boundary conditions to the
study of static and quasistatic problems. Although there are

The finite element method (FEM) is a powerful method for studies using the ABC for static or quasistaic problems
the computation of electromagnetic fields. However, special [13]-[16], there are still unanswered questions such as the
techmiques must be used when the solution domain is infinite, effects of outer boundary locations on.the solution accuracy.
since the exterior region must be properly represented. In addition, the use of asymptotic boundary conditions for
Researchers sometimes use a simple approach in which the eddy current problems due to external field excitations has
outer boundary is truncated with a Diichlet or Neuman not been reported.
boundary condition. In addition, there are a number of well-
known techniques to modify the finite element method to This paper investigates the employment of asymptotic boun-
accommodate the open regions [1]. Examples of such dary conditions in conjunction with finite elements for the
modifications are ballooning [2], infinitesimal scaling [3), computation of static electric and quasistatic magnetic field
sp iransformations [4], infinite elements [5] and others problems. For the electrostatic problem, the electric scalar
Unfobrmately, these modifications are limited by vaious potential and stored energy of two parallel infinitely long, cir-
sholrtcomings. An alternative approach is to combine the cular cylindrical conductors are calculated. For the quasis-
finite element method with the integral equation method or tatic magnetic field problem, the ABC-s due to external field
Green's function approach to account for the open region. excitations are derived and used for the calculation of the
Good examples of such combination are the hybrid finite ele- induced eddy current power losses of an infinitely long, cir-
ment - boundary integral equation method [61 and the cular cylindrical conductor, excited by a uniform transverse
insogrodifeW mial finite element - Green's function method magnetic (TM) fiel

The accuracy of ABC-s are compared with analytical and
The subject matter of this paper under the same title was on- known numerical results, where applicable, as well as brute
g8aly presented at the Progress in Electromagnetics force tications. The objective of this study is to evaluate
Research Syrup., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, the usefulness and limitations of asymptotic boundary condi-
U.SA., July 12-16, 1993. tios.
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aL.

L. FORMULATION OF ASYM]FTOTnc +7,- ,BOUNDARY CONDrTIONSJ1 r.5

The essence of using the finite element method for the solu- )r .

tim of unbounded field problems is the proper representation
of the exterior region. The spectrum of the various tech- If we omit the dd and higher harmonics, the dominant aio
niques for such solutions am not without P The will be determined by the second harmonic and we have
recent flurry of work on absorbing and asymptotic boundary
conditions underscores the need for and importance of an + =
efficient technique suitable for the finite element implementa- o r - P (7)

tion. The ABC-s resolve the difficulties associated with an
infinite boundary by emulating the field behaviour at infinity Equation (7) can be subsequently rewritten as
on the fin boundary. he absorbg boundary conditions =0(r3)
are used for wave propagation and scattering. In this paper, r (8)
we are only concerned with asymptotic boundary conditions
which are derived for staic or quasistatic fields. The first order asymptotic boundary operator is therefore

The outer boundary used in the asymptotic boundary condi- a 1
tions serves as an impedance junction to connect the region Tr (9)
internal to it with the region external to it. Such a connection
is facilitated by the surface integrals of the nominal derivatives Consequently, the first order asymptotic boundary condition
of the unknowns which represent the flux continuity condi- is
dos As a result, the derivation of asymptotic boundary con-
ditions centres on the representation of the nomnal derivatives BA(*) =0 (10)
of the unknown scalar potentials.

For a source-free static field, the potential *, subject to suit- we lu t
- ai

able boundary conditions, is governed by Laplace's equation u = cos(n .) (11)

V2 = 0 (1) *'2 r

Foratwoinensionalproblem, if the potThe derivative of u with respect to r is

inf e sli in oe , if etein the polar CIA - a,,
coordinates can be expressed as the following harmonic - .=2(-n l+n)2 cos(nO+&K) (12)
expanions:

cos (2 The ratio of u to r is given by,= os(e+)(2)
- = (l-n)--!- cos(nO+K) (13)
r 0,.a rx

where a, and o are the coefficient and phase angle of the
nih harmonic, respectively. Therefore,

Differentiation of (2) with respect to r leads to au 3- = _(n-2_n-1) a- cos(nO+c6) (14)

=- i n _-- cos(n9+cz) (3) r x-3c sn +(

It is obvious that the dominant error is due to the third har-

The division of (2) by r yields monic. Thus,

.i n-+ a,+ 3 =s a 2= -• cos (nO+&K) (4) " 2-j-cos(59+a) (15)
r rn~l or r

Equation (15) can be represented by
Summation of (3) and (4) produces au3- O(r4) (16)

+ -t = - i _n .a- ,-- cos (n O ) 
T8
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The second order asymptotic boundary operator is therefore conductors [171 and Laplace's equation outside the conduc-
+ 3 + 1) rto( s with p corresponding to the reluctivity of the mediumB2=( ar r1X--r +•=O(r-5) (17) and k2 representing jo. These transformed equations are

ramenable to the use of asymptotic boundary conditions by the

substitution of the appropriate asymptotic boundary expres-Due to the presence of the second order radial derivative
ln/ar 2 in (17), the second order asymptotic boundary oper- s into the surface integrals involving the asymptotic

tor cannot be used directly for the finite element implementa-boundaries.

tion. To overcome this difficulty, we rewrite (17) as
?A+ ± 2# (184. APPLICATIONS
ar2 r(18)

To illustrate the application of ABC-s, we study an electro-

To eliminate the second order radial derivative, we substitute static potential problem and a quasistatic magnetic field prob-

(18) back into the Laplace's equation in the polar coordi- lem.

nates. The resultant second order asymptotic boundary 4.1 Electrostatic Problem
expression is The electrostatic problem consists of two parallel infinitely

_ • + 1(19) long circular cylindrical conductors as shown in Fig. 1. The
ar 3r 3r 2o2  two conductors are at potentials of I and -1 volt, respectively.

The potential distribution and stored energy are calculated
As a result, the first and second order asymptotic boundary and compared with analytic and published results [13]. Due
conditions can P. subsequently expressed as to symmetry, only the upper region (above the line CB) is

S=r + 2 discretized.

3r_ a92

where a (r) and b (r) re given as filow3": 1V a=lm
SC D~ A0 B a

a (r)=-- b(r)=O for first oprde A,,BC
r; 

yo2 b 1) I
a(r)=---; b(r) - for second order ABC I--3m - 4m3r 3r m IN4

Fig. 1 Two circular cylindrical conductors with

3. FINITE ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION different potntials.

For a generalized Helmholtz equation of the form Figures 2 and 3 depict the potential distributions along the

V-(pVý) + k2q =O (21) lines AOB and CD, respectively. Table 1 shows the stored
electric energy. It is noted that the ABC improves the calcu-

we can use Galerkin's criterion to transform it into lated results. While the homogeneous Newnann boundary
condition (no-ABC FEM) can yield very accurate potentials

'r [pVW.V - k 2qWo]dv =[pW.-ds along the line AOB (see Fig. 3), it produces much larger
an errors along the line CD. The asymptotic boundary condi-

S ds (22) tion, however, renders accurate solutions at both AOB and
+-r. pWan CD. The asymptotic boundary is at a radius of 6m in Ref.

[13). In this paper, the asymptotic and the homogeneous
where p and q are related to material properties and angular Neumann boundaries are both half circles with a radius of 5m
frequencies, W is the weighting function which is the same as and centred at 0.
the interpolation function of the finite elements, F, is the reg-
ular Neumann boundary and r. is the asymptotic boundary. Table I Stored Electric Energy (xl(r0-J)

In the case of static electric fields, (21) is reduced to
Laplace's equation. ABC FEM I NO-ABC FEM Ref. [12]

0.3855 0.3631 0.3946
In the case of time-harmonic quasistatic magnetic fields, (21)

can be transformed into the integrodifferential equation in the
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two teams; one is the source term and the other is the reaction
Sterm. It is the reaction term, not the source term, that satisfies

0.5- -• .- abcferndie ABC-s. Therefore, it is necessary to make appropriate
Stransformations to accommodate this. In this 2D problem,

the z-comoent of the magnetic vector potential A is
(V) denoted by A hereafter.

-0The integrod nal equation governing eddy currents in
-1 the conductor is given in [7M as

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 f 2A dS
A 0 B V2A - joA+JOX =0 (23)

Fig. 2 Potential distribution along the line AOQ.

Let A be the total magnetic vector potential, it can be

I expressed as

0.8AA+, (24)

potentials 0.6 where A, is the reaction magnetic vector potential and A, is
V) 04 - analy the source magnetic vector potential. A, satsfies the asymp-

tiabc et boundary conditions. If the asymptotic boundary is cir-
02- . ....... no-abc fern cular, we have

0 1 .M,-5 -4.5 -4 -3.5 -3 -• TA + (25

C D ar Wr r

Fig. 3 Potential distribution along the line CD. From (20), we have

aA.A.
-= aa(r)A. + b(r)-. -- (26)

The quasistatic magnetic field problem consists of an Substituting for A, and M from (24) and (25) into (26)
infinitely long circular cylindrical conductor excited by a uni- leads to

form transverse magnetic field as shown in Fig. 4. The
induced power loss in the conductor is calculated and corn- -A rA ?+)A, MA,
pared with analytic results [17] and results obtained with th 0~ rAA)+b()------- -- (7
hybrid integrodifferential finite element - Green's function
method (18]. Rearranging of (27) produces the following expression

B .6= a(r) + b(r)-•-- M, (28)Bo-'O'707T 8=0.00356m •r

a/83.97 where M, is given by

.ýA, aA.
air , =.-a(r)A,- (b)--- +---r (29)

airouter bound Substituting (28) and (29) into the integeodifferential finite
element equation accomplishes the asymptotic boundary for-

Fig. 4 A circular cylindrical conductor mulation for eddy current problems due to external field exci-
excited by a TM field. tations.

If the outer boundary is at a sufficiently large distance from
the eddy curent conductor, the normal derivative of the reac-

It uld be noted that in this eddy cuent problem, the z-potential can be assmed be zero.
component of the magnetic vector potential A is composed of
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Therefome (25) can be rewritten as

aA aAa (30
Yr = ar (30) 20

Loss error 15
Substitution of (30) into (22) leads to the inhomogeneous % 10
Newuann boundary condition ntegrodifferential finite ele- 5
ments. II

In this eddy current problem, the uniform tnsverse mag- 10 20 30 40 50 60 R/8
netic field can be represented by the source magnetic vector
potential as follows [19]: Fig. 6 Power loss errors with the inhomogeneous

A, = -B rcos (31) Newnuan boundary condition as a function of the
locations of the outer boundary.

where B0 is the source flux density and 0 is as shown in Fig.
4.

Fig. 5 shows calculated power loss errors using first and Since ABC with finite elements preserves the sparsity of the

second order ABC integrodiffeential finite elements. Fig. 6 finite element matrices, it is a better choice compared to

illustrates the loss errors employing the inhomogeneous Neu- hybrid appoaches in terms of computer memory and pro-

mann boundary condition integrodiffernial finite elements. gramming complexities.

The power loss error using the hybrid integrodifferential
finite element - Green's function method is 0.12% [19]. In S. CONCLUSIONS
these plots, the abscissa is the ratio of the radius R of the
outer boundary and the conductor skin depth 8 This paper presents a study of the computation of static and

quasistatic electromagnec fields using finite elements with
0.6, the asymptotic boundary conditions. Asymptotic boundary

0.5 - 2nd order conditions for eddy curent problems due to external field
OA s excitations are also derived. The effect of outer boundary

Sa 0.3 storder locations on the solution accuracy is investigated. The study
0 reveals that the employment of asymptotic boundary condi-
0.2 tions improves the calculation results compared to the use of
0.1 - homogeneos and inhomogeneous Neumann boumdary condi-

0 - tions. The accuracy of finite elements with ABC-s, like
4 6 8 10 12 R/8 hybrid appmaches, is very satisfactory. For eddy cuMrent

problems, it is sufficient to place the outer boundary half a
Fig. 5 Power loss errors using first and second order skin depth away from the conductor surface.

ABC integrodifferential finite elements as a
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THREE METHODS FOR EVALUATION OF

FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT RESISTANCES AND INDUCTANCES
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Abstract. Three methods for the analysis of frequency-dependent
resistances and inductances of multiconductor transmission lines are outlined
and compared. The first method comes from power-engineering applications, and
it is based on a numerical solution of an integral equation for the
distribution of the conductor volume currents. The second method is based on
the perturbation technique. The third method comes from high-frequency
applications, and It is based on the principle of equivalent surface electric
and magnetic currents.

1. INTROMicTION

We consider a multiconductor transmission line, consisting of (N+1) infinitely
long cylindrical conductors of arbitrary cross sections (Figure 1). In the
circuit-theory analysis of the response of such a line, usually the quasi-TE•I
approach Is applied [Djordjevid et al., 1987]. Thereby, one of the conductors
Is assumed to be the reference conductor ("ground"), for example conductor
*(N+1), and the other N conductors are referred to as the signal conductors.
In the circuit theory, the state of the line is represented In terms of
currents of the signal conductors and voltages between the signal conductors
and the reference conductor.

The circuit-theory analysis starts from the primary parameters of the line.
For a multiconductor line, these parameters are the matrix (B'] of
electrostatic-induction coefficients per unit length (often improperly
referred to as the the capacitance matrix), the matrix [G'] of conductances
per unit length, the matrix WL'] of inductances per unit length and the matrix
[R'] of resistances per unit length. The dimensions of all these four matrices
are K by N. Following the quasi-TEM approach, these matrices are evaluated
from quasi-static analyses. More precisely, the matrices [B'] and WG'] are
evaluated simultaneously from one electrostatic analysis of a two-dimensional
system, in which the dielectric permittivity is taken to be complex
[DJordJevid et al., 1989]. The dielectric permittivities vary with frequency,
and so do the matrices [B'] and [G']. In most practical cases, the relative
variations of the matrix [B'] are very small, but they must be included In
order to obtain a causal response In the time domain [Arabi et al., 1991].
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0'2,A0

Cob

Figure 1. Sketch of a multiconductor transmission line (N=2).

The matrices [L'] and [R'1 are evaluated from another analysis. In many cases,
the results are required only for high frequencies, when the skin effect is
fully developed. In those cases, the matrix WL1 is computed by inverting the
matrix [W] which Is evaluated when the transmission line dielectrics are

0
replaced by vacuum, and the matrix [R'] Is thereby evaluated by the
perturbation method. The resulting matrix [('i is frequency independent, while
the matrix [R'] is proportional to V7, where f Is the operating frequency.
However, even in this case, a correction to the matrix [L'] is required in
order to obtain a causal response, which consists in adding [R'/1w (where
w-2wf is the angular frequency) to the matrix [L'].

However, if a broader frequency range Is of interest, the frequency variations
of the matrices [L'] and [R'] are more complicated [Djordjevid and Sarkar,
1941. At the low-frequency end (towards the d.c. case), the current is
practically uniformly distributed over a conductor cross section, there exist
effects of the internal inductance, and the resistance tends to the d.c.
value. In the intermediate region between the low and high frequencies, the
edge and proximity effects take part in addition to the skin effect. These
variations may be Important not only for broadband signals in ordinary
transmission lines, but also for integrated circuits, where the conductor
thickness can be very small (e.g., thin-films), so that the skin effect need
not be developed even In the gigahertz region.

The variations of the matrices [L'] and [R'] in a broad frequency range can be
evaluated using several numerical techniques. We will concentrate our
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attention to three of them. All of them treat the multiconductor transmission
line of Figure 1 as a two-dimensional system, In which only axial currents are
excited. For simplicity, we will assume the medium to be nonmagnetic
everywhere.

The first techniqua Is based on formulating an integral equation for the
volume current distribution within the conductors, and It will be referred to
as the volume-current method. This method has been successfully used for quite
some time In solution of various power-engineering problems Involving eddy
currents [Popovid and Popovi, 19721. The second method is a high-frequency
approximation based on an electrostatic analysis with the perturbation
technique [Djordjevid et al., 19891, and It will be referred to as the
perturbation method. The third method is a high-frequency technique, which Is
based on the equivalence theorems and the concept of equivalent surface
currents, and It will be referred to as the surface-current method [DJordJevid
et al., 1985, DjordJevid and Sarkar, 19861. These three methods are briefly
presented In Sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively, and In Section 5 a comparison
between these techniques Is given and Illustrated by numerical examples.
Thereby, the accuracy, ease of programming, cpu time and applicable frequency
range of each method are evaluated. Of course, in addition to the three
presented techniques there exist a variety of other methods for the analysis
of multiconductor transmission lines which include the conductor losses
[Faraji-Dana and Chow, 1990, Kiang, 19911. The most sophisticated of these
methods even take Into account the dispersion effects of inhomogeneous
dielectrics.

For all three techniques, each conductor of Figure 1 Is assumed to be made of
a linear homogeneous nonmagnetic material of a finite conductivity
(V., ). A time-harmonic regime Is assumed, of an angular frequency u.

For each conductor the condition aac c is assumed to be fulfilled (where ec is

the conductor permittivity), so that each conductor can be characterized by
Its complex permittivity ce--J/w. The conductors are placed in a linear

homogeneous dielectric, of parameters c and Ad" A Cartesian coordinate system

is associated with the transmission line, where the z-axis is parallel to the
conductor axis.

2. VOLUME-Ca DT NEEThOD

This technique has been applied in the solution of power-engineering problems
of analyzing various buses [Popovid and Popovi, 19721. It Is based on
formulating an integral equation for the distribution of the current within
the conductor volume, and solving this equation using the method of moments
[Harrington, 19931.

We assume that the excitation of the system of Figure 1 Is modeled by an
Ak AImpressed (known) axial electric field (F I-E izU9 where UIs the unit vector

of the z-direction), which is uniform over the cross section of each
conductor, as well as in the z-direction. This field actually replaces the
axial component of the electric field produced by the transmission-line
charges, as these charges are not included into the model [Djordjevid et al.,
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19951. An a response to thks field, axial volume currents are Induced in the
conductors. Their density (JaJ zU z) depends only on the transverse coordinates,

and not on z (two-dimensional case), and there are no charges associated with
this current. At each point of a conductor, the current density is related to
the electric field by

I - r + f ) 1(1)

where i is the electric field produced by the conductor currents, and it can
he expressed in terms of the magnetic vector-potential (2) as

f W - (2)

Assuming the medium to be nonmagnetic everywhere (i.e., p-110 ), and neglecting

retardation In the dielectric In which the array of conductors is located
(which Is a valid assumption in power-engineering problems), the magnetic
vector-potential is related to the currents, in the two-dimensional case, as

-log(r) dS, (3)J
S

where r Is the distance between the source and the field points, and S denotes
the cross section of all conductors, subject to the condition that the total
current of the (1.) conductors Is zero,

f - (4)

S

Equations (1-3) result In an Integral equation for the z-component of the
volume-current density vector (J z),

Sf J (x,y)
A j J Iz',y') log(r)Idx'dy + z a Ei (X,y) (5)

S

which Is valid for any point within any conductor of the line, where x and y
are transverse coordinates. For convenience, the coordinates of the source
point are denoted by primes, and

X-")2+(yy,)2 .(6)

Equation (5) can be solved numerically, using the method of moments. The
simplest choice Is the pulse approximation for the current distribution. (More
sophisticated approximations can involve entire-domain expansion functions, or
even Inclusion of skin-effect terms. ) To that purpose, we divide the cross
section of each conductor in a number of rectangular cells, and assume the
current to be uniformly distributed over each cell. We utilize here equal-size
cells, but a better policy would be to take cells to be progressively smaller
going towards the conductor surfaces in order to obtain results valid In a
broader frequency range [Dinh et al., 1990). The simplest choice for testing
Is the point-matching method, with the matching points located at the cell
centroids. The resulting integrals can be solved analytically. Having solved
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for the current distribution, the total current of each conductor can be
easily found.

The matrices [R') and [L'] can be evaluated In the following way [Djordjevid
and Sarkar, 19861. In order to properly model a TEN transmission line, the
condition (4) must be fulfilled, which can be rewritten as

N+I

E 1- , 0 (7)
u-ii

n-1

where the reference directions for conductor currents (IU) coincide with the

z-axis of Figure 1. The voltage drop per unit length between the signal
conductor ta and the reference conductor Is

dV(N+l)-(N)- . _(Eiaz - EI(N+I)z) (8)

From telegraphers' equations we have
d [V]dEV - -[Z'1[1] - -([R']+jw[L']) [11 , (9)

where [VI Is the vector of voltages between the signal conductors and the
reference conductor, [I] is the vector of signal conductor currents, and [Z'I
Is the matrix of line impedances per unit length. We introduce the augmented
vector of currents of currents of all (N+1) conductors, [Ia], and the vector
[EII of impressed electric fields In the (1+1) conductors. The system being

linear, the following relation must be valid:

,,a] _ [T][E] ,1 (10)

where [T] Is a square matrix ((11+I) by (11+I)). The matrix element T
numerically equals the current I when Etn -1 V/s, and all the other impressed

fields are zero. We now take n=l,...,(N*1), solve equation (5) and hence
evaluate the elements of the matrix [T]. Note that this procedure has no
physical interpretation if the volume-current method Is used, because each
time the currents are evaluated, equation (4) Is violated. Nevertheless, this
numerical procedure yields correct final results for the matrices [R'] and
[L']. From (10) we have

[EI] - [zaI][Ia] , (11)

where [Za'] - [TI is the augmented matrix of impedances per unit length.
From equations (7-9) and (11) we can express the elements of the matrix [Z']

in terms of the elements of the matrix [Za'] as

Ia - aZ as + a
AM AM m(N+1) (N+l)n (++I)(N+1) un-1,...,N . (12)
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3. PRTMURATION NETH•D

This Is a well-known high-frequency approximation (Harrington, 1961], valid
when the skin-effect Is fully pronounced. In the analysis, the conductors are
first assumed to le perfect, and the tangential magnetic field at the
conductor surface (tan ) Is evaluated. Then the conductors are assumed to have

small losses, so that the magnetic field at the surface Is negligibly affected
by the presence of losses. The surface density of the power loss In the
conductors is evaluated as

dP 2
CW MRs i#tan' (13)

where

s ' W(14)

Is the surface resistance of the conductor. In the quasi-static analysis of
transmission lines, the presence of inhomogeneous (nonmagnetic) dielectrics Is
assumed to have no influence on the distribution of the currents and magnetic
field. Hence, the magnetic field Is evaluated for the case when the dielectric
Is taken to be vacuum everywhere [Djordjevid et al., 19891, which is reduced
to solving a two-dimensional electrostatic problem. This solution Is based on
substituting the conductors by their surface free charges (of density ps).

located in vacuum. The current density can be expressed In terms of the charge
density as J=cOp , where co-i/vroio. Setting the electric scalar-potential V

at a conductor surface equal to the corresponding conductor potential, the
following integral equation Is obtained for the charge density

I P log(r) ds = V, (15)
0f

where s denotes the contours of all conductors. Similarly to equation (3),
equation (15) Is valid only If the total charge of the system Is zero, i.e.,

f p ds - 0 (16)

S

The Integral equation (16) is solved numerically, using the method of moments.
The simplest approximation for the charge distribution are pulses (i.e., a
piecewise-constant approximation), with the point-matching technique. The
condition (16) can be forced If the last point-matching equation Is subtracted
from all the previous equations, and substituted by (16). The numerical
accuracy is improved if the pulses are of nonuniform widths, being smaller in
the regions where the charge density varies rapidly (such as near edges or
wedges). Another improvement can be achieved by using Galerkin's technique
[Harrington, 19931 instead of the point-matching. In any case, the resulting
integrals can be evaluated explicitly, resulting In a very efficient technique
for the analysis of arbitrary structures [DJordjevid et al., 1989].

Having evaluated the conductor charge densities for a set of independent
driving conditions, the matrix of electrostatic Induction coefficients [B'j]

0
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can be calculated, and the external inductance matrix of the multiconductor
transmission line Is related to this matrix by

[ 1 - (17)

0

The matrix [R'] Is calculated from the power loss per unit length of the line,
evaluated for various driving conditions of the line. From the boundary
conditions for a perfect conductor, the density of the surface currents (:s)
has the same magnitude as the intensity of the tangential magnetic field, so
that the loss power per unit length of the transmission line is

Pc" J Rs J:s di (18)

S

The elements of the matrix [R'] are evaluated from the power P' when onec
signal conductor carries a current at a time, and when two signal conductors
carry currents at a time, while the currents of other conductors Is zero. The
matrix [R'1 varies with frequency as V? due to equation (14). (In many
practical cases, due to the surface roughness of the conductors, the measured
conductor losses can be substantially higher than theoretically predicted for
a smooth surface.) A more careful insight into the perturbation approach
results in a reactive power in the conductors, In addition to the loss power
(these two powers are equal in magnitude). This amounts to the internal
inductance of the conductors which can be evaluated as

[L'1] = [e'l/w ,(19)

and which should be added to [L;] to obtain [L'.

3. SURFACE-CURRENT METHOD

The basic Idea of this method Is to use equivalence theorems (Harrington,
19611 to break the system under considerations into a number of subsystems,
each of them being filled with a homogeneous medium. To achieve this, a layer
of surface electric currents (of density Is' which are In our case axial), and

a layer of surface magnetic currents (of density 4s, which are In our case

transverse) must be placed on the conductor surfaces, with the objective to
produce a zero total field in a region. The first subsystem consists of the
region external to the conductors, with zero fields in the regions occupied by
the conductors (external subsystem). The medium In the latter regions can be
substituted by that of the external region, thus homogenizing the medium. The
second subsystem (the first internal subsystem) consist of the internal region
of the conductor *1, with zero field In the remaining space, which can be
filled by the same medium of which conductor *1 Is made, etc. [DJordjevid et
al., 19851. For a transmission line of (N+1) conductors, the number of
internal subsystems is (N+1). The homogenization of the medium Is required in
order to use a simple form of Green's functions in the equations for the
potentials. For this technique we use retarded potentials, where Green's
function for the two-dimensional case for the external subsystem Is
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g(r) - - M i( 2)(kr) (20)

where R(2) is Hankel's function of the second kind and order zero, and k--W#iji.
In the limiting quasi-static case Green's function (20) tends to - L log(Jkr),

2w
thus yielding the kernels of equations (5) and (15). For an Internal subsystem
Green's function is

1
g(r) - L [ker(IvJr) + j JiceI([r)] , (21)

where ker and kel are Kelvin's functions, and yVjiiW Is the propagation
coefficient in the conductor.

The fields can be expressed in terms of the potentials as

-J - curl P + ti (22)

-J -gradV + 1curl 2 + (23)
a t

where P is the electric vector-potential, V the magnetic scalar-potential,

and f and 91 impressed fields. (The -grad V term is missing in (22) because

we again assume the electric currents to be z-directed, with no z-variation.)
The potentials are given by

#A J ts g(r) ds , (24)

S

C :f As g(r) ds , (25)

s

Vsm =gJ~ 5 r)ds (26)

S

where

pa -= divs II (27)

is the density of surface magnetic charges. In our case p=Ao everywhere.

In order to have a zero field within a region, we impose the boundary
conditions that the tangential component of the electric field for the
external subsystem is zero, I.e.,

tan 0, (28)

which leads to an electric-field integral equation (EFIE) for the equivalent
surface currents. We also impose the boundary condition that the tangential
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component of the magnetic field for each Internal subsystem is zero, i.e.,

0- 0 (29)tan

which leads to magnetic-field Integral equations (lFIE). As In the volume-
current method, the impressed electric field, tV is taken to be uniform over

the cross section of each conductor, and this field replaces the field
actually produces by the electric charges. This field is present only in the
external subsystem. When the fields are expressed in terms of the potentials,
and the potentials in terms of the equivalent surface sources using equations
(20-27), a set of coupled integral equations is obtained for ) and A .

An approximate solution of these equations is obtained using the simplest
combination of pulse expansion functions and point-matching. Line magnetic
charges are associated with this approximation of the magnetic currents. The
pulses are taken to have nonuniform widths (narrower near wedges), and the
matching points are located at the pulse midpoints, at the appropriate faces
of the boundary surfaces (within regions occupied by conductors for the
external subsystem, and outside the conductors for the Internal subsystems).
Taking into account

grad g(r) = d r (30)

Awhere ur Is the unit vector in the radial direction, for the external

subsystem we have for the field components produced by an expansion function
(carrying uniform surface currents of densities Is and As),

-Jl- j IJ(-1) H (2 )(kr) d(ks) ,(31)

S

1 j(2) Acurl = f x- H(Mkr) U d(ks) (32)
Ss 4 0 r

S

where =(p---7 is the wave impedance of the dielectric. For an Internal
subsystem we have similarly

AA

I 1 4-f• [er~lvlr) + j ke•l(lr)] d(Ivls) , (33)

- curl x f L [Jer'(lIr) + J kel'(lv1r)] U. d(Ivs) (34)

S

-grad V a -Ijl 4 -J [ker'(IrIr) + J kei'(IIr) ] 2  (35)
m* 5 I rj 1S2xl•I r=r 1

where r 1 and r 2 are distances between the end points of a pulse and the field

point, and C=vrjii/4 is the wave conductor Impedance.
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The above system is solved for a set of independent driving conditions,
following a similar procedure as for the volume-current method. Hereby, the
urrent of a conductor is obtained by integrating the surface-current density

21around the conductor circumference. The matrices [R'] and [L'] can now beS

evaluated from equations (9-12).

W

-~ 9

Figure 2. Sketch of a microstrip line.

5. EXAMPLES

The first example is the microstrip line, sketched in Figure 2, of dimensions
w-=0.2 mm, h=O.1 mm, g=2 -m, and t=0.O1 mm. The conductors are made of copper,
of conductivity o-=56 MS/m. Shown in Table I are the resistance per unit length
and the inductance per unit length of this line, versus frequency, obtained by
the three techniques presented in this paper. For the volume-current method,
the conductors were uniformly divided into pulses (rectangles): n =10 along w,V

n 9=40 along g and nt=3 along t, resulting in the total of 150 unknowns. For

the perturbation technique, the numbers of nonuniformly distributed pulses
were n =25, nt=3 and n =85 along the corresponding lengths, resulting in a

total of 141 unknowns (the thickness of the ground plane was taken to be
zero). For the surface-current method, the number of nonuniformly distributed
pulses were n V=25, n 9=50 and nt=3, respectively, resulting in a total of 324

unknowns (for electric and magnetic currents).

Table I illustrates some feitures of the three techniques. The volume-current
method yields excellent results at low frequencies. For example, for f=10 kHz,
the numerical results are L'=440.5 nH/m and R'=9.821 W/m, while the
analytically calculated values [DJordJevid and Sarkar, 1993] are
L'-439.27 nH/m and R'=9.821 fW/m. The surface-current method yields a smaller
accuracy, especially as the frequency becomes very low. The accuracy can be
improved at the expense of taking more pulses. The results of the perturbation
method for low frequencies are a large underestimate of R' and an overestimate
of L', and they are practically useless.
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In the medium-frequency region (300 kHz-50 MHz) the agreement between the
volume-current and surface-current methods Is excellent, while the results of
the perturbation method are still poor. Above about 100 MHz, in the
high-frequency (skin-effect) region, the results for R' obtained by the
volume-current method tend to saturate, instead of increasing as 1?. This Is
due to the pulse approximation for the current distribution, as there must
always be a current in the outermost layer of pulses. In the real system,
however, the thickness of the current layer constantly decreases with
Increasing the frequency. The results for R' obtained by the surface-current
method follow very well the VY behavior and they are facein a good agreement
with the perturbation method. However, at very high frequencies (above about
10 GHz) R' obtained by the surface-current method starts increasing much
faster. This Is a consequence of radiation. Namely, the structure behaves like
a two-dimensional magnetic dipole, the radiation resistance of which Is

proportional to f3 [Djordjevid et al., 1985]. There would be no radiation
effects In the numerical model If the quasi-static kernel of equation (5) were
used instead of (20).

Table 1. Primary parameters of microstrip line sketched In Figure 2.

Volume-current Perturbation Surface-current
method method methodf [H z ] R " L " R IF L ' R d' L

[(C/m] [nH/m] [1/m] [nH/m] [(/mJ [nH/m]
10.00 k 9.821 440.5 0.131 2365. 9.630 431.9
17.78 k 9.822 440.5 0.174 1845. 9.630 433.1
31.62 k 9.822 440.5 0.232 1456. 9.630 434.2
56.23 k 9.823 440.4 0.310 1163.0 9.631 435.3

100.0 k 9.826 440.2 0.413 943.8 9.633 436.1
177.8 k 9.835 439.3 0.551 779.3 9.642 436.2
316.2 k 9.862 436.7 0.735 656.0 9.669 434.4
562.3 k 9.942 429.3 0.980 563.6 9.749 427.4

1.000 M 10.14 411.6 1.306 494.2 9.946 409.6
1.778 M 10.48 382.5 1.742 442.2 10.29 380.2
3.162 M 10.87 353.3 2.323 403.2 10.68 350.6
5.623 M 11.23 333.7 3.098 374.0 11.05 330.9

10.00 M 11.59 322.9 4.131 352.0 11.43 320.2
17.78 M 12.07 316.3 5.509 335.6 11.94 313.6
31.62 M 12.67 311.8 7.346 333.3 12.69 308.8
56.23 M 13.40 308.7 9.796 314.0 13.80 305.1

100.0 M 14.42 306.7 13.06 307.1 15.61 302.4
177.8 M 16.13 305.1 17.42 301.9 18.70 299.7
316.2 M 18.72 303.5 23.23 298.0 23.54 297.2
562.3 M 22.14 302.3 30.98 295.1 30.80 294.9

1.000 G 26.42 301.3 41.31 292.9 41.54 293.0
1.778 G 30.27 300.5 55.09 291.2 55.64 291.3
3.162 G 32.38 300.1 73.46 290.0 73.73 290.1
5.623 G 33.24 300.0 97.96 289.1 98.1 289.3

10.00 G 33.52 299.9 130.6 288.4 133.7 288.7
17.78 G 33.61 299.9 174.2 287.9 199.2 288.7
31.62 G 33.64 299.9 232.3 287.5 387.5 289.5

The second example are two coupled microstrip lines, sketched in Figure 3, of
dimensions w=0.6 mm, s=0.02 mm, g=2 mm, h=0.1 -, t=0.02 mm, and the
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conductors are made of copper. Given In Table 2 are the elements of the
matrices [R'] and [L'I for several frequencies, as computed by the three
techniques. For comparison, the exact d.c. values for the elements of the
matrix [RI] are R l=P 2-1.935 W/m and R' 2 - 1 0. 446 0/m. This example confirms

the conclusions drawn from the previous example about the behavior of the
results of the three methods.

W S W

Figure 3. Sketch of two coupled microstrip lines.

Table 2. Primary parameters of coupled microstrip lines sketched in Figure 3.

Volume-current Perturbation Surface-current
mehod mehod mehodf E•J R;IR L j1-L2 R I• L'I-L'2 R'I=R'2 LIl=L'

f2[Hz 1 •1 2 '21 "22 11 ia 11 22 1 22 1 22

i2Rl12 21 12R '12 2112_R '21 -L'
[0V/m) [nH/m) [Q/m) [nH/m) [(n/m) (nH/m)
1.935 253.9 0.074 1309. 1.898 247.80.446 -26.4 -0.008 -90.7 0.459 -24.3

1.945 250.7 0.235 501.7 1.908 247.9
0.440 -23.9 -0.025 -3.7 0.451 -23.1

2.183 187.1 0.742 246.3 2.149 184.80.316 15.6 -0.080 23.9 0.327 16.5

2.576 156.2 2.347 165.6 2.694 152.8
0.161 30.2 -0.253 32.6 0.075 11.9

4.653 149.1 7.422 140.0 6.829 139.7
0.912 29.9 -0.800 35.3 -0.263 35.4

7.576 146.0 23.47 131.9 23.28 131.91.437 29.0 -2.53 36.2 -2.25 36.1

7.748 145.9 74.22 129.4 77.19 122.9
1.457 29.0 -8.00 36.5 -1.80 36.4

Regarding the complexity of the programing, the volume-current method is
simplest, the perturbation method is somewhat more complicated, and the
surface-current method is much more complicated than the other two methods.
Regarding the c.p.u. time, the perturbation technique is faster than the other
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two methods even if only one frequency is considered, because for a given
accuracy (in the high-frequency region, where this method Is valid) it usually
requires much less unknowns than the other two methods, and it involves only
real arithmetics. In addition, results for various frequencies can thereafter
be obtained even by hand calculations. The c.p.u. times of the volume-current
and surface-current methods are comparable in most cases.

6. CONCLUSION

Three numerical methods for analysis the frequency-dependent matrices of
resistances and inductances per unit length of multiconductor transmission
lines are presented and compared. The overall performance of the
volume-current method is best at low and medium frequencies (when the skin
effect is not yet developed), but it can be extended Into the skin effect
region using nonuniform segmentation, adapted to the skin depth at the highest
operating frequency. For the frequencies deep in the skin-effect region, the
perturbation technique is superior. The surface-current method Is the only one
that covers the full frequency range, at the expense of a more complex
programing than the other two techniques, and a somewhat reduced accuracy at
very low frequencies. Therefore, a combination of the volume-current method
and the perturbation method seems to be the best choice for most applications,
with a particular caution taken to obtain a good overlap of results at the
beginning of the high-frequency region (when the skin depth is of the order of
the conductor thickness). However, the surface-current method is Indispensable
for an independent check of the results in this transition region.
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ABSTRACT: A numerical model is proposed for In this research, a one dimensional finite element
application to dispersive transmission lines, model is employed for a variety of dispersive
Numerical results are compared with the analytical transmission lines with a variety of boundary
solution of the dispersive wave equation based on the conditions. The emphasis taken in this paper is that
wave propagation solved by means of finite element the calculation technique itself is very inportant if
method in one dimension case and Newmark-f3 accurate and convergent solutions are to be obtained.
method in the time domain. This comparison between Calibration factors such as the ratio of lumped
numerical and analytical solutions validates this capacitors (see fig. 1), velocity of traveling wave, the
numerical method as a suitable method to study wave element size and time step have dependent
propagation in dispersive transmission lines. Several relationships which can not be ignored. The numerical
practical applications including electromagnetic errors can be controlled by sufficiently fine
propagation in a plasma and the transient response of discretization. Initially the method is validated by
a surge wave in high-voltage transformer windings are comparing numerical solutions with the analytical
presented in this paper. solutions for the case of the dispersive wave equation

for a linear, homogeneous transmission line. In the

1. INTRODUCTION case of inhomogeneous and nonlinear problems the
most suitable method is often a numerical method.

Transmission lines can be used to model a large Appropriate models for nonlinear dispersive
variety of important applications in addition to the transmission lines are the subject of this paper.
transmission of a signal from one point to another [1].
Physical phenomena such as the propagation of 2. A BASIC EQUATION FOR DISPERSIVE
solitons [21; breakdown process of an avalanche diode TRANSMISSION LINES
[3,4]; high-voltage resistance divider [5]; various
plasma physics phenomena [6,7]; propagation in Typical transmission lines with dispersive properties
multi-layered earth media [8] have practical can be categorized into linear and nonlinear
applications which have been modeled by transmission transmission lines. Fig. 1. shows generalized
lines. While most of these problems can be solved dispersive transmission lines with both loss and

analytically some of them are extremely difficult or nonlinear characteristics.
impossible to solve by purely analytical methods.

Since the computational power of even quite small Z "

computers has rapidly developed, numerical methods I
are playing an increasingly important role in solving
the mathematical equations[9,10]. Such numerical Iz
techniques have made wave propagation problems
easy to solve using numerical models and results can
be represented graphically for rapid understanding I
[11].

a. Linear parameter
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where C4 and CO are the series and parallel
capacitances per unit length and L is the series
inductance per unit length; i is the total instantaneous

St ,current, i is the current in the inductive branch, u is
the instantaneous voltage and x is the direction of the
transmission line. From (1) and (2), we can derive a

Z , dispersive wave equation for the voltage u

aU - C . a'u = o (3)

b. Nonlinear parameter 
D at 2aX2

Fig. 1. Typical sections of transmission lines with where

linear and nonlinear parameters Cs2 = 1 / LCo (4)

As a start in the numerical formulation of a number of
simple cases, the basic analytical solutions of D = C 0 / CO (5)
dispersive wave equations for a linear transmission
line must be obtained and compared with numerical The dispersion relation is obtained by assuming a
solutions. In this section the basic solutions of solution of the form u-uo exp (jo±jkx).
dispersive wave equations are discussed:

2.1 ILsless, dispersive transmission line 2 - k

The lossless dispersive transmission line in Fig. 2 can 1+ k 2 6
be described by a set of partial differential equations in
instmananeous voltage u and current i as follows [2]: where co is the angular frequency and k is the wave

number of propagation. The dispersion relation is
shown schematically in Fig. 3 [13].

LA x

I ., (0 / ck=-C,(Ck=o)

Ce/Ax T CoAx CAD (C-- - -

ax J V
Fig.2. A section of lossless dispersive k

transmission line
Fig. 3. Dispersion relation of wave equation,

where Cs is the velocity of the wave.

-- '= CO - - Ck atax2 (1) In the case of Ck--M0, XD in the third term of eq.(3)
at tends to zero. The lossless wave equation is retrieved,

au a' there is no dispersion, and the initial waveform does

-= (2) not change during propagation. It is the well known
at wave equation [12]. However, when XD (which is

called Debye shielding length in plasma physics) is
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lge than ze, the wave is signifmandy dispersive u(x,t) _(1 X)
and the waveform changes as the wave progresses.

Since eq. (3) is a linear dispersive wave equation, the - 212 sininmXx / I)
analytical solutions are obained using the method of + m .• } cr)
Laplace trasfomation. Consider the transient

response for which the initial conditions of
tranunission line and its derivative we (12)

where

"u(XO) =- { au(x,:) =0 (7) ,MRcCSI t .0(0M [- + X2M2, ]1
and the boundary conditions for the open circuit at (13)
terminal N ae For both cases,. as XD tends to zero, the solutions (9)

and (12) reach the well-known solutions of the non
u(Ot)=I, au'x't) =0 (8) dispersive wave equation [121. The details of the

t.e procedure of solving eq. (3) by using the method of
Laplace transformation can be found in [14].

where I is the total length of transmission line.

With the inverse Laplace transformation of solution 2.2 Dispersive transmission line with loss
using Heaviside's expansion theorem, the exact
solution of Eq.(3) for the open boundary condition is A natural extension of the dispersive transmission line
given by approach is the inclusion of resistance. The

transmission line with loss is shown in Fig. 4, in
which linear and homogeneous parameters are

-1-• 1612 sin((2m-1)cx/21) assumed [15].

u(xt)= - {412 + (2mn): •2 (2m -1)x
• coS(M2_, )t

(9)
LAX RAJX

where

~2u-I = (2m - l)g i }, 2

={41 /C +(2m -1)• 2 / c" c /(0AX T

In the case of the boundary conditions for the terminal
short-circuited, the spatial initial conditions are the
same and the boundary conditions are given by Fig. 4. A section of linear dispersive

transmission line with loss

u(Ot) = 1, u(1,t) = 0 (11) The equivalent circuit corresponding to the following
partial differential equation for the voltage u is

The exact solution obtained using the same procedure obtained as
as above, can be written a2u _ C 2 a _ 2Wu a20 ýu

-;IT aX2 at2aX2  T 2

(14)
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w re aCL(R/ t. "W diemrio relation for this where
equdat Is delrvd as follow

2 j~oa 2 -4.jW[1 I+ (R +(-6 jc,)L)(-6 jco,)C,
( Ck= ± j2 VD (15) ( J

I1+ k2),• ±

CjR+2L(-4±:jm,))

We emoside the ansiet upon• se for which the (l+C,(-4±jw,)(R+L))2

initial cuditom s and the boundary conditions for the (21)
ope cireuide terminal awe the same as (7) and (8)
repectivly. With the ivere Laplace transfoanation w~s is expressed as
of solution using Heaviside's expansion theorem, we
derive the exact solution of Eq.(14). 2 (-X)2 R2

s 2 LCo +m 2X2LCt 4L2  (22)

W-1X 21or boh cases, as R tends to zero, the solutions of
(16) and (20) will be the same as that the solutions of

•cos(O° )t (9) and (12) which are the dispersive transmission

(16) lines without loss.

where I is the total length of the transmission line, Am 3. NUMERICAL MODEL OF DISPERSIVE
is TRANSMISSION LINE

A,. - 2j The wave propagation of an arbitrary waveform on a
_+ i / r'_+fR+(-6±jmo)L)(-8:±jWo)C, dispersive transmission line is a time-dependent

2L -(R+(-8±jm.)L}(-6+j.)C. j problem. Such problems can usually be simplified and
__solved as a unidimensional problem in time and space.

Cg(R+2L(-8±je,,)) The finite element method requires that the spatial
(1+C (-8"± J0.)(R + L))2  field can bl divided into a number of elements and

(17) discretized by means of the Variational method or
Galerkin approach [16]. The system matrix equations

6 and moo are expressed as follows: obtained can be then solved by Newmark-0 method or
the Runge-Kutta method. If the problems are related to

8=R/2L (18) nonlinear properties, then the Newton-Raphson or
Relaxation methods can be used to solve the nonlinear

2 {(2m - l)X)2  R2  system matrix equations.

4t 2LCo + (2m - 1)2 X2LCW 4 L2  3.1 Lossless dispersive transmission line

The case of the boundary conditions for the short- Using the Galerkin method, equation (3) for the one
circuited terminal must be considered here, when the dimensional case can be written as
initial conditions are the same as that of eq. (11).
Using the same procedure as before, the exact solution G e a-U ) .u=O

is at2 X2  at2aX2

(23)

u(x, t) (1 - ) where Ni is a shape function, the matrix equation for a
1 (20) single element is obtained as

227
-XA.e-& sin(-xx) cos((o,)t
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[mr me + c.2[Isle e+)e,[s = to) equation only a t4 condition (28a). For the
dispersive wave eq,:,".o the numerical solution must

(24) not only satisfy (28a,. but (28b) as well. The physical
meaning of Eq. (28a) is that the wave must not

where (-) indicates the derivative with respect to time. propagate more than one subdivision in space during
[M] and [S] awe one time step. Eq. (28b) means that the element

length must be chosen between XD and 3VD [14]. Since

[MJ e [2 1] 25 this transmission line is a homogeneous problem, to
1 gain minimum error from (28a) and (28b) the element61) number was found to be 20 elements.

Isle= [ 1  (26) Aolied ootential

where le is the length of element. Then we use the 0o.9, o.3- 0. 0.77 o.W

NMwmark-p method to solve for inceasing time steps . NODE,-O

[17]. The system matrix equation will be written as
for the Newmark-13 method. -

0 0 0.1.9 0.38 0.5& 0.7" 0.96

().[SI+IM])ii}+ CJ[Sl{u} = {0} (27) ,o -o1 T0.m x0. 0.S 7

A comparison between numerical solutions and (a) Terminal is open
analytical solutions is given in Fig. 5 where the
eemernt number is 20 and the number of nodes is 21. Ao lied otential
The initial voltage at all i nodes u(i)=O at t=O, and the
bonday condition at terminal 421)=O for the short-
circui•ed case and &u/x=O for the open circuit. To o o0. L 0 0.38 - 57 -07 6o;
simplify the problem the mutual inductance is not c o

.3 NODE-O
considered. Clearly, the numerical solution is in good
agreement with the analytical solution. In addition, it L-

M
was found that A, the time step At and the element 8 _.__

length Ax must be related by the conditions to ensure a 0. "0  0.19 0., 0.53' 0.77 -"!
stable solution. ,4 NNooe-1 Time x I 0"%sec

Ax I At)C, (28a) (b) Terminal is shou circuited

Fig. 5. Comparison of numerical solutions
with step wave excitation. The

XD(&x( 3 XD (28b) continuous line is the analytical
results and the dashed line indicates

where At is the time step size, Ax is the element length the numerical results.

and C. is wave propagation velocity. XD is the Debye
shielding length [13] or ratio of lumped capacitors in The parameters used in calculation are the element

the section of dispersive transmission line. number = 20, Cs = 5.68 cm/sec, )D=3.29cm, and
1=95.2cm.

TIe eriror contmi of time-dependent problems has been
discussed in many numerical method books and 3.2. Dispersive transmission line with loss
aricles, but the numerical solution of a dispersive
wave equation does not appear in those books and Using the same procedure, the single element matrix
articles. To obtain a convergent solution with equation for a dispersive transmission line with loss is
minimum error, we found that the normal wave obtained as follows:
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Fig. 6 shows the results of eq.(30) solved by Newmark-

[M] (i4 +÷C2[Sleju)" + [P.I[s]' p method. The results indicate that the wave is not
damped significantly during propagation, even at the

+a(2 [MI' •, +j 2 i,2'[Sfu} --(0) present value of parameter ( a= 175.25sec) used in

(29) the calculation.

where (MW and IS] have the same details as (25) and 3.3 Inhomogenous dispersive transmission line
(26). Thus, the system matrix equations can be written
as eq. (30). The same numerical procedure as above is Sometimes it is of interest to consider inhomogenous
used to solve the system matrix equations. problems in a continuous transmission line with finite

length. The distributed parameters of the transmission
line for each section may be different, but this does not

([M]+ [S]){Ui)+(a 2 [Mj+a 2XV[S]){, result in a significant difference in the solution. The
matrix equation for inhomogenous problems can be
written as(30)

(C (n)Il u,

SCo (n) )(31)

+ Isle NY (0)

,..,. , .. where the parameters of Co(n).AI, L(n)/Al, and Ck(n)/

T11E X10" (sec) Al are dependent on each section, and n is the section
number of an inhomogenous transmission fine.

4. NUMERICAL MODEL OF NONLINEAR
(a) Terminal is open, the continuous line is DISPERSIVE TRANSMISSION LINE

for no loss, the dashed line is the loss case.
Nonlinear dispersive transmission lines have been
used for describing various physical phenomena. In
particular, the soliton wave propagating in a plasma is
governed by the well studied Kortewg-de Vries (KdV)
equation has been investigated [18,19], and the

A numerical solution of the KdV equation has been
L . bigproposed by Tadahiko Kawai etc. [20]. In other

.22e. *• l •practical applications in which L(i') and CO(U) have
TIME5 x 10- (sec) various characteristics, the KdV equation can no

* longer be used. One must then find a numerical model
which can be used with various nonlinear parameters.
The matrix equations of nonlinear dispersive

(b) Terminal is short circuited, the continuous transmission lines for each element are proposed as
line is for no loss, the dashed line is the loss follows:
case.

4.1 Dispersive transmission line with nonlinear
Fig. 6. Dispersive transmission line with loss. inductance

element number-=20, Cs=5.68cm/sec,
Xr=52.91cm, a= 175.25sec, and 1--95.2cm. For simplifying the problem, the lossless dispersive

transmission line shown in fig. 7 is considered, where
"L(i) is a nonlinear inductor dependent on the current
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or the voltage difference between two points of each
section L•x

L Ax Ck• .

S0 0 0
_L

CkAx "x

x T 0 Fig. 8 A section of dispersive transmission

A •- ine with nonlinear parameter CO(u)

Equations (32) and (33) can be solved by using the
Fig. 7. A section of dispersive transmission Newton-Raphson method or the decelerating

line with nonlinear parameter L relaxation method which has been often used in the
nonlinear electromagnetic fields analysis [21,22].

The matrix equation for the dispersive transmission
line with nonlinear inductance problem can be written 5. APPLICATIONS OF DISPERSIVE
as TRANSMISSION LINE

As we discussed in the introduction, the dispersive
transmission line can be used for modeling various

LI(C s •e physical phenomena and practical application
[MJEfu) + [ ) problems. In this section, dispersive transmission lines

(32) ame used to investigate wave propagation in a plasma
and the transient response of a surge in transformer

+ 1 = 1o0 windings.

5.1 Dispersive wave propagation in plasma

where LQ') is a nonlinear inductance related to current
It is well known that the electron plasma waves and
ion-acoustic waves are electromagnetic waves which

4.2 Dispersive transmission line with nonlinear propagate in nonmagnetized plasmas. Since the
capacitance characteristic frequency of the ion-acoustic wave is

lower than the ion-plasma frequency (Opi), both
In the same consideration, the lossless dispersive electrons and ions participate in this wave motion. The
transmission line can be described as fig.8, where ion-acoustic wave is not strongly damped only when
Co(u) is a nonlinear capacitor dependent on the the ion temperature Ti is much lower than the electron
voltage u. The matrix equation for the dispersive temperature Te. The ion-acoustic wave equation for
transmission line with nonlinear capacitance problem the perturbed ion density n is defied as follows [23]:
can be written as

a~h i S221 _=0
[M]h{N}+( • [sle(){} Ut2 V-- -- D at-aX2  (34)

where C, and XiD are the ion-acoustic wave velocity
+ [()S]" )40 = 101 and Debye shielding length respectively.

C, = (T, / M)W1 2  (35)
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X0= (./ 4xo i 3)Using the same numerical approach of the previous
(T~ 4~0~2 ~section, the io-acoustic wave of the plasma with

different input pulses can be obtained [141. These are
ToM =4 w the electron temp uare, mass of io illustrated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. From Fig.9, we
and steadly component of the ion density respectively. found that the numerical solution has a good

agreement with the analytical solutio from (12).
Assuingu h, te dspeve ranmisionhoecan Theme are some phase shift between them after several
Assmin u h~ th dipesiv trnsmssin lne an osclation, which can be considered as a computer

be used to describe the ion-acousbic wave in th processing error. Fig. 10 shows the pulse response in
plasma Hleume the C, and XD can be replaced as plasma. The comparison between numerical and

experimental results has made for the pulse response

Ca = (T*IM'=(1LC)/2 () in plasma [14].

XD= (T, / 4xn0e 2 )11 = (c,, / c0 )1n (38) 5.2 Dispersive wave propagation in high-
voltage (HV) trasformner windings

wheae COui1lff, L-M and Ck=1/4xwoe 2. In order to choose a proper winding arrangement and
insulation structure in the design of HV transformer

*Applied poeta windings, the transient voltage stresses to all sub-
components of fth structure must be known. To

6. I 0. 0 in..vestigate voltage oscillations and impulse-voltage
SINC* 10-4 see sftrsses in IIV transformer windings during impulseiITXE . o test and design reliabk insulation structure for the HV

"a 0.16 g .3 0.501 and lowest cost method of acquiring ransient voltage
0 1STANCE 3.04 cm response dat is using a numerical model of the

transformer windings and souJving for the time
SUMRCAL$MOTIO function response to applied voltage pulses by means

0j. 6.16 0.32 4.40 0.64 0.50 of a suitable numerical analysis. Normally, fth
*ITAIME 3.0_4 unuwrspo n produced hihe transient

0 1 SANCE 3.ZLvoltage in the transformer windings can be calculated
Fig. 9 Step wave repne V-xO2m by using the distributed equivalent circuit of

~xA~l Ontransformer windings as a tranlsmission line has been
Cs:=2xiO+5cn/sec, 1=40c, element use as shown in Fig. 11 [24,25]. To simplify the
number=-500. problems the case of the mutual and nonlinear

inductance is not considered in this calculation.
0

It -ITA C 0. Ci -0- i36.

*a 0.16 0. 32 0.430.4 oo
*tt 10 4sec

DISTANCE 1.04 CM

0J a .1 0.32 0.46 0.64 0.60 i
a ~~~TIME *0 e

* DISTANCE 3.04 CM

Fig. 10. Puls response, ID=44x0-2a, (a) Cross-section of a typical 2-winding
Camxl0 5 anScmec 1=40cm, element H.V. transformer
number-400.
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dx Applied potential

0A-- 0.19 :.:a 0.58 0.7'n 0.

c~d, x NODE- 0

INODE. I

(b) Distributed equivalent circuit of E]
transformer winding 08 --

Fig. II Numerical model of H.V. transformer 0. 0
windings, Element number=20, L--4.mWHA,
Co=67.5pF-AI, Ck=383.5pF/AI, and .o0 0.19 0.3 MR 0.7 0.9

NODE. 20
Time x sec

The impulse voltage oscillations caused by resonant
circuit which is excited by any impulse can be (b) Terminal is Short-circuited

calculated by numerical or analytical method. The
voltage oscillations in the transformer windings is a Fig. 12. Standard lightning impulse voltage

kind of dispersive wave propagation and the response, element number=20,

frequency of oscillations and amplitude of transient L.=4.5mH/A4 C0=67SpF.A/,

voltages can be calculated by eq. (9) and (12) where Ck=383.5pF/A/, and 1=95.2cm.
the applied impulse is a step wave.

The effect of dispersion is an oscillating voltage which
For the other different shapes of impulse voltage is up to 1.5 times the input impulse voltage in the case
(including the IEC standard lightning impulse of shorted-circuit and the oscillating voltage will be
voltage waveform [261 ) and the inhomogenous larger than 2.0 times the input impulse voltage at the
distributed equivalent circuit of transformer winding, opened terminal, if the initial voltage is not zero.
the calculation can be easily done by numerical Alternatively, for the chopped waveform, there is no
methods. The numerical results for transient responses significant transient overvoltage along the transformer
from various applied impulses are shown in Fig. 12 windings [15].
[15].

6. CONCLUSIONS
.] Applied potential

_-- ___. __.__. 0.• •.In this paper, dispersive wave propagation in various
ND0transmission line configurations is discussed. Basic
D 0analytical solutions with step wave excitation were

found and compared to finite element solutions. The
:!.19 C.8 3.w o.,- 0.W results show good agreement. The error control of

S NODE.I numerical solution can be worked out by using eq.
(28a) and (28b). The numerical model has advantages

W in dealing with some practical systems excited by
0 0.19 0.8 o.59 0.77 0.% different excitation waveforms, especially for

0I oD. 8 inhomogenous, lossy and nonlinear problems.
o •Appropriate numerical models have been proposed.

- ., ~ .". -Although while only two applications were modelled- 0 0 . 9 0 . 3 6 0 . !Z 0 . 7 0. %

OD80.96 by dispersive transmission lines, there are many more
" MoD.- 20 _interesting phenomena which can be modeled using

Time x 1 0 sec these techniques.

(a) Terminal is open
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Equivalent electric circuits approach for the modeling of non-linear
electromagnetic fields

M. Gimignani, A. Musolino, M. Raugi, A. Tellini
Dip. di Sistemi Eleurici ed Automazione, Universith di Pisa, Via Diotisalvi 2, 56100 Pisa.

Absbuc- In this paper a method for the analysis of Hence most of the numerical methods in terms of the
mon-lear three dimensional electromagnetic field is potentials V and A can use the same basic equations.
presented. Nevertheless the integral formulation presented here can

The conductive and magnetic regions of the examined be considered as the logical outcome of the charge-based
system are subdivided In elementary volume elements In view of electromagnetism, and its inherent logic differs
which a uniform current density J and magnetization M I iew ofhelectromgnetism and intsera et logi d
assumed. By Integrating Ohm's law Inside the conductive from other differential and integral methods relating to
regions, a set of equations representing the equilibrium low frequency electromagnetic fields [4-7].
equations of an equivalent electric network Is obtained. Since the sources are limited to the q's and J's, the

The knowledge of the currents In the conductive regions proposed scheme makes no use of magnetic poles, thus
allows the evaluation of the electromagnetic fields and the the concept of magnetic circuit has no part in this model
determination of the forces among different bodles. and the field equations are modelled by electric circuits

Applications of the method to the solution of only. Therefore the presented model has the advantage of
benchmark problems of time varying linear systems, and a natural and easy linkage of circuit and field equations.
non-linear static cases are presented. Furthermore, it is not affected by numerical instabilities

when it takes into account the relative motion among
I. INTRODUCTION conducting bodies. As an integral formulation, it needs

the modelling of conductive regions only, and do not
The historical concepts of the electromagnetic theory, require the specification of boundary conditions.

characterized by the fields as the quantities that are Furthermore the proposed procedure has ;he

physically significant, have been recently discussed by characteristic of an easy data input for the definition of

John Carpenter in a series of papers [1-3], where he the arrangement of the ferromagnetic and

investigated the consequences of a change of approach to

electromagnetism. In his view the electric potential V non-ferromagnetic regions. By utilizing the symmetries

and the magnetic vector potential A become the principal of the examined system it is possible to reduce both the

quantities respectively defining a measure of the computational time and the required memory workspace.

potential and kinetic energy of a system of charges, while I1. MODEL
the field vectors E and B are no more than symbols
denoting derivatives. Therefore, in this charge based The whole volume Q of conductive and magnetic
approach, the energy density w = (pV + J.A)/2 represents regions is subdivided in N elementary volume elements,
the kinetic energy and potential energy of the source that can have several shapes ( tetrahedrons, bricks,
charges, while in field theory it is considered as a cylinder sectors ), as shown in the 2-D decomposition of
mathematical equivalent. Even though the two figure 1. Consequently, the vector potential A can be
approaches to electromagnetism lead to the same figure from the e cor po t ant ane
equations in terms of the potentials V and A, they differ evaluated from the eq. (1), considering instantaneous
substantially from the physical viewpoint. The essence of propagation for the application of interest, adding the
the V, A treatment is that there is no concern about how integals relating to every elementary volume.
the actions are conveyed through space, since V and A
quantify all possible interactions between any groups of
charges. The potentials V and A at the considered
frequencies, can be obtained from the source q's and J's :
V(1)=-j P()rD ( r)A L'j J () ) (1)

4x a ir-r4 l

where the charge density p and current density J in the
integrals are due to the actual charge and current density
distributions plus the a priori unknown distributions of
the equivalent charges and currents duc to the presence
of dielectric and magnetic materials.

The approach makes no direct use of the concept of Fig. 1 Finn decomposition
flux, although it provides convenient means of
introducing it, therefore for several purposes the field- Connecting the centres of nearby elements by meansbased and charge-based approaches are equivalent, of segments parallel to the coordinate system unit

vectors, we obtain a 3-D grid as shown in the figure 2.
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thus obtaining a quick and accurate evaluation of the
electric parameters of the equivalent circuit. The flux
density B(Pt) = VxA(Pt) or Bk = VxAk is equal to:

N -3N

Bk = B, + Bk +B , (2); B,,, = ,a j. Mj (2a);
I "' ]otl~.-- ' -t j=l

R 3N
, : lBsk = Vj ! (2b); Bit = Y ,j-/4 (2)

j-1 j-1
The Bsk field, due to the current sources, is obtained

Fig. 2 Gid (solid fin) by subdividing the current sources in R elementary
elements (slabs or rings). The Bik field ,due to the

Then we associate to every segment of the grid a new induced currents, is obtained by adding the contributions

elementary volume element having four edges parallel to of all volume elements, while the Bmk field, due to the

the segment, and the faces normal to the segment with magnetizing currents, is obtained by taking the curl of
their centres placed at nodes of the grid, see fig. 3. We the surface integrals, shown in eq. (la). on the
assume that, inside every volume element, only the boundaries among every volume element. Considering
current density and magnetization component parallel to isotropic materials, we can write the relations between
the segment associated to the volume element exists. the magnetic field H, the magnetic flux B and the

magnetization M inside the material as:

N3  N3  Hk =Hk + Hk + H& (3); H,,,1  N - M t (3a);

NN 6  
go B

4N 9  N B- (3b); H (3c).
N1 ' N9 lo P

N8  Then, substituting the equation groups (2) and (3) in
NN N7 the characteristic of the material Hkc=H(Bk) we obtain

N N7  the equation:

Fig.3 Asociationbetweenvolumeelemes (slid lines) Mk=F[Bk]=F[M,....M3N,h1,l....Ij3N.,ISI,....] (4)

Andocatinm(dadwdbnvo ) Then we write Ohm's law inside every volume

element:
The vector potential in the generic k-th element is:

.s. .. , (tp)( = _VVk(t) a(5(t)

A(t) = + dVj where Ak is the magnetic vector potential in the k-th
V&--&X vjý "-" ] elementary parallelepiped, VVk is the irrotational

ff lq ) dSj + 3N component of the electric field Ek and Jk is the currentSffsi x~ ( 'J.•(,,'AV r density in the k-th volume.
4+ l-, 4xl . x xk-x, j We combine equations (la) and (4) in order to

-1 •s j '1 • 1(0a) express the derivative of the vector potential with respect
to time as a function of the currents inside volume

where Vj is the j-th elementary volume, Js are the elements.
current sources, Jii the induced currents, Jm the volume
magnetization currents, Mi the magnetization of the j-th t
volume element and nj is the normal to the j-th element _A -(t) - . al (t) ,
surface. at 4z 5

Assuming an uniform distribution of the
magnetization MJ inside each volume, we have no 3N 3Mi(t) 1 M (t) _ 16
volume current densities Jmi= curl(Mi) = 0. Furthermore 7, at I-TdV. + Y , a' fSj 6)
assuming an uniform distribution of the current density j=1  vj S- -ij) j=l sj I- Y
Jij(t,x) = Jij(t) and Js(t,x) = Js(t) we obtain that the
magnetic vector potential A, and consequently the flux dMldt can be expressed as a function of dlii/dt and dIs/dt
density B are proportional to the currents Iand 1 and in the volume elements by differentiating tie constitutive
to the magnetizations M. In this way, we can derive the eq. (4) inside every volume element:
coefficients a, P and X. of eq. (2a), (2b), (2c) by means of
analytical expressions [8,9] developed in previous works,
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are selected in order to have a diagonally dominant
matrix. If external voltage generators, capacitor banks,

.inductances or resistances are electrically connected to
the conductive regions, their circuital branches are

8F aMi aF aM3N aF a•i connected to nodes of the grid. These nodes correspond
a MI at aM3N at alil at to the volume elements that are physically in contact

aF a13NI aF ahl a F a ISR a Mk with the electrical cables that connect the external
a. 13M a: 0 elements to the conductive regions. Then their electrical

W. tbranches are added to the equivalent network of the

conductive regions, and the equilibrium of the network is
[DM examined.

Sat at (7) The solution of the equilibrium equations of the
dF/dl and dF/dM constitute the elements of the matrix equivalent network, by means of a single-step time-
DM that gives the relation between dM/dt and di/dt. marching method [10], allows the evaluation of the
These terms are functions of the currents Iij and Is and of currents in the elementary volumes, and therefore the
the magnetizations M, that are known at every time evaluation of the eddy current distribution in the
instant. Integrating eq. (5) in each volume element rk conductive regions. In order to reduce the computational
and meaning the result on the surface Sk we obtain: times the matrix DM and the magnetizations M are

3 ali -aM -R a I - considered constant during every step, being updated
Rktk + 7 LAI--- + Y . + 1 L " = U ( only at the beginning of each time interval integration

,-1 _, t j_1_, t tj (8) The complete procedure is constituted by the following

where Uk is the electric potential difference between the steps:

centres of two nearby parallelepipeds, Rk is the electric Initialise the currents in the branches of the network;
L.=0

resistance of the volume rk, Ik is the current in rk t fori the tonlastinstant)repeat

Lkj are the mutual inductances between rk and rj and 1. Find the M(tj) by solving (4)
Lksj are the mutual inductances between the volume rk 2. Update the matrix DM (that express dM/dt as a
and the current sources volumes rsj. Substituting (7) in function of d!/dt at the instant ti ) by means of (7)
(8) we obtain the equation : 3. Make the time marching step by solving (9)

3N al. R a 4 t:=t+At
Rklk + Y (LA + DM•,• + Y jLk-j = Uk end for

j=t ju a (9) The computational cost of the method, due to the

where !.D&j is the element of position k j in the matrix presence of dense matrixes, is similar to other integral
DM. This equation represents the electric equilibrium formulations [11). Nevertheless, the presence of a
equation of a branch of a network where resistive and diagonally dominant matrix and the analytical evaluation
inductive elements, corresponding to the physical of its elements, can significantly reduce the
resistances, self and mutual inductances of the computational times. Furthermore, the impact of parallel
elementary volume elements are present. processing and the use of iterative algorithms [12]

should significantly enhance the numerically efficiency
of the method.

Ill. MOVING ELEMENTS.

We consider a system with a fixed body and a moving
one having a velocity v(t). In order to take into account
the presence of a moving element, we have to modify eq.

S-" (6), that becomes:

a _o|(t) = L.- [ ff I +
at 4 1t a * a J .(

Fig. 4 Brxhes of dhe equivalent netwoik +J, (t) '" • a i + aN,' " d"j

Each of the NO nodes of the network is the center of v,9I-t Vji' "a

a star of six branches. Every branch is inductively 3V

coupled with all the other branches of the network. +y_ (t) a, + (t) dSj
Therefore we can consider the segments composing the aJ-'t at X'_x'g[ Il F"XW J-J1 eT -j
grid obtained in fig. 1 as branches of an equivalent Vj j1 Sj
electric network, and we can write the mesh equations
for the loop currents in the network, then obtaining a +Mj (r) dSj (10)
system of 3N-NO+l equations. Minimum path meshes •"t x-'I J1
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When t point xk belongs to the fixed body eq. (10) (, W 3N
is equal to eq. (6), when the Point xk belongs to the F= jj-1-Lj -Id,+Iff4()Wmoving body, we have that ax ,8 [. j- vj ,[ -Y,

a"tI "XA- V(t) + N n (t) d=j J& ]

and then carrying out the integral with respect to the volume
al, summing the contribution of every volume element Vi

11(t ~ j4 ( t~vt 1 and taking the derivative with respect to x similarly as in

-x'_,;3I the eq. (10) we have:

then we can obtain analytical expressions for the volume
and surface integrals. These terms modify eq. (9) which J (it) NV n-1 M (t)
becomes: +JJJ 3 dV +Y iimJj ~S I

3N aij _X, IxJxIjfz'Lx-I '.1 (6

R , (I +i _ + DM), )--+vK1 Ij +vK 2M(
jat that can be evaluated by means of analytical expressions

[13]. The evaluation of the electromagnetic force on the
R al. moving body allows the determination of its law of

-+UZ(j1 = k motion by means of the mechanical equilibrium
at1  equation:

Therefore we can repeat the procedure described in at2  m
the previous paragraph, substituting eq. (9) with eq. (12) V. REsuLTs
in the step 4.

The method has been tested against benchmarks for
IV. L[NEAR SYSTEMS linear and non-linear ferromagnetic systems.

The first one is a magnetostatic problem proposed by
When we deal with linear characteristics, eq. (4) the Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan [14,15].

becomes: The geometry is shown in fig. 5, where the permeability
of the iron core is 1000 and the coil was energised with

Mk = 3N 3N 3000 AT.

M(13)

therefore we obtain a linear relation between the
magnetizations inside the elementary volumes, and the
source and induced currents Is and Ii.

Consequently dF/dI and dF/dM in the eq.(7) are no 2s 2

more functions of the currents Ii, Is and of the [1EV
magnetization M, but are constant values. Therefore the
relation between dM/dt and dl/dt is constant in time and o

the matrix DM does not have to be updated during the Unit: MM
time stepping. Then we can substitute these expressions Y
in the eq. (9) and eliminate the step 3.

The energy of a conductor can be obtained from the
equation:

W-- - Jdl Fig.5. Geometry of the standard IEEJ problem

then tFig. 6 displays the z component of the magneticthen the force on the conductor can be obtained by: induction along the x direction at a distance of 10mm
Aa a 1from the top of the iron element with y = 45mm.

F =f " = i-- Md One eighth of the system was discretized in 250
ax ax 2 (15) elementary cubes with good agreement between

Substituting eq. (2) for A in eq. (15) we have: calculated and experimental results.
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* 10 0 30 0 so so 70 so s 0 Fig-S. Magnetic flux density at z;=57.Smm, y=OL

10.

RSA. Magnetic induiction on the line B-B
a-

The second problem also proposed by the Institute of
Electrical Engineers of Japan [16], featured a time-A
varying sinusoidal excitation relating to linea 4A

ferromagnetic characteristic. The experimental
arrangement shown in fig. 7, is composed by a coil .*-

energised with 1000 AT, two aluminium plates and a
ferrite block, the relative permeability of the ferrite is 0 40 SO a IN Is

assumed to be 3000 and the frequency is 50 Hz. ( t-I
V 4 Fig. 9. Magnetic flux density at z=S7.Srnmn x=0.0

Experimental measurements are given also when a
hole in the aluminium block is present. Figures 10 and
11 show a good agreement between calculated and

- .-experimental results with the same discretization.

0

A&A

ALINO LT so 40 W a tso IN 140 IN

Fig. 10. Magnetic flux density at z=57.Sunni, y=0.0

Fug.7. Ueoinetry of ihe standard MEE problm

Figures 8 and 9 show that a good agreement between
calculated and experimental results was obtained with
370 elements. 4

0 20 40 so so o0 am

Fig. 11. Magnetic flux density at v=57.Smmn, x=0.0
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Fuid m the method was tested by comparing
calculated and experimental results relating to the
TEAM problem 13 [17] as shown in fig. 12.

5. a cII 10 IIuo

I 4AT

120 00.

32 4.2 3.2 ""__ _ __ _ __----

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 s0 90 1O0 110

Fig.14. Canson offlux densities in air

n I°VI. CoNcLusIoNs

- An integral formulation for 3-D non-linear
ste electromagnetic fields analysis has been presentd Th

41& _method was formulated for the analysis of non-linear
N .• 1 systems including the presence of moving bodies.

150 The method allows an easy modeling of homogenous
D 25 and inhomogenous materials, can simply take into

account the relative motion and the electromagnetic

Fg.12. TEAM Problem 13 geome. formes among conducting bodies, and allows an easy
linkage between circuit and field equations.

Tbe calculated results shown in the figures 13 and 14 The method has been tested on standard problems
agree with the experimental results and with results both for linear time varying systems and non-linear static
obtained with other models systems and has given a good agreement with

experimental results. Work is in progress for the

2 -WAT implementation and validation of the non-linear time-
2. varying case, and for the inclusion of the motion of

P 1.5- ~cabo bodies.
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AN IMPROVED NETWORK MODEL FOR EDDY CURRENT PROBLEMS

Cld-Chung WONG

Department of CommmnWaton and Electronik Engeerg
Royal Melbourne Institute of Tehnooky

GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne
Vic., 3001
Australia

ABSTRACT. This paper describes this paper, SPICE1 (or PSPICE2 ) which is now
improvements in modelling Maxwell's equations a de facto standard circuit simulator in
in two dimensions using the electrical network electronic engineering, is used to solve the
analogue. Two network models are described resulting network analogue. Another advantage
with major emphasis placed on diffusion of the network analogue is that it can be used to
dominated problems. The first one is the develop another class of numerical routine,
combined fine-coarse mesh approach which namely the method of transmission-line
was initially developed for the method of modelling (TLM) [6]. In principle, SPICE can
transmission-line modelling (TLM). The also be used to implement the transmission-line
combined fine-coarse mesh technique is then equivalent of Maxwell's equations, however,
modified by introducing controlled sources at this will not be discussed here, because the
the interfacing between the fine and the coarse routine used in SPICE is relatively inefficient
mesh. Several numerical experiments, for solving transmission-line problems.
including one with both a conducting region
and free space, are used to study the two The electrical analogue with lumped passive
models. They are also compared with the elements is in fact a variant of the finite-
standard network analogue using a regular difference scheme (in particular with the
meshing. Numerical results are compared with method of lines) where the space is discretized
analytical or published data. In all cases, with a mesh of finite mesh size and the time is
SPICE ( or PSPICE) has been used to solve the left continuous. One major problem associated
resulting network analogues, with this method (and the finite-difference) is

that a large number of cells are needed if a
regular meshing is used to cover the entire field

1. INTRODUCTION region. To reduce the number of cells, an
irregular meshing can be used [7] as shown in

In 1944 Kron [11 derived an electrical circuit Fig. 1. This approach cannot drastically reduce

equivalent of Maxwell's equations and the total number of cells since some regions

subsequently many researchers had used outside the area of interest (or where the field

electrical analogues to simulate Maxwell's gradient is not very steep) still need fine

equations [2-41. In general, the electrical spacings. Another disadvantage of using an

analogue is built around R, L and C irregular meshing is that it is less

components and the appropriate electrical straightforward to implement and is inherently
quantities measured experimentally. With the less accurate 181. To overcome these problems,

advent of digital computers, numerical methods the multigrid algorithm has been introduced.

such as the finite-difference and finite-element This method has been used in finite-difference
[5] became popular and the use of experimental [9,101 and been successfully applied to the
methods became unattractive. However, it is method of TLM for transient diffusion

sometimes desirable to have a physical problems [II]. This technique solves two (or

electrical network analogue for the field region more) networks; one with a coarse-mesh grid
to be modelled and in addition, standard and the other with a fine-mesh grid. The coarse
network solver can be used to solve the
resultant network analogue without the need of SPICE stands for Simulation Program with
a special finite-element program. for example.
Solutions can be sought without the prior IAtegrated Circuit Emphasis.
knowledge of numerical analysis/methods. In 2A registered trademark of MicroSim

Corporation.
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grid overlaps the fine grid (Fig. 2). The coarse eliminated. The major drawback of this
grid network is first solved and the appropriate approach is that accuracy is sacrificed because
information transferred to the fine grid network positions "a", "b" and "c" of Fig. 3a are forced
and vice versa. Regular cells are commonly to have the same potential. In this paper a new
used although irregular cells can also be used. network model is proposed. The new model is
In order to reduce the memory requirement, based on the combined fine-coarse mesh
computing time and the interpolation process technique but the disadvantage associated with
needed in the multigrid technique, a combined this method is eliminated. This is achieved by
fine-coarse mesh method has been proposed breaking the "busbar" and use controlled
[121. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, sources at the interface (Fig. 3b). The
where it can be seen that the field region is performance of the original fine-coarse mesh
covered with a combination of fine and coarse approach and the proposed topology is studied
but regular cells. The interface between the in detail and compared with the standard
fine and coarse cell is connected by a "busbar" technique which utilises cells of equal mesh
(Fig. 3a). Therefore, it is only necessary to size.
solve one network and the need to store (and
transfer) different sets of information is

Y
z x

A - area of Interest

Standard regular meshing Irregular meshing

Figi Typical mesh arrangements.

Level2 Levell

Y

z x

A - area of Interest

Multigrid arrangement (more levels are possiblel.

Eg" A multigrid arrangement with two levels shown.
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2. THE IMPROVED NETWORK MODEL case, it is a simple matter to generate an input
FOR MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS file describing the interconnections of the cells

shown in Fig. 4a.
2.1 Equivalence between field and network
quantitia 2.2 The improved network topology

Consider a typical regular network cell shown One major drawback of the network equivalent
in Fig. 4a, the describing equations are (and the finite-difference method) is that a large

number of cells are needed for typical problems
aiy ai+ avz if regular fine cells are used to cover the entire

a+x = -c-a-gvz field region. In many cases, fine cells are used

aV 1ai in regions where the field variation is less steep.
= a A number of modifications have been proposed

as reviewed in the Introduction. Among the
avz =_ry_1aiy various methods, the fine-coarse mesh
ay at approach, which has been proven to be a viable

alternative to the multigrid technique, is the
where 1, r, g and c are the inductance, most straightforward to implement. It is only
resistance, conductance and capacitance in per necessary to provide a number of subcircuits
unit length respectively. (each representing a regular network cell of a

given mesh size) for PSPICE. However, this
Maxwell's equations in two dimensions are method assumes that the potentials (=H-field) at
(assuming that there is only one component of "a", "b" and "c" are identical (see Fig. 3a). This
the H-field) assumption may be unacceptable at high

frequencies, during the initial transient phase or
aF& + My aB aHz for some special cases. This problem is

-- ax aH• at eliminated by breaking the busbar and replace it

aHz =-Ey- e (2) by three controlled sources as shown in Fig. 3b.

ax a Parameters associated with each of these

zEx sources may be determined as shown below.
= + at Using Taylor series expansion and with

reference to Fig. 3b, v(z) can be determined in
where o, e and aB/aH are the conductivity, terms of v(z-1) and v(z+1):
permittivity and differential permeability of the
medium respectively; all units are in per unit p(v(z+l))+q(v(z-l)) 2 +(hvz )
length. Comparing eqs. (1) and (2), the v(z) = -+q2! +

following equivalence can be drawn P+q 2 a2 (4)

Hz=vz ; Ex=-iy ; Ey=ix and where

rB (3) 2 a2vz avz a2vzo~~~r K == ;" =c: =Or pqh and - -=.. yo--•-+ F_-•-t (5)

a2y aH~ at +Ea.) 5

Therefore, an interconnected network of Fig. 4a
forms a space discrete model of Maxwell's If p = q = 0.5 and the region is diffusion

equations. The resulting network may be dominated, eq. (4) becomes

solved by various methods. For example, SOR
(successive overrelaxation) can be used for
steady-state problems. For transient problems, v(Z)=0.5(v(z- )+v(z+l))
a set of first order ordinary differential -O .125h2(_LB.(Žz)+0(h 4) (6)
equations can be derived and the solution dH at
obtained by integration using schemes such as
the Runge-Kutta. Alternatively, the time can be E~q. (6) has a better error term. Therefore, it is

further discretized using finite-difference; this recommended that the coarser mesh size should

is similar to the finite-difference time-domain double the preceding one. Likewise, equations

method. More conveniently, the network may (similar to eq. (4)) can be derived for v(z- 1) and

be solved by standard circuit simulators, such v(z+l).

as PSPICE which is used in the paper. In this
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Ei. The combined fine-coarse mesh model and the improved model.
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The first term of eq. (6) can be easily at least 50%. The improvement in efficiency is
implemented in PSPICE with controlled dependent on the "size" of the problem and a
sources, however, an additional subcircuit built better gain can be achieved for larger problems.
from a pure inductor (or capacitor) circuit is
required to model the second term. This is w
illustrated in Fig. 5 where the inductor value
(L) equals 0. l25h2 a(cB/IH).

0 
C W

+ di AL L " P,,,&,m-,,

i=

viZ) E A long square bar subjected to external
H-field excitation.

E41, A subcircuit model for the second term
of eq. (6). Accuracy of the network models is best

assessed by their corresponding frequency

The accuracy of eq. (6) may be improved if responses. PSPICE provides an efficient way

v(x-l) and v(x+l) are included in the to generate the frequency response curves of

interpolation. Eq. (6) becomes: the various models. The results are shown in
Figures 8a and 8b. The problem is similar to

v(z)=0.333(v(z-l)+v(z+l))+0.222v(x-1) the first case, except that the excitation is
+0.111v(x+l)-0.0833h2(_-B (oy-) (6a) sinusoidal and that only steady-state solutions

0H at are sought.

However, initial results show that the It can be seen that the response curves of the
improvement gained in using eq. (6a) is new model and the regular fine mesh model are
marginal for the examples discussed in the all very close for position "a". The original
following section and therefore only eq. (6) is combined fine-coarse mesh result trails slightly
used for the improved model. behind. At position "bl", all three frequency

response curves are similar with the original
combined fine-coarse model stands out

3. RESULTS marginally. It should be noted that for the latter
case, h = 1/4. A further error analysis is shown

3.1 Flux penetration into a long bar due to in Table I where the rms error for the different
an axial H-field models are calculated. (Note that the default

tolerance of PSPICE is 0.1% and therefore, the
Figure 6 shows the cross-section of a long errors calculated below are mainly due to the
square bar subjected to the excitation of an modelling process.)
axial H-field (Hz). The rise of the magnetic
field is determined at two representative Table 1 shows that the new model improves the
positions ("a" and "bl") when Hz is an impact accuracy by approximately 50% (or better)
excitation. Due to symmetry, only one-eighth when compared with the original fine-coarse
of the region (for example, OAB) is solved. In mesh arrangement at position "a". No
the fine mesh region, the mesh size, h, is set to advantage is observed at the other position,
W/8, whereas h = W/4 for the coarse mesh however, both show an improvement over the
region. For convenience, normalised units and regular mesh model since fine-mesh
all default settings of PSPICE have been used. information are available to the coarse mesh.

The relatively poor accuracy at position "b1 " is
Figure 7 shows the results from the different not reflected in the transient curves (Fig. 7)
network models, and they are compared with because the high frequency components are
the exact solution. Both fine-coarse mesh highly attenuated at this position. This shows
models provide results which are very close to that fine cells are not essential at this region for
the regular fine mesh model (within 1% for the transient studies.
period shown) but the computing time is cut by
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Hz/Ho
11

Position a
- Exact 0.8)

+ Now model

V Combined f/c 0.0

o Standard flne-gri

-- Exact ition b
0 New model 0.4
A combined f/c

* standard ooarse-grld 0.2

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Time (a)

Fig= 7 Flux penetration into a long square bar under an impact excitation (position
"b" ="bI").

iHz/Hol error (magnitude,%)
1: 10

-8
0.9

- Exact

--- New model •,

- -combined f/c 0.8"

-- standard fine grid i"
A error (new model)

0.7-
!A 2

0 6 10 16 20 25

frequency (Hz)

(a) Position "a" (h = W/8 and W = 1).
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IHz/HOl error (maonitude,%)1"'- 100

- Exact Position
-4- Now model b2 10

- a " combined f/o

-E- standard coarse grid 0.1

-4- Exaot
-e-standard fine grid1-o- md.,•tingridPosition bl1

error (nsw model) A

0.01' I0.1
0 a 10 16 20 25

frequency (Hz)

(b) Position "b1 " (h = W/4 and W = 1) and position "b2" (h = W/8).

FiU 8 Frequency responses for the different network models at two representative positions. The
horizontal axis can be convened to the dimensionless parameter (h/8)2 by multiplying the factor Xh2 ,
where 8 is the skin depth.

rms error, (Position a) _

Freq. range new model combined standard, with fine
Wlf8) fine-coarse mesh

1 Rz to 20 Hz 1.88% 3.96% 2.30%
(0.222-0.992) A

I Hz to 10 Hz 0.29% 1.13% 0.84%
(0.222-0.702)

rms error, (Position b1)

Freq. range new model combined standard, with coarse
(h11) fine-coarse mesh

1 Hz to 20 Hz 19.47% 17.78% 24.44%
(0.443-1.984)
I1 Hz to 10 Hz 9.12% 6.45% 12.88%
(0.443-1.403) 1

Table I Accuracy of various network models

3.2 Eddy current loss in a long square bar magnetic field. In this case, the electric field
subjected to a transverse field has one component (Ez) whereas the magnetic

field has two (Hx and Hy). Maxwell's

The third problem determines the eddy current equations are:
loss in a long square bar excited by a transverse
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aHlx Hy Ez of magnitude larger than l/(gh) or the reactance-T - = + aEz of lh. Therefore, the capacitors are assumed to

aEz aB aHx be open-circuited. Due to symmetry, only one-

ay =aH at (7) quarter of the region is solved. In this case, the
bar is covered with fine cells with h = 1/6 cm

aEz= aB aHy and the outer part of free space is covered with
ax aH at coarse cells. The power losses in per unit

volume are determined in terms of Po (power
The equivalence between network and field loss when 6 = W/2 = 0.5 cm). The results are
quantities is: plotted in Figure 9. This problem involves two

domains and is relatively large when compared
vz= Ez ; ix = -Hy ; iY = Hx ; with the previous two. The memory

=- ; c = £ and g = o (8) requirement recorded was approximately 130 k
all and the computing time was about 7.3 seconds

on a standard 486 machine for 8 frequencies.
The field in the vicinity of the bar is unknown As a comparison, results using a larger air
and consequently the air region has to be region (4Wx4W) and results from reference 13
solved. It is assumed that the field is unaffected are included in Figure 9. SPICE3 running on a
by the presence of the bar in regions 2W from SUN workstation has been used for the former
it. Other parameters used are: case. The interfacing busbar of the original

combined fine-coarse mesh topology will force

=B •0o ; C= Co , W=1cm local potentials (= Ez) to be identical. In
aH regions close to the boundary, where Hy is

and a = 107 S /m (in conductor) assumed constant, this assumption (aEz/ax =

= 0 (in free space) (9) 0), along the x-direction, is unacceptable (see
eq. (7)) and may produce erroneous results.

For the frequency range used, the reactance of
the shunt capacitor (C = ch) is at least 10 orders

P/Po
10

New model (A)

4' Reference 13

o New model (B)
0.1

0.011 j I I - L

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Frequency (Hz)

Ei& Eddy current loss in a square bar due to a transverse magnetic field.
(A) - air region = 2Wx2W; (B) - air region = 4Wx4W.
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ON THE USE OF PLANAR SCATTERING PROBLEM TECHNIQUES

TO ANALYZE THIN PLANAR QUASI-MAGNETO-STATIC SHIELDING

by

Charles D. Hechtman,t Erik H. Lenzing,t and Barry S. Perlman t

ABSTRACT

A metallic screen scattering technique developed for microwave and millimeter wave applications is
adapted, using the principle of duality to a quasi-magnetostatic shielding problem. In the limiting case of
low frequency (0.01 Hz) the results compare favorably with the static solution. Moreover, this adaptation is
expanded to treat finite permeability shields.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past there has been numerous examples of borrowing and adapting methods and techniques
across disciplines, for example Harrington's adaptation of the method of momentsil] for electromagnetics
or the use of electrostatics for specialized wire-routing problems.1 21 In this work a scattering technique,
usually applied to conductive screens at high frequency and the principle of duality, is applied to quasi-
static and static magnetic field shielding problems.

Magnetic fields emanating from static and quasi-static sources such as power lines or permanent
magnets are often considered undesirable and require nitigation. Attenuation may be provided locally by
shields designed for quasi-static and static fields. These shield designs rely upon material properties, e.g.,
high permeability, and geometric configuration, e.g., thin inhomogeneous sheeting, to satisfy engineering
and economic requirements. The large number of possible shield designs warrants simulation and
modeling to optimize shield efficacy and provide manufacturing cost control

Traditionally, shield geometries are analyzed at zero frequency with an assortment of techniques
that solve Laplace's equation. Analytic solutions, which provide the most insight, are most tractable in 2
dimensions, where conformal mapping is available. Moreover, geometries found in most magnetostatic
problems do not have analytic solutions. Therefore, most static field solutions are found numerically in
terms of a scalar potential using techniques such as a finite differencet31 or finite element methodt31 or in
terms of a boundary charge distribution using techniques such as a static moment method t31 or a static
spectral domain method.t 31

For the limiting case of thin shields with finite permeability in free space, the methods identified
above are problematic. Using the finite difference or finite element techniques would require an enormous
numbers of grids or elements in and around the regions of the shield. Such conditions spawn an inefficient,
huge set of equations and other problems are associated with their solutions. In addition, the static moment
method or the static spectral domain method are only effective for infinite permeability. In contrast, the
quasi-magneto-static problem could be posed as a scattering problem for both infinite and finite
permeability where the resulting magnetic field integral equation (MFIE) is solved with a moment
methodi41 in the spatial domain (most effective for non-periodic structures) or in the spectral domain151

(effective for periodic and non-periodic structures). Both of these methods would be useful for planar
shields and could be modified for truncated cylindrical shields.

In the next sections the shielding problem is recast into a quasi-static scattering problem with
infinite permeability. The results are compared with the static solution and the result is generalized to finite
permeability.

t Stevens Institue of Techndology. Castle Point on the Hudson, Hoboken. New Jersey 07030

* US. Army Reseurch Lab, EPSD, Microwave and Photonics Division. Ft. Monmouth, New Jeney
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2. A scatterin8 problem with infinite permeability

Scattering problems commonly have feature sizes on the order of a wavelength. In this example
we consider feature sizes (several meters) that are a small fraction of the wavelength (a approximately
3,000 miles). This is still a scattering problem, given the proviso of non-zero frequency, where phase
retardation exists between the shield and source. An illustrative example appears in figure 1 for the 2
dimensional version. The left hand side consists of a typical scattering problem, where an electric field is
incident on a perfectly conducting strip. An electric surface current is induced on the strip with a resulting
scattered electric field that nulls the incident electric field on the surface.

(E"'+E')xn=O (Hiw+Hg)xn=O

Electric surface current Magnetic surface current
J. J.

on shields (perfect conductor) on shields

E'w H',w

Magnetic Current Electric Current
on sources on sources

Figure 1. Two dimensional scattering, Electric and Magnetic Duality

On the right hand side similar field behavior exists for the magnetic field. The electric and magnetic field
scattering problems are equivalent and are related by the principle of duality.J61 In what follows the
formulation is developed in terms of the electric field.

Initially, for the case of infinite conductivity (infinite permeability) the sum of the tangential
incident electric field, E', and the scattered electric field, E", must be zero.

(E"R + EI)xn =. (1)

The electric field integral equation (EFIE) corresponding to the special case of two dimension strips on the
y = 0 plane (geometry and coordinates shown in Figure 2) and an incident electric field that contains only
an x component is given by

E' +,f,,. J (x')g (x,x')d'= 0, (2)

where x is a coordinate on the shields,

g(X)=-k8 [ [(I1P)+H?)•(IIOz)] (3)

is a 2-D modified Green's function that describes the scattered electric field on the strip, HP is a Hankel
function of second kind, and 03 is the wave number. This EFIE may be found in Balanist7) with a detailed
dervation presented in the Appendix of this paper. Determining the correct current density on the strips,
J,(x), for the integral equation (2) is the key task in this problem. This may be accomplished in a number
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of ways with various levels of approximation. The scattered electric field may then be determined for all
space by,

E"'(r)= J J(r')g (r,r')dr', (4)
&&0

where r is a position vector and Eý'(r) is the incident electric field.

2.1 Point Collocation Methodal

The point collocation method is a familiar techniquet5s that satisfies the boundary condition (1) at
discrete points only. Boundary segments off these points may not be satisfied. Hence, the resulting current
density distribution and the scattered field are only an approximation. The current expansion is in terms of
pulse functions.

The following test case will demonstrate the efficacy of this technique. While applying the point
collocation method, the Green's function was approximated as follows:

8 8 8 X2

where TI is the free space impedance and ln(y= 1.781) is Euler's constant Referring to figure 2, two
infinitesimally thin shields lie on the abscissa, each of length L=I separated by a distance W=O (i.e., a
single shield of length 2 centered about the origin).

A y

Shields

X

L L iII LL W L

Curreaueurce

Figure 2. Test case shield geometry

The shields are of infinite permeability and an electric current source is located -5 meters beneath the
origin. An analytic solution found by conformal mapping exists for this geometry and is compared with the
collocation point matching solution, in figure 3.
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x compeasiat

Hfeld A/n

03

0.5
OF2 -- --- ---- - 2 .0

01

0.0

-2 -1 0 1 2 n
I I

Shield width

Figure I Comparison of H, variation with x when y=0.5,1.0,2.0, where dashed lines represent

conformal mapping solution and the solid lines represent the point collocation method

The x component of the magnetic field for the analytic solution (dashed lines) and the point matching
solution (solid lines) using 20 points are plotted as a function of x for y =0.5, 1.0, 2.0. The case where
y =0.5 shows the largest error, 5 15%, and asy increases the deviation decreases. This is expected since the
20 discrete boundary points appear to smear with larger distance. Increasing the number of points
improves the result marginally but the spectral domain method outlined in the next section is a better
choice. Figures 4,5, and 6 are three dimensional plots of the variation of the x component of the electric
field for shields separated by W=0.5,0.1,0.0 meters and length, L =1 meters, centered at the origin.
Figures 4 and 5 show the magnetic field leaking through the shield gap. These pictures clearly illustrate the
shielding futility in using long strips perpendicular to the magnetic field lines.
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FIGURE 4. MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATION WITH POSITION FOR THE CASE OF TWO SHIELDS
1 METER WIDE SEPARATED BY 0.5 METERS WITH A SOURCE AT -5 METERS

• I

FIGURE S. MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATION WITH POSITION FOR THE CASE OF TWO SHIELDS
I METER WIDE SEPARATED BY 0.1 METERS WITH A SOURCE AT -5 METERS

H

FIGURE 6. MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATION WITH POSITION FOR THE CASE OF TWO SHIELDS
1 METER WIDE SEPARATED BY 0.0 METERS WITH A SOURCE AT -5 METERS
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2.2 Spectral Domain Method51 and finite permeability

Whereas the point collocation method seeks to satisfy the boundary condition at discrete points on
the boundary, the Spectral Domain Method seeks to force uniform convergence of the boundary condition
in the fouier transform domain. The Fourier transform of the EFIE yields

Ea(G J.xgC)E ¶) (6)

where the tilde represents the fourier transform of the function and the Fourier transform pair is defined as

Ei()= JE(x)e-jdx (7)

and

E(x)=-•. 'E(a)e'Gda. (8)

The Fourier transform of the Green's function (equation (3)) is given by

See Appendix A of C. Scott(51 for derivation. The current may be represented as a sum of aperture-limited
basis functions with unknown coefficients and appropriate edge condition,1 where for the strip above
- N -

J.() , a.W c )(0

and

V.(x) = a. cos(nx/2)

Multiplication and integration of equation (6) with %v(d) yields the following:

"a_(a)P(a)da+ N (12)
- -. M-l

, ~ai (a)da n =1,2,...,N,

where for the case of infinite conductivity (or infinite permeability) Etw(a)=0. Therefore there are N
equations in N unknowns where the values of a,, are the constants to be determined. This determines the
current on the shield where N is chosen for the desired degree of accuracy. Of course, the choice of basis
functions is critical for rapid convergence.

The following plot (figure 7) revisits the two dimensional example of the last section where the
magnetic field is computed above a shield 2 meters wide with a fine source -5 meters beneath the thin high
permeability shield. This plot illustrates the use of one well chosen basis function, namely N=I, from
equation (12) for the determination of the field 0.5 meters above the shield and is compared with the
corresponding conformal mapping solution.

1. Ap n wh iafine shmp edps require dh the ourmw dmsity veamr follow spefic behavi ne th ede. Thu i know as
the edge cod•on.
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x component
H*IldAlm

0.3

Conformnal

___ (
0.2

0.1- //Moment

0.0
-2 -1 0 1 2 mI I

Shield width

Figure 7. Comparison of single term moment method with conformal mapping solution.

Even with only a single term the approximation is quite good. Figure 8 is a three dimensional plot of the
variation of the x component of the magnetic field for a distance 0.5 to 2 meters above the shield. In this
example we consider a single basis function, N=I, to illustrate the effectiveness of a well chosen function.
Moreover, it most be pointed out that using more terms of the basis functions (Equation 11), e.g., N=2 and
N=3, improves the accuracy of the solution much like it does in the high frequency analog.

IiI

Figure 8. Magnetic field variation with position for a shield 2 meters wide with a source at -5 meters
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Finally, consider the case of a thin strip of finite conductivity (or permeability). Using Parseval's
theorem on the last term in equation (12),

-~ -1T.(a)E ew(a~da= f.V.(-xlE"(x•,x (13)

allows the replacement of the total electric field in the space domain by
N

] a.,J.(x)
rnI (14)

Cr+joxe

for metal surfaces or
N

, a.J..(x)
Ma ,S (15)

for high permeability surfaces, where a, z, p, and t are the surface conductivity, the permittivity, the
permeability, and the sheet thickness. In the next figure the strip example is again considered with finite
permeability. The graphs show that as the permeability thickness product decreases the degree of shielding
decreases.

x component

Hf•eld Aim
0.3

ItoH

0.2
1=.36x I 10-H

pt = 2.79x10-6H

Spt- 3.16xlO-7 H

0.0

-2 -1 0 1 2 m

I I
Shield wldth

Figure 9. Field lines for source at -5 m. and shield 2 m. wide centered at the origin with pu=i, 1.36xi0 5 ,
2.79x10-, 3.16x10 7 H
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3. Concluions

It is shown that the moment method and the spectral domain techniques developed for high
frequency applications may be successfully adapted for low frequency applications. The low frequency
solutions found with the point collocation method and the spectral domain technique agree very well with
the conformal mapping analytic solution and that unlike the static case, the finite permeability may be
accounted for with relative ease. These are viable techniques for exploring cost effective high permeability
inhomogeneous thin shields. The techniques may easily be extended to 3 dimensions for the analysis and
design of thin inhomogeneous high permeability shields.

4. Appendix

Given the definition of the magnetic vector potential

A= -IL-JJJJ(x',y'.zl )"* (Al)
4x_ " , J+(Z-Z'Y

and the current density
J (x,y ,Z) =J.(x )& ) ( A2 )

where p = -x-x') + (y-y')- and 80 is the Dirac delta function, the vector potential becomes

4x -_ Nr '+ (•)

where p= r(x-x')--+y" has been re-defined and z is assumed to be finite. Equation A3 may be recast as
follows

4 - .- Tiv'+z
,Wdz•j•j:.x' '". (A4)

,- ..x_ /p+z"

The following substitutions

p•z•,-z-"" = 3pcosht (MS)

-jdz"- = d (A6)

transforms Equation A4 into

A. J f. jJ.(x-)e iiIhI 'dt (Al)

Equation A7 in conjunction with the integral definitions of the Bessel functions of the first and second kind,
yields the desired vector potential.

The x component of the electric field may be found from the vector potential as follows:

+ IaE 2  j~ AZ(9

where to is temperal angular frequency. Evaluation of A9 and Bessel function identities yields
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E-.w=Z~J (x(? )H?~pj (10)

where 1 is the free space impedance.
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ABSTRACT homogeneous grids containing equally spaced points, the
problem setuip is quite straightifowd [2].

Finite diffuence techniques mn widey used tn the At issue in this is~ris how to aply the attractive
Solution Of electro magnetic boundary value problems. but features, of die finite differenice technique in problems with
ueddum employed with static or quasi-static field prob=les generalized geometries. The following two aditional
Hisorically this departure was warranted by (1) the relative prolblemii are invoked with fth genealized geometry:

-ni by which problem geometrie can be miodele using fth a. Representing the first mid second-order dervatives in a
finit element counterpart, mid (2) the lack of symmetrical nonumfoin, grid, one which 'fits' the problem boundaris.
properties mid lagebndp in the governing matrces b. Addressing the issue of iteratively refining the grid to
Presented here ar some methods for generahzmig the finite enhance solution accuracy without reformulating the
differsace approach so that problem defimniton is easily ProblemL
modeled mid Heriitian matrices result. 7he technique uses IU technique offered in this paper has tho
a conventional finite difference grid placed in the work area flexibility of addressing the above Problens. mid
irrspective of the problem geometry. Finite difference spirigbosods from the excellent work of Girdinio at
equations an written Jin thei simpilest form across the al13]-[4]. Among othe things, they Point Out the
problemn work space. Boundary conditions are then benefits of using not 4 but 5 points to reprsnot the two-
introduced after the bulk equations are in Place. The dimensional Laplacian operator as far sa the freedom it
problem is solved using a znon square governing matrix in a affords in Placement Of Points. The Present work begins at
least square sense. Th1= is acconmplished most easil by pre that point mid applies the Kide not only to the internal

mutiplying the matrix euation by its traospose. An volume to be modeled, but also to the enforcement of
alternative to the preconditioned conjugate gradient technique boundary conditions. The emphasis in this paper is on an
for solving tho resultant matrix equation is to seek doe MaY im mntation of doe finite difference equations mid
eigenvalues for the system arid express the answer as a sum iterative grid, refinemenot to enhance, soluton, accuracy.
of the eigenvrectous. Results are shown for a salient pole
motor. Te technique is very useful, in handling rotating or THORY
translatin problems where consideirable attention must be
given to the proper connection mid re-connection of the grid Consider a problem where tie H field is represented
points, as either a total or reduced scala potential For ftheoater

we use
BACKGROUND 14--v. (1)

Finite diflerence methods am often used to solve wher T is the magaetic intensity source tam and is found
comnplex elcr-ntc neaction problems. Because of In tie current carrying region using die Biot-Savart law.
the way in which th~e deiigequations are represented, the Thie problem reduce to solving laplace's equation for dre
beading of the resulting matrix equations can be quite large. Unlknown 0,
It is also difficult to maintain symmetry in the matrix in
order to speed up time solution. Many techsiques have beenV'V 1  *.i t*.o (2)
1001ienddieing equivalent circuitmodels mad successive over The simplest discrtization for a multi-region
rebzasalon techniques to address some of thes problem is to continue a homogeneous grid through the
problenufi], but odd geometries continue to presient problem space as indicated in Figure 1. The Laplacian
difficulties in representation of the constitutive equations. on operator is easily represented in either 2 or 3 dimensions for
tdo Positive side, finite difference methods an intuitively such a grid.
appealing; governing equations =r easily expanded and Referring to Figure 2, die 2-13 expansion about

rquene o n a point by pon basis in spaew. With point 0is
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-l I possible to set up an evenly spaced finite difference gridAx I Niw Dffe. GM b' irrespective of boundaries, and match bounduy conditions
__ dobl y meutos me modeled. Fuutherincre, in

- - - -a standard grid, 4 surrwinding; points (cr 6 in 3D) ane used
torpatteLpain emi sdw htuigfv
neighbiring pont (or 9 points in 3D) provides flexibility in

T~ - -2 modeling avarety of shapes while prewirvirigtdonumerical
accuracy to cider A 3 wheoe A represets die largest
distance to any amr of the neighibcsing points Whnde the
technique allows one to place points on fth umintace

- - - -- randomly.The ourypenalty is the taquiricmnent of solving a
6 by 6 matrix fir each interfacial point. The technique is

- - -- - - - - also useful for increasing accuracy whom the field has a
COR* rehdo*4 GjK4"Wc 9C fte a"hijh gradient, Le&, adding pounts randomly within a certain

~ af ~ region of the problem.
7jgv 1. Grid oonfinuadion tluwwh the bounarw.y This is made clea by the alternative rqpresentstion

of a disin~itia nuin of the soeod derivatives on x and y at point 0 in Figure 2,
obtained by the set of equations

*jM* 0 +-n-Azj+--AyJ+

*4+03-20* *11+0 -* 3 O(Aj -- ý y)+Lwý~~,S

,&X2  + AY 2 =01 2 &2 2 8 2 (Ay+ k.fA y, (A)

where Ax, Ay refe to the grid distance between, points in the VA in Wfj a" uc iergnC~Maixl~x, &yj
x and y directions. The problem setp proceeds by writing refer respectively to the x and y daifences from die point
the Iaplacian opeawor fir 0in all regions. Itis assumed j 0todrefield point at *0 .I When (5) is repeated faireach of
the material * homog -96itiesar at least piecewis the 5 nearest neighbors, there results a matrix equation for

hnng r ou, iLe., that the Vp terms me negligible within the unlmown partial derivatives of 0 at pont0 in terms of
say such piecewis homogeneous region. The only the potential values at the nearest neighboring poi nts mdoth
precaution to he taken is to use points from a common self point ,
region when using a finit difference representation of the
problem oeator such as (3). In close proximity to On~ AX 1 y 28y*&j&Y
boundary interface, the one-sided soeod-cider derivativ AXI Ay,
shoul be used to represent the Laplcian. Ihe second-cider2 2 2
horizontal derivative represented in tems of the potetial at A4 Ai x2 y o* *
adjacent horizontal positions band cin Frgur1is AX A72 A4 A3 XA2 0 18, -

O-*+ (4) 2 2*
2 A2 AB(AA" Ay. &Ax3AY, 2"0 *0 (6)

A-X AY 2 -2 2 &

The final tem in (4) indicates the error terms; are correct to Ax4 Ay2 Ax4A&y4 ýO 40

order Ax 3 . Ax 4 Ay. 2 -2 -2 ay 8,0O
The one sided expansion is the smaie regardless of 2 2 J24A

which side of the boundary the derivative is takar. After [A.Ay Ays ____.

writ~n (2) for all the grid points in the problem, the result y3  2 2 2 LIZ7
insa Nby NmatrixforN unknowns. over the bulk region of
the problem, the standard finite difference representation of it is staghfrwr to invert this 5 by 5 matrix to arrive at
the Laplacir is employed because of its -w of the result

an Mhiis, in fail.the Motivation for using die
finlite difernc method as opposed to doe finite element
meathod. unm contribution of this paper is to show that it is
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Typica Pub"om a given regiona. this interpolation must be resumed using
potentials located in the sawe region. If the points lie on a

04 line in 2-D this interpolaio requires 6 points, 10 in 3-D.
Pdoto atcT7e 6 conditons come from the Taylor expansion of dhe

B=Wwt om o 0 2 sought after boundarypotemiin terms of 6nearest
neighbors (poinits 6-11).

as* a*

2 1 a2_ 242

(9)

Eq~ustion (5)is pittd for all 6nerst uighon%

boundary pointw Bhbl and that Uj ~ Ay.,rfarreqwvly,
P4jW w A 25ypiaz points used for evaluatin the t ixadydfee csf m .tepitit ob ud r

Upkian oowwin O b~ andforaderoktion point B. 11e solution of this 6 by 5 matrix equation is verynear hierface&fast, uud yields not only the desired 0, 8401, and dftVay,
but tdo higher-order derivative as well. Any Duicidlet or
Neuman. conditon cam be matchied with theme derivative
values.

It shoiuld be mentioned in passing that when the
points lie on a line collinear with the local inormal the d

no points 12-14 do in Figure 2, tie first-order derivativ at
& location 12 with respect to the local normal (x direction) is

computed from 2 Taylor expinisions about the pon 12;
C1000 10

** M *is. (7) &'~ & 2  21
j;72 Cand

Cjy t-0- 14 1n a &2 21
it follows that

f .4*13-014-301212
C isthoe5byS5 inverse of the left handside;of (6). Thuistde 12_ ____ (12)
Lopinclan equation could be written. at the pon *0~ as Thi covninllentv for enfoircing the boundary

jCV,*,+j C~,,-E(~+~0' 8 cnitionsw heI emnployed by way of makHng a comparison
,.*Ji (C+PO.0_0.in the results section.

P.1 J-1 J1.

The anire matrix is then built up fri hspicpe MATRIX SOLUTION
implmening(2) for every poin in a piecwiseps unw od fNukow oetahomogeneous tegion Becauise the VII teami of (2) is zeru in poins Alm conside a thata of) is unknonepoent ialteer oe

such regiont, the permseability of dohe material wilfl not ap of ls o ointsyieding tha (2) atios .i Spppoese dat - he
in may of hiese equations. thesear aNdpints ieligNeqain ups that thneta ndnra e

The temnaming step necessary to proertly model the boutndaz p condiimonse tat Puboentiary H ont yieldinga n
r i I Pm is to impose the bounarmy conditions. Referring coditionusare 2 PconsedratP uuypints. Wo yeldaing an

back to Figure 2 it is necessary to interpolate 0 adiiot dientnnt.Tettl ubro eutosi
bomunary points B in terms of doe potential values on oe now 2P4N with only N unknowns. It is best to solve this
Sd& of doe bimodary only. As the boundary is approached nou-squar matrix in a least squ arese" using eigenvalues.
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1w resulting matrix for the N unknowns could be writum as

A444 (13)

whom 4 as tim vector of unknown potentils, A contain all
don ponmery, sand te right hand side b contains the sourc
ternis. fe-multiplying by the transpose of A yields the
positive "efnte matri H in dem equation

Althougli this now matrix H is more ill conditioned than tem
oftiginl matrix A. it is positive definite and can be treated
by some valuable; techniques [5]. In particular, one can

uem doigpovahues I sind eigenvectors 4 directly to get an
aconuats solution. Because the eigenvectors of H we
orthogoaul, bodi sides of (14) can be multiplied by each of Aguaw 8 Doube aided motor with erlwanent
tem eganvecton; to obtain tem solution vector 4 as a mane shell rotor.
weighted -m of the cigenvectors. Thut is, asmn

sided. Sandwiched in between is a pwnmaiat nmagnetrotor

wheom we express 4 as a weighted sun of all eigeovectos copisn tem bulk of the air gap
fjit then follow that Milmo ibis dal ie o

IdZ(16) SciI POW' 1 G-O shaig * lie.

Adding point to refine the grid is usually quite
desirable, whua solutiot accuracy is suspect in a given regiont
or where em field is varying; considerably. Adding extra
ponts would ifislly meim preprocessing fronm scratch to ra a k

aet all do bulk constitutive equations uince dw, counting -#&_0 atlorg t& inel
seqoam on unknowns would be all wrong. Using dhe
Taylor' expumi in (5) obviates the need to redo dem Piew.'&4 Section of the motor to be analyzed in a
pr01 a Peeming of tem problem; onm simply add a number of inear geometry.
additional equations for each of tem additional pont added
to em grid. With this approah tem d"pger has the liberty Du to symty onyoepl ic of th oo
of IHWMly Placing the grM points anywhere. It is necessary ha b. suab-zd. The problem is divided down the center
to keep a table of each point's coordinates aind material of a sttor tooth and spanis a complete pole pitch. Since no
MegOM lbe prOPi muist in turn iden*tifyem 5 (9 for 3D) flu eA tem lower portion of the stato, a Neuman
nearest neighbors still within its own region. Points could
be placed on dom boundary itself if desired to inceas condition a 0exists diere Also at the midline inside dem
accuacy in diese. regons shell rotor of this double skided motor, no tangential B field

exists. Thus the potential 0 can be set to zwo along this
RESULTS line as do"w in FWgur 4. A polar grid would necessarily be

used for this hinheenty cylindrical problem if the ralins is
lbe no -a of Figure 3 was analyzed in attempting small. In Practice. very little error was found ineamng

to asset the accuracy of this method. lbe staow is doubled
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ore pole pit& in this, quas-lna gnd and the multiplying Y directed B Field
by -t nub fsuh0l to get tetotal torque. S

1he proble is analyzed by two methods, firstA
using a convenidonal reluctance grid as suggested in [6];
this afprosch is delineated "normal" in the figures. Here an
equal gri distribution is employed and the spacing choesen a
to force tdo unknown potentials to have a spacing whereins-A
some of the potentials naturally fell on the interfaces.
Second, doe bounddry constituted by die iron - aor interface
is modeled using the method detailed above (except at
corners whome for convenience the reluctances were kept). .
The bulk equations were saremd to be orm sided as in (4) in W iz*
close proximity to the teeth. FWrhemnore, die potential 0 i
derivatives, needed to insure continuity of field density B X P68 (CM)
aeross the inteuface were modeled using the one sided Figwv 6 Y dimected B field along the. air gasp.
derivative expressed in (12).

Ile x directed field was predicted in both case
along the air gap, midway between the stator teeth and rotor

primary advantage of the method is the flexibility affordled
in the arbitrary placement of modeling points arid in dhe

X directed B Field improvement of accuracy by dlie ease of adding addlitional
____ ____ ____ ____ fact 9thatde resulting matrices ane always non-

square having mor rows than, columns does am ipa to
'N ~incu nunerical inaccuracies for the problems studied. 1he
GM atho has found in parallel th at h non-square manrx

solution presents no prblem for matrices sized at 3000 by
1000, indicating the method would be feasible for large
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A Case Study Comparing the Lossy Wave Equation to the
Continuity Equation in Modeling Late-Time Fields Associated with

Lightning*

Michael E. Baginski A. Scottedward Hodel

Abstract a brief overview of some of the previous research and
the true nature of the problem to be discussed is pre-

An investigation is presented into lightning-related sented.
transient electric fields and conduction current densi- Late-time electromagnetic fields stem from the non-
ties due to the redistribution of charge by the return propagating portion of the electromagnetic transient
stroke (late-time effects). A qualitative comparison from lighting and are therefore associated with the
is made between the late-time vertical electrical field electrostatic and magnetostatic energy created when
magnitudes predicted by two solutions via the conti- lightning occurs. Since a multitude of approximations
nuity equation/Poisson's equation and the continuity are required in the modeling of the late-time effects
equation in conjunction with the lossy wave equation. of the lightning event, the digital simulations pre-
The differences between these results indicate that sented in the following sections employed commonly
the magnetic energy density created by a lightning accepted charge distributions conductivity profiles,
discharge generally provides relevant changes in the and general atmospheric parameters [4], [5]. It is
resulting electrical field waveforms as radial and ver- hoped that this research will be of value not only to
tical distances increase from the lightning discharge. atmospheric scientists but also those studying EMP,
That is, the accuracy of the conservative field as- HEMP, corona discharges, etc.
sumption V x E = 0 decreases with the distance from In this work, a finite element code was used to
the point of excitation to the point of observation of compute the vertical electric fields in the middle at-
the electric field for the study conducted. This obser- mosphere via (1) the continuity equation
vation suggests the use of the lossy full wave equation,
when computationally feasible, for the prediction of V. J + = 0
late-time electric field behavior. This study addresses &
trends in the general behavior of the two solutions and Poisson's equation
over region 0 < r < 30 km and 30 < z < 50 km.

V20 = --P,

1 Introduction co
and (2) the complete set of Maxwell's equations

The purpose of this research is to examine the ne- 8H
cessity of using both Ampere's current law and Fara- V x E = -po
day's law on induction as opposed to using the quasi- 8E
static solution to describe the late-time field recovery V x H = oE + CO,- + additional sources
of electromagnetic transients associated with light-

ning. This has been a major area of controversy for of charge movement.

several decades [1], [2], [3] due to the fact that so- Both sets of equations used identical atmospheric pa-
lutions based on quasi-static analysis are far simpler rameters. The respective vertical electric field wave-
to solve numerically and to formulate than solutions forms were then compared with waveforms over a
based on the lossy wave equation. In the following, wide range of values of radial distance r and altitude

"The authors are with the Auburn University Department z. A detailed analysis of the waveforms generated by
of Electrical En4ineering, 200 Broun Hall, Auburn AL 36849 the two different numerical solutions was performed
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by comparing the mean squared error difference be- 3 Thunderstorm Modeling
tween the solutions. The results showed that there is
a radial and vertical position where the electric field 3.1 Charging Mechanisms
signatures begin to deviate significantly from one an- The most difficult phenomenon to explain in thunder-
other. It is the view of the authors that this wouldbe the logical region that would mandate the use of storm research has been the process involved in cloud
the complete set of the Maxwell equations. It should electrification. The difficulty is twofold: Firstly, there
the completed sthof the Maxwesult prequans.ntd shen r exist a large number of possible mechanisms respon-
be emphasised that the results presented herein are sible for charge separation and current generation;
only for a specific set of atmospheric conditions and, further, it is usually impossible to isolate such mech-
thus, may show sensitivity to several atmospheric pa- anisms and test each for its relative effect. Regardless
rameters. of the mechanisms, what is known is that a thunder-

storm is sustained'by a charge separation which can

2 Historical Perspective be approximated by net positive and negative charge
centers. The height of the charge centers is somewhat

Since the 1950's several electrical models describing affected by seasonal changes and the geographic loca-
the interaction of thunderstorms with the atmosphere tion. Typical heights of 10 km for the upper charge
have been published. Holser and Saxon [6] have as- center and 6 km for the lower charge center are widely
sumed concentrated charges in a dipole configuration found in the literature and have been selected for this
with spatially varying conductivities to obtain tem- research [191
poraily invariant field patterns in the lower atmo- The magnitudes and profiles of the charge centers
sphere and ionosphere. The lightning return stroke, and currents vary significantly from storm to storm.
however, generates transients in the electric field pat- Kasmir [9], for instance, has measured values ranging
tern known as "field changes" [7]. Early workers at- from 20 C up to 1000 C for thundercloud charges and
tributed this temporal recovery to recharging within cloud electrification currents from les than 0.1 A to
the thundercloud. Tamura [8] is credited as the first 10 A. Lightning return stroke currents are reported
to note that the surrounding atmosphere is also in- to have an even larger range of values [7]. The exis-
volved. He defined solutions based on the conser- tence of such large variations complicates selection of
vative field assumption (i.e., V x E = 0) that de- the currents and the charge deposition profile. After
pend on the conductivity at the point of observation, a review of the relevant literature [20], [14], a choice

Kasmir [9] constructed the first dynamic model of of the forcing current and profile of charge deposi-
the thundercloud system using resistors, a capaci- tion was made. The selection was based upon widely
tor, and a spark gap. His model connected a cur- used current and charge profiles. The charge pertur-
rent generator, a capacitor, and a resistor in parallel bation used was developed based on Sunde's [4], [20]
to model the cloud ionospheric connections with the lightning return stroke current model.
path to earth replaced by a resistor. More dynamic Sunde's [20] lightning return stroke model is se-

models began to follow. Anderson and Freier [10] lected for this research primarily because of its ex-
incorporated dynamic changes in the dipole struc- tensive commercial and military use in work requir-
ture with spatially varying conductivities. However, ing an analytic formulation of the lightning return
they only include the quasi-static relaxation in their stroke current. This model was developed based on
model instead of solving the total set of Maxwell's the statistics of a very large number of measurements
equations. Additional solutions were developed based during lightning events. Sunde's model is relatively
on the "monopole" model of Wilson [11], Illingworth simple compared to some [7], but includes the fun-

[12], Park and Dejnakarintra [13], Greifinger and Greifindamental attributes necessary to predict "average"
ger [14], Holsworth and Chiu [5], Baginski et at [15], electromagnetic field behavior [20]. The charge gen-

and Driscoll et at [16]. The transient lightning event eration (in units of A or C/s) may be expressed in
was investigated recently by Hoole and Hoole [17] us- terms of this lightning return stroke current tempo-
ing a finite element code. Discussion on guided waves rally as follows:
in lightning plasma channels is presented in [18]. e. - Q(t ) -a - -.

U= dQ _(t) =0 I -(e _ (3.1)dt

where i(t) = the lightning return stroke current from
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Sunde's modified model, a -- -1 s-, b = 0.1 x
103 s-1, and lo is proportional to the amount of charge
displaced during the return stroke.

It is well known that the deposition of charge from r 60k
the return stroke current is primarily responsible for
the charge perturbation [21]. The deposition rate of
charge due to the the lightning return stroke current
is proportional to the time derivative of the charge 80 km
perturbation [19]. Therefore, the total charge de-
posited at time t may be expressed as the integral _--___

of the lightning return stroke current in time, given
by

Q(t) - Ji(t)dt (3.2)

where i(t) is the lightning return stroke current and
Q(t) is the total displaced charge of the return stroke.

Consider equation (3.1). The term e-6 describes
the rise time of the charge generation inducing the
perturbation, i.e., how rapidly the maximum return
stroke current, but not charged deposited, is attained. Figure 1: Region of simulation
Since the amount of charge exchanged during a return
stroke is related to its time integration, omission of
the term e-bt causes no appreciable change (for time even more arbitrary. Further, the modified Gaussian
greater than 5 x 10-6 s) in the amount of charge distribution is used in the modeling of many man-
displaced, and therefore, no appreciable change in the made and naturally occurring forced charge events

simulated electrodynamic response. The spatial and [41 which justifies our choice for this model.
temporal structure of the deposited charge G, is given
by a modified spherical Gaussian profile: Geometry of the Region: Before describing the

geometry, consider again the phenomenon of inter-

= (2rA)- 1 .5exp( "2 +(z-z')2  est: charge perturbations, located at altitudes no
2) A I greater than approximately 10 kin, induce electric

fields throughout the atmosphere, but only those fields
X (3.3) induced within the middle atmosphere are to be sim-

ulated. Thus,
where

1. If not obviously constrained, the geometrical
,r,- s10-3 is the decay time limits of the model will approximate the en-

of the force charge event tire atmosphere's electrical effect on the regions

A = 4 x 106 m2 is the effective variance where the simulations take place.

z' = the altitude of the charge perturbation. 2. The boundary conditions of the region will be
electrically equivalent to those of the atmosphere.

The spatial distribution of the charge perturba-
tion does not noticeably affect electric field signa- The region selected (Figure 1) is contained within
tures far from its interior [4]. This condition exists for a perfectly conducting right circular cylinder with a
our model (electrical fields of interest in the present radius of 60 km and height of 80 km. A discussion of
study are at least 20 km from the charge perturba- how each of the boundaries was arrived at follows:
tion) which allows a certain degree of freedom in the
specification of the distribution. Also, since virtually Lower Plate: The earth's surface is electrically mod-
no published data is available describing the spatial eled as a perfect conductor. This assumption is based
structure of the deposition of the charge from the on the very large difference that exists between the
lightning return stroke current [22], the selection is
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earth's conductivity and adjacent atmosphere's con-
ductivity. Typical values of .001 to 0.01 mhos/m [23] I Pom e t:30 kn, z=50kni

are given for the earth's conductivity, while 10-13
to 10-14 mhos/m is the usual range of the adjacent
atmosphere's conductivity. This difference of more 0.8 oMWd(-.) - doEz) =rWq

than 11 orders of magnitude makes the earth appear 0.7

(electrically) as a perfect conductor. 0..

Upper Plate: The selection of 80 km for the height 0.5

of the upper boundary was a necessary consequence S0.,

since the atmospheric conductivity structure is com- 0.3

plicated by the Hall and Pederson components above
an altitude of approximately 70 km [24]. The tensor 0.2

conductivity components result when the mean free 0.1
path and velocities of the charge carriers are sufficient
to allow their trajectories to be altered by the effect of C0  0.2 0. 0.6 0.8 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

the earth's magnetic field [25]. In the present model
tensor quantities have been excluded to keep the al-
gorithm simple without adversely affecting numerical Figure 2: Effect of 80 km upper plate in vertical E-
accuracy. Further, in past studies [3], [2] an altitude field computation
limit is set in the vicinity of 70 km. Dejnakarintra
and Park [2] note that this level is an appropriate these components would tend to prolong the
choice since the conductivity becomes anisotropic atthis altitude. simulated atmospheric transient response at al-

thi th altitude. wtitudes of 70 km and above. Since this investi-For this study, the 80 kmi altitude was selected gation focuses on altitudes less 50 km the im-based on the following considerations: gto oue nattdsls 0k h m
pact of these terms on our results would be in-

1. The relative magnitude of the Hall and Peder- significant.
son tensor conductivity components-is approx- An obvious concern is the influence this 80 km
imately proportional to the additional distance altitude limit may have on the simulations. A pre-
in altitude (beyond 70 kin) considered, i.e., the vious study [3] used simulations based on the full
difference in components is proportional to (z- wave equation to determine the maximum error in70). The maximum value of either of these com-wvequtotodernehemxmm rorn
ponents with respect to the parallel o conduc- the vertical electric field in the region of interest in
tivity's manwitude (for the range of altitudes the present study. The results showed that the maxi-
considered) is less than 10 percent [24]. mum electric field error induced by the 80 kmn ceiling

occurs at z = 50 km and produced a relative error of
2. The middle and upper atmospheric electric fields less than 1%. To investigate the maximum possible

resulting from lightning (with the exception of error in the electric field due to this assumption (as-
the propagating component) are approximately suming an electrically passive atmosphere), two fur-
vertically oriented [24], i.e., the horizontal corn- ther sets of simulations were conducted with the 80
ponent is negligible. km upper plate electrically described by: 1) The ver-

tical electric field and charge density are set to zero
3. The off-diagonal tensor components of the high- (E. = p = 0). 2) The divergence of the electric field

altitude conductivity only interact with electric is set to the value of the charge density divided by the
fields that are not aligned with the earth's mag- permittivity of free space (V . E = p/e). These sim-
netic field [241. Since the earth's magnetic field, ulations indicate a maximum error at radial distance
with the exception of the equatorial regions, is r = 30 km and altitude z = 50 km. A representa-
primarily vertically aligned [21], the influence tive plot of respective vertical waveforms is shown in
of both the Pederson and Hall components on Figure 2. Use of the conservative field assumption re-
the lightning-induced vertical electric fields will duces the associated error even further. The change
be, to first order, negligible. The inclusion of in the two boundary conditions provided above pro-
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video a wort-can error analysis. In all simulations,
comparison of results showed little if any difference N g 0 mepoe z-ku

for the time frames of interest (0-2 s). 00a

The probable reason for this behavior is that in
general, for lightning-induced transients, the electric o• d..)JAo und

properties of the atmosphere below the point of ob- 0.7

servation of the field rather than above it, govern the
transient's response [261. This may be explained by
simply considering the fact that, in general, the con- 05

ductivity rapidly increases with altitude (i.e. resistiv- H0.4
ity decreasing), and therefore its influence (restrictive
effect) on the total global charge movement decreases.
Hence, it seems reasonable to assume the middle at- 0.2

mosphere's simulated response to low-altitude charge 0.1
perturbations is governed by the adjacent and lower
altitude conductivity values. 1 12 14 1.6 1.6 2

Outer Cylindrical Surface: The lateral bound-
ary had no distance constraint and could have been Figure 3: Effects of changes in radial limits on E-field
extended indefinitely. However, there exists a trade- computations.
off between resolution (both temporal and spatial),
and computational resources: reduction in the model
dimensions yields improved accuracy in numerical go. Maxwels Equations: To those familiar with clas-

lution of the differential equations. Therefore, the er- sical electromagnetism, the analysis of the post-stroke

rors resulting from the adoption of finite boundaries atmospheric response may seem rather simple at first.

for the model must be weighed against those resulting A charge imbalance induced in a conducting region

from degrading the numerical resolution of the code would be expected to decay exponentially with time

by involving too large a volume, at a rate determined by the local relaxation time of

The simulations were found to be insensitive to the region (25]. The corresponding electric fields, be-
increass in the radial limit beyond 50 km. No - ing proportional to the overall charge distribution,
ble difference could be detected in the response using should decay in a like manner. When electric field

either the 50 km or 60 km radial boundaries when measurements obtained from parachute-borne pay-

plotted together; am Figure 3. Therefore, selecting loads [27] are considered, however, a significant devi-

the 60 km radial limit is a measure to provide addi- ation from the exponential decay is at times observed.
tional confidence in the simulations. In some cases a gradual peaking is observed hundreds

of ms after the return stroke has ceased. This behav-

Aids. of Symmetry: Since r = 0 defines an a ior suggests, at least for some circumstances, that a
Axsof symmetry -and since t e ae no di tinuies in x more complicated description is required and that a
of symmetry and since there are no discontinuities in careful analysis of the governing equations should be
the charge distribution, the derivatives of the vertical undertaken.
electric field (s8E/8r) with respect to radial distance Beginning with Maxwell's equations, a single equa-
reduces to sero on this o uid. tion is derived where the electric field is dependent on

The differential forms of the four boundary con- the charge density only as follows:

ditions are summarized as follows:

OH
1. At the z-axis, BE,/Or = 0 V x E = -p-a8 (3.4)

2. at the upper and lower boundaries E, = 0 VxH = J DV ×H =3 + -- +additional sources

3. at the outer radial boundary B, = 0 of charge movement (3.5)

V.D = p (3.6)
V.H = 0 (3.7)
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J = OI (3.8) This type of solution has a definite range of va-

D = eE (3.9) lidity. However, for the general case, a computer so-
lution of the above equation, not limited by the con-

By taking the divergence of the V x H we derive servative field assumption, would provide more infor-
the continuity equation that will be used in the anal- mation about the true time dependent shape of the
ysis of both systems of simulations: electric field. The final equation required for both

simulations is the continuity equation. This is de-

0 = ople + Va. E + L + G. (3.10) rived by taking the divergence of equation (3.14).

where G. = V" Jj and J! is the source charge gen- Critical comments on the Full Wave Equation
erator causing the perturbation. There are several questions that need to be addressed

The lossy wave equation is developed using the prior to continuing this discussion in regard to the use
above equations: of the lousy full wave equation. The first is the usual

spatial/temporal requirement that generally must not
V x V x E be violated and depends on the number of dimen-

a8 a2E ( ions. (That is,
- P - - (3.11) cAt < h/iA,

Vp/e = V2E -_ E- + where h is the spatial step and n is the number of
dimensions). However one can use the theory put

-Ae a (3.12) forth by Courant and Hilbert [28] that shows that the
&t2 above inequality can be modified for certain circum-

The resulting second order partial differential equa- stances, especially when the region analysed is lossy

tion is analytically solvable for only the simplest cases. (i.e., a is non-zero). (Kuns and Luebers [29] have

The types of solutions required for altitude-dependent presented a similar theory for the time-domain finite

conductivities are not obvious. If one wishes to pur- difference method.) In the lousy full wave equation

sue this problem further, assumptions must be made used in the research, the grid size and time step were

or numerical methods must be applied. The most reduced until no appreciable difference was observed

common assumption used in the past (e.g., [12], [1]) in the results and thereby confirm their assertions.

is to define the electric field as the gradient of the A second point to be made is that because of the

electric potential (E = -V4), the conservative field extremely high amount of loss (very low Q) of the re-

equation. The mathematical consequence of this, if gion, the propagation delay caused by the peG2 E/& 2

strictly enforced, is to constrain the electric field to term is of negligible significance compared with the

decay exponentially in time. This can be shown as low associated with either AaaE/O (lousy full wave

follows: E = -VO yields the vector identity equation) or the continuity equation. When several
preliminary computer simulations were conducted, the

V x E = V x (-VO) = 0. (3.13) actual number of triangles required to achieve accu-
rate results was found to be 520 with a final trian-

Equation (3.4) and equation (3.13) imply that gulation being proportional to r-1/2 where r is the

aH distance from the charge center. A simulation was
-- = V X (-VO) = 0 also performed with 1000 triangles; no significant de-

viation was observed from results with 520 triangles.

i.e., H is time invariant. Since the H field in this (Quadratic elements were used in all simulations in

case is time invariant, the E field is necessarily time- this study; the final triangulation is shown in Fig-
invariant as well for the study conducted. The general ure 4.) The time step was also made proportional
solution for the electric field is given by to t-0 -5 5 . These two deviations from the traditional

stability criteria were a cause of concern in earlier
E(r, z, t) = Eo(r, z) exp(-t/r(r, z)) related research [15]. For comparison, simulations

+El(r, z) (3.14) were also performed using a uniform mesh with uni-
form grid spacing in space and a constant time step;

where r(r, z) = e/o(r, z). no appreciable difference was observed between the
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82 E

- - (3.17)

S0 =o,/ + V' .E + V E + G, (3.18)

V \ where G. = V- J.

V\/ A 4 Numerical Results

- - - - As stated earlier, the intent of this research was to
investigate, via a finite element code based on a solu-q tion of the differential equations [30], [31] the neces-
sity of solving the lousy full wave equation (3 equa-
tions) versus the much less computer intensive con-
servative field equations for charge perturbations in
the middle atmosphere. The method used will now
be presented. The comparison was based on the use

8- _of the mean squared error difference between the two
.1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 simulations to identify the difference versus position

r(10-. 4)m and time. The grid used was spaced radially at points

of r = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 km and at altitudes
of z = 30, 35, 40, 45,and 50 km.

Figure 4: Triangulation used in simulations Let e..(r, z, t) denote the magnitude of the elec-
tric field at radial distance r, altitude z, and time t,

computed solutions. The obvious benefit of the use under the assumption that Faraday's law of induction

of non-uniform mesh and varoab;e time steps is that is omitted; i.e., when using only the continuity equa-

there are enormous savings in CPU time and in-core tion (3.15) and Poisson's equation (3.16). Similarly,

memory. In our experiments, a single simulation in- let e,(r, z, t) denote the electric field when using the

volved 12-15 hours of computation on a SPARC 10 full wave equation (3.17) in tandem with the conti-

computer with the method used and probably would nuity equation (3.18). The PROTRAN program [30]
was used to compute eO and e. over a range of ra-requi leasn dial distances r and altitudes z for several seconds.

time if the time step and grid spacing were based on A sample plot comparing the computed electric fields
the stability criteria stated above for the time step at radial distance 20 km are shown in Figures 5-9.
derived from the rise time of the charge perturbation (In Figures 5-9 the solid line denotes the quasi-static
waveform, simulation (eo) and the broke2 line denotes the so-

lution to the lossy full wave equation (e,).)
3.2 Summary of the two equations used In order to determine quantitatively the effects of
The two sets of equations that are used in the com- the magnetic energy density on late-time electric-field
parative simulations are the following: magnitude, an error signal

SET 7Y(r, z,t) = e,,(r, z, t) - e.(rz,t)

was computed and an RMS error was normalized

0 = op/e + Vr. E + + G. (3.15) against the energy in e,(r, z, t) by computing( jiT(r,z,t)Il" 12 41
0 = V2 + pl/ (3.16) W(rZt)= Ieo(rZt)12 dt 1

SET 2 k)e,(,, t)12 d) 4

Time-varying plots of w(r, z, t) vs altitude and time

Vp/E = V2 E - _ + are shown for varying radial distances r in figures
&- -t & Figure 10-Figure 16.
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Figure 5: Electric field transient (altitude 30km) Figure 7: Electric field transient (altitude 40km)
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Figure 6: Electric field transient (altitude 35km) Figure 8: Electric field transient (altitude 45km)
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Error comparisons were also made using deoo/dt not inductive elements. At present, the applicability
and de,/dt; results were consistent with those of the of the conservative field assumption for late-time elec-
electric field waveforms themselves. In each of these tric field recoveries resulting from lightning remains
cases, a clear distinction can be seen between pre- somewhat controversial.
dicted electric field values at altitude 35 km and at The specific region (0 < r < 30 kin, 30 < z < 50
altitudes in excess of 40km. These results indicate km) used in the investigation was selected somewhat
that the magnetic energy density plays an increas- arbitrarily based on two major factors. It was found
ingly important role in defining late-time electric field that simulations below this altitude and within the
behavior as distance is increased from the source to same approximate :adius have been investigated us-
the point of observation. ing several previous models (Nisbet [1], Dejnakarin-

tra and Park [2], Greifinger and Greifinger [14] among
others) and found to be consistent with the results of

5 Conclusions the current study, hence, of little interest. The tran-

Before examining the results in detail, it is imp sient fields associated with the charge deposited from
tantfo ke p ex inmindt the focultssn o, this mpor- lightning above 50 km have been investigated previ-
rant to keep in mind that the focus of this study ously as well by Baginski et al [15] and Dejnakarintra
is to characterize two standardly used sets of equa- and Park [2], and require a solution to the lossy full
tions that describe the late-time lightning induced wave equation due to speed of light effects as well as
electric fields. Because the number of atmospheric the dielectric relaxation at the point of observation.
parameters that effect the electrical phenomenology The investigation demonstrated that: 1) If the
is large (e.g., e, a, scale height, cloud conductivity), widely used conservative field assumption (V xE = 0)
this study serves as a precursor for future endeavors is rigorously enforced (both of Maxwell's curl equa-
that can investigate the electric fields' sensitivity to tions solved simultaneously) then the electric field
all constitutive parameters as well as the effects that tions edhsimultaneousl ten the eleri ldmay only exhibit exponential decay that is generally
variable boundary conditions will have, in error. 2) When the two solutions of the late-time

A comparison was made between the values of transient event (one using the conservative field as-
late-time the vertical electrical field magnitude pre- sumption and omitting Faraday's Law of induction,
dicted by (1) the continuity equation and Poisson-s the other solving the complete lossy wave equation)
equation and by (2) the continuity equation in con- are compared, there is a measurable error in the be-
junction with the lossy wave equation, respectively. havior of the field waveforms between the altitudes of
The comparison clearly identifies trends that suggst 30-50 km and radial distances of 0 - 30 km (equation

that as distance (either radial or horizontal) from the (4.1)).

source of the charge perturbation is increased, the (4.1)).

magnetic energy density significantly influences the ure r eaminat o the error diagrs (Fig-

vertical electric field signatures. The data also indi- ures 10-16) reveals that a large error occurs at ap-

cates that, under the conditions of this case study, at proximately 0.2 s and at 50 km altitude. The error

an altitude of approximately z = 35 kmn the effects of appears to decrease somewhat at altitudes z = 20 kman atitde f aproimaely - 5 k th efect ofand z = 25 km from the source, but increases signif-

the magnetic energy density upon the vertical electric icantly at z = 30 kinm. This error is most likely due

field are more apparent than at surrounding altitudes, to an "inductive surgen caused by the effects of the
However, further intensive studies are required to as- t n"nutv ug"cue yteefcso h
Howeer, furtthere qainteive studiesa wile sequrved to magnetic field being taken into account in the lossy
sert that these qualitative schema will be observed in full wave equation. At radial distance r = 10 km (see
the general case over arbitrary values of conductivity Figure 12), the error between the two models is espe-
and charge perturbation altitudes. cially pronounced and growing. The most likely cause

Past studies have used various criteria to select ei- of this effect is the error due to the interaction be-
ther the conservative field assumption or the full wave tween the "inductive behavior" and the atmospheric
equation for solving the problem of interest. For ex- time constant at the point of observation.
ample, Dejnakarintra and Park [2] compare the con-
ductivity a to the susceptivity jweo in order to decide
which assumptions to use. Nisbet [11 implicitly advo- Acknowledgement The authors wish to thank Mar-cates the use of a conservative field assumption since cus Lankford for his assistance in preparation of the
his model uses resistive and capacitive esmpents but simulations in this study. The authors also wish toexpress their thanks to the reviewers for their many
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MfPLICMIIU OFin BI CAWLCATING THE P*RNEU!S OF

Zhou Pei-bai Zhong Hon-yu
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China

ABSTRACT. The capacitances of three phases cable where N is the total numb~er of elements along the
and the characteristic impedance of oo 1a truini- boundary which in disoretiaed, r. in tien boundary
asion line with complicated stape of the cro of each element.
sections are evaluated by using boundary element
method. The calculated results obtained by the
propo~se method are coincident well with the SuPP00 the unknown function u is approximated by

n
results given by the literatures [2-9]. U= E Nu (3)

1 xffmumn~w whiere N, is tl~shp function. Let

In engineering practice, the capacitances of mualti- .*

phases cable are calculated approximately by using OF E-~. N ] 4
curves end tables such as given in reference [31- (4
The numerical methods are rarely used to calculate G- F[dI
the characteristic impedance of the coaxal trans-f jF[id
mission lines due to the accurate result of the n
flux density is not easy to obtain and the corner
effect can not be dealt with well. Hence many au- i-i
thors Intended to find a simple and accurate method Htj ~ (5)
to obtain the approximate analytical formunle for t k+
calculating characteristio imp'edance of couxal
transmission lines with oalicated cross section. then Eq. (2) is expressed by a matrix form

By comparison with finite difference and finite DG (6)
element methods, the boundary element method is Where K.G are coeff icient matrices of order NOi,
easy to obtain the distribution of the normal U.Q =ar olumn matrices of order N of potentials
derivatives of potential along the boundary of the and its normal derivatives along the bomundary.
field region directly. It is profitable to Solve Bq.(5), the normoal derivatives of the
calculate the total flux along the conductor potential are obtained -with the amedegree of
surface. Hence, the parameters of the capacitance accuracy am the potential itself.
of multi conductors with any shape of the crs
section can be obtained In a easy way with In Eq.(3) the shape function [N] is depending on
suff icient accuracy. The capacitances of multi- the type of discretizatian element. The fundmdental
Phases cable and the characteristic impedence of solu- tion of Laplacian is
transmission lines with complicated shape of the 1 1
crass section for TEN mode ways are calculate by = nr
the boundary element method in following sections. 2nf t _-rj-~

2 BM NTRUCI(MC~ BUNDW LM~ NIM where rLr 1 are positions of field point and suc
2 n~ miuicxa. mon MIM 1 NK1U) point,' reageotively.

Based on the weighted residual Principle, the 3 CAPAITACE OF cMR V=m Mr uWS Cff
boundary integral equation of Laplace's equation
is:

Cu!'(Oll .OF~ 3.1 Vaidastima of the Method
C f FjR-ý d Two exmples are used to exmine the accuracy of

where u Is the function of Laplace 'a operator, F is the method.
the fundamental solution of Laplace 's equation, ui Exml 1: A coaxial amble with radius of Rjiam.
is the function value at any point i of the
boundary of the field region, r is the boundary of R,1 2cua is shown in Flg.1(a).
problem region, n represents the normal direction
of the boundary. For smaooth boundary, CL=1l/2 [1] The Inner anid outer circles are subdivided into 16
After using the discretixation technique, 1q. (1) is and 24 linear elements. Suppose the imposed voltage
approximated by is lV. By using the boundary element method, the

1 OF Oufield strength at the inner and the cuter
~uj+Ef u~dr E f FJWdr (2) conductors are 0.1 48 xiD'CV/m) and ). 72296x10

J.~ f. jut FO (Vm) nd the relative are 40.181 and 0).292,



respectively. The capacitance per unit length of Compare the approximte solution obtained from
the coaxal is 80.3 7065pf and the relative error of reference [3], the error of Co is:
the capacitance is.

80.37065-80.2607 13.300713* 5 281.

ea= 80.2607 -0.1 2 to

The accuracy is quite good. If the shape of the inner conductor is irregular,
for example the sector approximte to elliptic, the

Re:1.0cm partial capacitance can be calculat, by the ease
Way.

R, x) CARATERIrisc nwuawz ci miAnSUuH im m
The characteristic impedance of coaxal trunamismion

-D=4.0cs lines with different shape of cross sections both
of the inner and the outer conductors are dealt

(a) (b) with by many authors by means of analytical and
semi-analytical formulations such as those given in

Fig. 1(a) Coaxal cylinder referenoes[2,4-9]. In this paper, the boundary
(b) A pair of parallel cylinder element method is successfully used to calculate

the characteristic impedance of the coaml trans-
Iumle 2: Each contour of the cross section of a miasion lines constructed by an inner conductor
pair of parallel line as shown in Fig. l(b) is with circular cross sction surrounded by an outer
divided by 12 linear elements. By using the conductor with a polygonal cross section and vice
boundary element method, the capacitance per unit versa. For TIN mode transmission lines, the field
length of this system is 20.85378pf. The relative distribution between conductors satisfies the
error is 1.22. Laplacian equation. The method introduced in former

section is used. The characteristic impedances of
3.2 Application: the tranmimtion lines with polygonal and circular

conductors as shown in Fig.3(a),(b) and Fig.4 are
The partial capacitances of multi-phases cables calculated. The comparison of the numerical results
with different shape of the cross sections are calculated by BEH with those obtained from di-
usually calculated by means of figures and tables fferent literatures of theme configuration is
as introduced in reference[3]. The cross section of listed in Table 1 and 2. For Fig.3(a) and (b), the
a mmetrio three-phase cable is show- in Fig.2. outer and the inner conductors are divided by 38

and 20 linear elements, respectively. For Fig.4,
the circle is divided into 20 linear elements mid
the square is divided into 38 linear elements.

dAQ

Fig.2 The cross section of a three phases cable BB
(R 1, .Ocm u -=4.Ocm d=2.Ocm)

Based on the definition of the inductive coeffi-
cients between multi conductors and the partial ca-
pacitance defined as Eq.(8), the parameters of C.o, Fig.3 Polygonal transmission line with
Clk can be calculated by the above method directly. circular inner conductor(4 Q=Ciu4Ctut+...4CtkUth+ .. 4CtnflUA

QlkCkUk.+CkUk,+.•,-oCkUIk o+...,•,, Uk. (8) A

Q =C 1U,.+C 2U,.•+... C ,k U,,k +"" +Cno Uno

In Eq.(B). Uk•,=Uko-Uo,.

By using the above meth-d. t,* partial capacitances
of the three phase cable shown in Fig.2 are Co=Co Fig.4 Circular transmission line with
--C,,=13.3007pf and C,,=Cs=C.,=9.977897pf. square inner conductor
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Table 1 Characteristic impedance Zo(n) of the polygonal

transmission line with Circular inner conductor

(a) N=4 (b) 1=6
present work Estevez[2] Lin[3] Pan[4] Rblet([9] present work Ratevez[2] Lin[4] Ha[(] Pmi([]

.05 183.72 185.21 183.77 184.14 181.44 182.10 182.38 182.79 181.82
.10 142.32 143.16 142.21 142.59 140.04 140.38 140.82 141.20 140.28
.20 100.92 101.02 100.88 101.02 98.84 98.80 99.27 99.61 98.71
.30 76.70 78.41 78.35 76.69 74.43 74.19 74.98 75.28 74.39
.40 59.52 59.02 59.10 59.42 57.24 58.90 57.71 58.02 57.14
.50 48.19 45.81 45.73 48.00 46.09 43.92 43.53 44.34 44.63 43.75
.80 35.29 34.71 34.80 35.00 35.15 32.03 32.64 33.41 33.89 32.80
.70 28.03 25.49 25.55 25.68 25.85 23.81 23.44 24.18 24.44 23.53
.80 17.90 17.44 17.55 17.48 17.88 15.80 15.48 18.16 16.43 15.47
.90 10.37 10.01 10.49 9.97 10.13 8.85 8.31 9.10 9.38 8.27
.94 7.28 8.99 5.93 5.55 6.49 8.75 5.53
.95 6.42 8.19 7.25 6.20 6.25 5.25 4.84 8.12
.99 2.17 2.38 2.41 1.89 3.39 3.85 1.78
.998 2.49 0.99 4.29 1.07 1.00 1.54 0.68 3.18

Table 2 Characteristic Imedence Zo •C) of the cir-

cular line with square inner conductor Table 2 shows that if the inner onductor is

B/A present work Lin[5] Ha[8] Pan[8] square, the difference of the impedence between the
.05 188.44 189.87 189.72 189.88 numerical remilts wid the analytical remalts looks
.10 127.05 128.11 128.13 128.12 obvious. However, for W".05--.8. the
.20 85.88 88.55 88.54 88.56 differences are 0.731 - 2.81. This influence is
.30 81.45 82.24 82.21 82.23 ddue to the corner effect of the inner conductor. If
.430 44.28 4.97 44.95 44.92 the inner conductor is larger then the influence is
.50 30.87 31.51 31.58 31.38 bigger. But for large ratio of B/A. the coincidence
.80 19.88 20.20 20.82 19.95 of the remlt looks well then the remlt obtained
.70 9.25 8.85 11.37 7.32 by different mnalytical methods.

Table 3 The convergence of the method

A/B 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.80 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.94 0.95 0.99 0.9W8
Element No.(3B+20) 181.44 140.04 98.64 74.43 57.24 43.92 33.03 23.81 15.81 8.85 5.93.5.25 2.41 1.54
Element No.(30+32) 181.73 140.23 98.73 74.45 57.22 43.88 32.94 23.71 15.80 8.49 5.73 5.03 2.01 1.57

The convergence of the method is proved by using 5 107,MEM:
the construction of the tranmission line shown in
Fig.3(b). The outer mid the inner conductors are [1] C.A.Brebbia, 'Boundary Element Method'. Petecb
mibdivided by (38+20) and (30+32) linear elements, Pre. 1978
respectively, the charaoteristio impedances(fl) are [2] H.1stevez, etal, 'A Method for Approximating
listed in Table 3. The results show that the value The CharacteristlC Impedance of Corxal Lines in
of the calculated characteristic impedance is di- Which The loner Conductor Is Circular and The
fferent if the number of the discretization elm- Outer Polygonal', RR Tim. Vol. HIT-I,
smite are different but the difference i. very pp.634-8 M?, 1989
mll. It show that the numerical results are [S] Liu Ziyu, 'Desigi Principle of Electrical Iso-
reliable. lation Construction', Pemr Odble 111imal

Prels, 1981
S O]EiLOSx]]• [4] U.G.Lin, 'Polygonal Coaxal Line With hind

Center Conductor', = Tree. Vol.-T-W, PP,
1. The M can obtain more accurate results for the 545-550,1985

potential derivative along the conductor surface [5] W.G.Lin, 'A Critical Study of The Cokmal
than the finite difference and finite element Tranmission Line Utilizing Conductors of Both
me thods. Hence it can be used to calculate the Circular And Square Cros Section', I= Tem.
ceoitmnce mid characteristic impedmace of Vol. KIT-SO, pp.1981-1988, 1982
tranmission lines with different shape of cross [6] X.K.Ha, "Characteristic Ipdence of CoaxIal
sections. Cylinder mid Polygonal Transmission Lines

2. For the polygonal transmission line with cir- Calculated by Elementary Function' (in
cular inner conductor. the numerical results are Chinese), 00tioal Fibre and Cble, Vol.3,
coincident very well with the analytical re- pp.5-7, 1991
suite given by different .pproximate methods of (7] S.G.Pen, 'A N•w Method for Calculating The Cha-
different authors. In this cae. the effect of racteristic Imiedance With Complex Cross
the inner corner of the outer polygonal hen no Sections of The Trmiemission Lines'. Scine in
siginificent influence the field distribution. (Chia(Serie A) ,Vol.9, pp.999-1008, 1988
Hence, the corner effect in the numerical method [8] S.G.Pan, 'Approximate Determination of The Cha-
has not present as a problem. raoteristic Impedence of The, Coaxal System

3. Table 2 show that the accuracy of the charab- Consisting of An Irregular Outer Conductor And
teristic imedance for the circular transmission A Circular Inner Conductor', 33, Treme.,
line with square Inner conductor is a little bit Vol.KIT-35, pp 81-83, 1987
lower only if the inner conductor is larger. [9] H.J.Riblet, An Accurate Approximation of The

4. Table 3 s- that the stablity of the numerical lIpedance of A Circular Cylinder Concentric
remits are good. with An External square Tube', I= Tmas.,

113 Vol. KIT-3i, pp.841-644, 1983
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HIGH FREQUENCY FFT ANALYSIS OF AN ELECTRICALLY

LONG MONOPOLE ANTENNA

Saad N. Tabet

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, MS 39762

ABSTRACT the memory limitation (16 MByte RAM for in-core
solutions) of the DEC VAX 1!/785 minicomputer used

In previous wor* the currents along a monopole, in the computational analysis of this effort.
20 meters long and operating at 299.8 MHz, placed over In the equal segmentation technique the
a perfectly conducting ground plane were analyzed using monopole, from source to end, was divided into 2000
several modeling techniques and the Numerical equal segments of 0.01iX length each. In the entire
Electromagnetics Code version two (NEC-2). An grading technique, three cases were considered where
interesting topic to investigate is the presence of the monopole segments were gradually increased from
spurious modes of propagation along the monopole. 0.01X, at the source, to last segment lengths of
Such modes of propagation are studied for each approximately 0.25X, 0.5X, and 0.75.X, at the end,
modeling technique, and conclusions are drawn respectively. Finally, in the partial grading technique,
accordingly. When the data are transformed into the k- and for every case studied, part of the monopole (starting
space domain, using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), with 0.01.X at the source) was segmented using the entire
the spurious mode behavior along the monopole becomes grading technique with a constant ratio RDEL = 1.1 (see
clearly visible. This technique provides valuable Reference [11), then equal segments of approximately
information not yet documented. the size of the last segment, from the entirely graded

portion, were used to model the rest of the length of the
INTRODUCTION monopole. For the cases studied, the equal segments had

lengths of 0.25X, 0.35X, 0.45)., 0.5)., 0.55)., 0.65).,
This work is a follow-on to previously published 0.75t, 0.85o, and 0.95X..

work, Reference [1]. In [1] three different modeling As mentioned in [0], the use of very long

techniques, with NEC-2 [2, 3], were used to model a

long monopole antenna placed over a perfectly segments (greater than 0.1)X) was not recommended by

conducting ground plane. The monopole antenna is 20 NEC-2. Also, segments very close to the source must be

meters long, and has a radius of 1.5875 millimeters. chosen to be even shorter (about 0.01).). However, when

Also, the monopole is operated at a frequency of 299.8 electrically long antennas (20X. long in this case) are
MHz, thus making the wavelength equal to one meter. being analyzed, the use of short segments becomes
The "EK" NEC command is used with the extended thin- almost impossible, due to the size of the interaction
wire kernel option, which guarantees accurate results for matrix in NEC-2 and computer memory limitations.
segment/radius ratio as low as 2. Since the shortest Thus, the entire grading and partial grading techniques
segment used in all the cases run is 0.01 meters (0.01 ), were implemented to study electrically long antennas.

the smallest segment/radius ratio available exceeds 6, These techniques were compared with the equal
thus satisfying the extended thin-wire kernel condition segmentation technique to determine a new range of

for accurate results. feasibility for NEC-2.
The three monopole antenna analysis techniques The conclusions presented in [1] were very

used are: Equal segmentation, entire grading, and partial informative. The "eye balling" technique (used to

grading. The purpose behind studying these techniques compare current versus distance data), the input
is to develop a new feasibility range for NEC to model impedance comparison, and the rms deviation analyses

extremely long (electrically) wire antennas as accurately contributed to the resulting conclusions. Nonetheless,

as possible. Such long antennas are impossible to model none of these analysis techniques gave any information

with NEC by using the traditional techniques, and thus about the presence and significance of spurious modes

require special modeling techniques as the ones along the monopole antenna.

discussed here. These techniques take into consideration Spurious modes are defined as the appearance of
eigenvalues of the static problem somewhere along the
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wavenumber axis of the resonance problem. In other the current versus distance data, in [11, into the k-space
words, additional peaks occurring in the approximation domain.
to a system behavior that do not exist in the actual The maximum wavenumber value (k., .,,) is
behavior of the system itself. To observe such spurious given by,
modes, the k-space domain data for the monopole k.. 2n/Ax 643.3982 radians/meter.
antenna are needed. Such data are the result of the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of the current versus distance Note that the k-space domain data will be plotted up to
data. The resulting transformed data have the units of k.. ,, rather than to k1. ./2, since the distance domain
"Ampere-meters" and "radians/meters" for the vertical data are complex in nature, which means that the k.-
and horizontal axes, respectively. The following section domain data will not necessarily be symmetric in nature
describes the approach used to fulfill this technique. (about the midpoint).

GENERAL FFT APPROACH FFT OF MONOPOLE CURRENTS

As mentioned earlier, the FFT technique A quick check on some of the cases reveals some
determines the k-space domain data from the current valuable information. First, a Log-Log scale is
along the monopole versus distance data. To apply the necessary to clearly show the minima and maxima of
FFT technique, the current data must be re-evaluated at each plot. Consequently, the point corresponding to k. =
equally spaced distances. This is a restriction imposed 0 must be removed from the data before plotting the
on any data that needs to be Fourier transformed. data, since Log(0) -* -c, which is impossible to show on
Moreover, the number of data points (NdP) to be a Log-scale. Hence, each plot will only show 2047
transformed must be an integer power of 2. This is points instead of 2048 points. Even though both the
another basic restriction for finding the FFT of any magnitude and phase responses of the transformed data
available data set. contain spurious mode information, only the magnitude

The number of current samples chosen in this of the FFT data will be considered in this analysis. The
effort, for all the cases studied, is phase analysis is outside the intention of this effort.

N =21 = 2048samples. The FFT of the reference case is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. I is the most accurate of all the results, and is

This choice is made to guarantee that the undulations in assumed to be spurious mode free. Thus, any existing
the current distribution will be well described. Also, minimum and/or maximum in Fig. I is considered to
after a few tests were undertaken, this number of correspond to the natural behavior of the current along
samples proved to be high enough to avoid aliasing. To the monopole. Hence, when Fig. I is observed carefully,
check for over-sampling or under-sampling, the it is obvious that the reference case has four visible
reference data set was re-sampled at 8192 and 512 extreme points, two minima and two maxima.
points, respectively, yet the FFT data plots maintained
the same shape as seen in the 2048 points case used in
this paper. Hence, 2048 points were found to be j
adequate to represent the waveforms at hand. SIC

Since the monopole antenna under study is 20
meters long, then the distance between samples (Ax) will
be,

Ax = 2 0 /NdP = 9.76563E-3 meters.

This factor is needed due to its analogy to the sampling I -
rate of discrete time domain data. Hence, the
wavenumber sampling rate (Ak 1), in rad/meter, is given 61_
by, '0-3....... .................. o " "

Wavenumber (Radians/meter)

Ak = 2 1t/(Ndp. Ax) = 0.31416 radians/meter.

Ak, is analogous to the sampling rate of discrete Fig. 1. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber

frequency domain data, and is known as the wavenumber Along a Monopole of Length 20k Using 2000

sampling rate. With all the necessary information Equal Segments of Length 0.01X.
available, the FFT routine can be applied to transform
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The minima and maxima in Fig. 1, and the sample Compwing Fig. 3 to Fig. 1 shows an oscillatory
number position where they exist, are shown in Table 1. behavior just after the first maximum is observed. This
The data in Table 1 will serve as a supplementary behavior is more visible than that in Fig. 2, but is not
method used to compare results from other cases to those significant enough to be considered as a spurious mode
of the reference case. This is accomplished by behavior. Yet, it is an indication that some form of
comparing the sample value (SV) and the location of the instability in the solution does exist, mainly due to the
corresponding sample number (SN) of the minima and use of some segments close to 0.5k. in length, which has
maxima of the entire and partial grading techniques' been proven to violate the boundary conditions in NEC-2
cases to those of the reference case. The relative error [I]. Moreover, the first minimum dips far below that of
method is used to compare the minima and maxima Fig. 1. This can be clearly seen in the very large relative
sample values (SVmin, SVmin2 1 SV,. 1x, and SV..X2). error value (REminI = 51.11%) corresponding to it in
The equation for relative error (RE) as determined in k- Table 1. Another value of some concern in Table I is
space is, that of REmaxI = 12%, since it represents a difference of

(SVref- SVother) 0.23 A-m, which is somewhat significant. Also, the
RE- r SVoer 1O0/o negative sign in, the value of RE., means that the

SVref SVmax2 value for the SNs m 0.5k case is larger than that of

For the entire grading technique, the FFT the reference case.
magnitude plots of the three cases studied (SNs = Length Fig. 4 shows many interesting results when
of the last segment = 0.25k, 0.5k,, and 0.75A) are shown compared to Fig. 1. First, it is noticed that the first
in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The minima and minimum has almost totally disappeared. Second, the
maxima information for these cases can be found in spurious mode behavior is clearly visible in the area
Table 1. preceding the first maximum. This behavior shows huge

instability in the solution, and is definitely attributed to

Comparing Fig. 2 to Fig. 1 it is seen that spurious the extremely long segments = 0.75A. used at the end of
modes are virtually nonexistent. Yet, there exists a the antenna. The error analysis in Table I shows that
minor oscillatory behavior close to the point where the REminl = -141.51% is tremendously large, and again
second minimum in Fig. 2 takes place. The relative amplifies the instability in that region. Nevertheless,
error analysis for the SNS = 0.25A case shows that the when the rest of the error values are checked, it is
only error of concern is that of the first minimum noticed that the error values are extremely low and
(REmin. = 17.33%). Now, keeping in mind that NEC-2 consequently might lead to very deceiving conclusions.
documentation, [2, 3], states that an error of at least 5%
is to be expected, the remaining portion of the relative -

error values for the SNs 0.25X case are well within the
acceptable range.

0

0

s')
all

46

O ....... O . ... 101 ' 10W103
*0 Wavenumber (Radians/meter)

Fig. 3. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber

102 101 Along a Monopole of Length 20A. Using Entire

Wavenumber (Radians/meter) Grading with SNS -- 0.5k.

Fig. 2. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber
Along a Monopole of Length 20k Using Entire
Grading with SNs = 0.25X.
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Fig. 4. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber Fig. 6. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber
Along a Monopole of Length 20X Using Entire Along a Monopole of Length 20k. Using Partial
Grading with SNS = 0.75k. Grading with RDEL * 1. 1 and S., a, 0.35X.

For the partial grading technique, the FFT In Fig. 7 a minor spurious mode behavior is
magnitude plots of the nine cases studied (SNS = 0.25X, registered in the region directly following the first
0.35k, 0.451, 0.51, 0.551, 0.65;., 0.75k., 0.85)., and maximum. Moreover, from Table 1, the error analysis
0.95k) are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, shows that larger errors are registered, especially at the
respectively. The minima and maxima information for second minimum and first maximum (REt.ur2 = -13.24%
these cases can be found in Table 1. and RE,,, = 21.75%, respectively). These larger errors

Comparing Figs. 5 and 6 to Fig. 1 it is noted that reflect the use of extremely long segments, and the use
insignificant spurious modes exist. The error analysis in of the segment lengths that are close to the undesired
Table I shows that the largest error for the SNs - 0.25k. 0.5X. value.

and 0.35k. cases at the first minimum (REm1i, = -8.89%
and 13.33%, respectively), which are still very-
acceptable values considering the size of the problem at

hand. 0

r.

of

C -o

UU

rj1r0 .. 10a io' io~...
o Wavenumber (Radians/meter)

6 •'Fig. 7. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber

l, 1. ... Along a Monopole of Length 20. Using Partial

Wavenumber (Radians/meter) Grading with RDEL z 1.1 and Sjs - 0.45k..

Fig. 5. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber Comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. I it is noticed that very
Along a Monopole of Length 20k. Using Partial strongly visible spurious modes exist, and the first
Grading with RDEL 1.1 and SNs 0.25,X. minimum value is almost nonexistent. Moreover, the

results of Fig. 8 are approximately an order of magnitude
higher than those of Fig. 1. This observation is seconded
by the data in Table 1. The error analysis for this case
shows that the smallest error occurs at the second
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maximum (RE. = -296.42%). This is a tremendously 9large value that clearly shows the violation of the E

boundary conditions in NEC-2.
Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 all show strong L

spurious mode behavior, mainly in the region preceding
the occurrence of the first maximum. Also, the spurious
modes in Figs. 1H, 12, and 13 are stronger than those of
Figs. 9 and 10. Again, the error analysis in Table I
shows that all the cases exhibit relatively high
percentage errors, with the exception of the SNs = 0.65k
case where the errors remain moderately low. The SNs 2.6
0.65X is an exception without a clear reason to why are to- 1o "o 103

the errors so low. Nonetheless, the high errors in the Wavenumber (Radians/meter)

other cases are a reflection of the very large segment
sizes used in the equal segment portion of modeling the Fig. 9. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber
monopole antenna. Along a Monopole of Length 20k. Using Partial

Finally, when the positions of the minima and Grading with RDEL z 1.1 and SNS z 0.55X.
maxima in Table I are compared, several observations
are made. First, the positions of both maxima (SN.,
and SN 5 ,2), in each entire and partial grading case,
coincide with those of the reference case, respectively.
Next, the positions of the first minimum (SNmine), in
each entire and partial grading case, varied slightly from -

that of the reference case, with the SNs = 0.5X. partial
grading case being the furthest away. Last, the positions
of the second minimum (SNmi. 2 ), in each entire and
partial grading case, varies more significantly than the
variation in the position of the first minimum. Again,
the S~s m 0.5X partial grading case possesses the largest Oil_1103

shift. 10- ....... o ........ 10......... 10 .
Wavenumber (Radians/meter)

-• Fig. 10. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber
A-.Along a Monopole of Length 20X Using Partial

Grading with RDEL a 1.1 and SNS m 0.651.

h. 0 0

1 ... 10

Wawenumter (Radians/meter)

Fig. S. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber
Along a Monopole of Length 20X Using Partial ,,
Grading with RDEL 1. I1 and SNS so 0.5X. .10- . ......... 01 .. 10

Wavenumber (Radian(/meter)

Fig. 11. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber
Along a Monopole of Length 201 Using Partial

Grading with RDEL = 1.1 and SNS = 0.75X.
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C to that value, should never be used was strongly backed
in this analysis. This can be seen in Fig. 8 and the data
in Table 1 corresponding to that figure, where even the
monopole characteristic peaks were alarmingly larger
than those evaluated using the equal segmentation
technique (Fig. 1). The behavior in Fig. 8 was an ideal

o• example of the presence of spurious modes, and the
"consequences suffered due to such presence. Hence, for
the entire and partial grading techniques, it is
recommended that longer segments (not exceeding 0.4.)
can be used to model extremely long (electrically) wire

" 0• -���10 1• 0 antennas while maintaining acceptable results.

Wavenumber (Radiana/meter) Moreover, the data in Table I showed that the
values and locations of the minima were, in most cases,

Fig. 12. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber far more affected than their maxima counterparts. This
Along a Monopole of Length 20% Using Partial can be attributed to the fact that numerical solutions to
Grading with RDEL 1.1 and SNs 0.85k. problems of this magnitude cannot guarantee 100%

accuracy. Hence, the addition (or subtraction) of a small
o2 error value to (from) an already small number changes

"E its value tremendously. On the other hand, the addition
(or subtraction) of a similar small error value to (from) a
large number changes its value only slightly.

Finally, the conclusions presented in [1] were
6- re-established using a different technique. More

0G importantly, the presence of spurious modes resulting

"C".: from the use of large segments, as well as ill chosen
segment lengths (0.5k, for example), was shown. This
"technique reflected a far more visible way to show
discrepancies in data when different methods of solution61 10 10 13 are used. Also, the spuious modes show that when a

Wavenumber (Radisns/me*.er) system is poorly modeled, false system characteristics
(such as additional peaks) show up, and consequently,

Fig. 13. Magnitude of Current FFT Versus Wavenumber lead to erroneous results.
Along a Monopole of Length 20X Using Partial
Grading with RDEL - 1.1 and SNs - 0.95X. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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further investigate the use of the entire and partial
grading techniques as alternative methods of modeling F N
the monopole antenna over a perfectly conducting
ground plane studied in [1]. Again, the comparisons [1] S.N. Tabet, J.P. Donohoe, and C.D. Taylor, "Using
were made to the data from the equal segmentation Nonuniform Segment Lengths with NEC totechnique, of 2000 equal segments of length 0.01X each, Analyze Electrically Long Wire Antennas,"
servinq as a reference. This form of analysis was mainly Applied Computational Electromagnetics Society

concerned with locating spurious modes, if any existed, Journal, Vol. 5, No. 2, Winter 1990.
and determining the main reason of their existence.
When Figures 2 through 13 were compared to Fig. 1, it [2] G.J. Burke and A.J. Poggio, "Numerical
was noted that the use of extremely long segments Electromagnetics Code (NEC) - Method of
(greater than 0.45X.) was the major reason for existence Moments," Vol. 2, Naval Ocean Systems Center,
of spurious modes. Moreover, the conclusion arrived at Technical Report NOSC TD 116, January 1981.

in [1] stating that segments equal to 0.5k, or even close
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Response of externally excited coaxial
cables with wire braided shields

Dr S Safi, Bsc, PhD
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering

Merz Court, The University of Newcastle, Newcastle upon Tyne NEl 7RU, United Kingdom

Inductive rise of ZT at high frequencies is caused by two
ABSTRACT magnetic coupling process : the coupling by direct

penetration of external fields to the interior through the
The frequency responses of coaxial cables employing wire holes in the shield which gives rise to hole inductance,
braided shields, excited by external fields is studied using and the magnetic flux coupling in the circuits between the
an algorithm based on distributed circuit model, which inner and outer braid layers of the braid which results in
uses both electric and magnetic field parameters to model braid inductance. It is known that [Tyni 19761 for braid
the external field coupling. Simplicity and fast speed of angles less than 45) hole and braid inductances oppose
the model enable computer aided analysis of externally each other and greatly reduced transfer impedance vaham
induced noise in cable interconnects to be carried out in a may be obtained for certain braid constructions where the
computationally efficient manner. A general CAD difference between the two is minimum and such braid
algorithm is developed based on this model and it is designs are called optimum.
applied to study the response of cables over a lossless
ground plane. The algorithm is then used to study the The objective of the work reported here is to develop a
effects of different braid constructions on the responses of general algorithm for the computation of transmission
cables excited by external fields. Responses of cables with line currents and voltages induced by the external field of
optimum braid designs in their shields are studied in arbitrary incidence at any point along the interior of the
detail. The model uses the experimental values of the coaxial cable, placed over a finite-loss conducting plane.
leakage parameters which are measured separately using a The model uses both YT and ZT in contrast to earlier
standard triaxial text fixture. studies which ignores YT and hence do not applicable to

optimised cables.
INTRODUCTION

A large number of simulations have been carried out to
With the advent of smaller and denser integrated circuits illustrate the capability of the new algorithm. The effects
very large electronic systems have resulted and these of the high and low value passive load impedances on the
require very complex networks of interconnections within amount of coupling are investigated in detail. The effect
a limited space [Bayindir and Sali, 1990][Sali 19931. of polarisation of the incident wave on the coupling of the
Coaxial cables are used as signal carriers in such external field is studied against the angular orientation of
interconnection networks between the equipments when the cable with respect to the direction of incidence.
extra shielding against the external interfering fields is
required. Since the interconnect cables have to be BASIC MODEL FOR INTERFERENCE AND THE
mechanically flexible usually braided coaxial cables are LINE RESPONSE
used as signal carriers. Price paid for the flexibility is a
conducting shield with a large number of small diamond The basic interference model studied is shown in Fig. 1,
shaped holes [Sali 1993][Vance 19731 caused by the which shows a braided coaxial cable of length L ,placed
braiding of the shield wires. Such shields therefore do not over a finite-loss conducting plane at a height of h. The
provide complete immunity against external interfering line is illuminated by an external electromagnetic plane
fields, which may penetrate inside the cable. The wave at an elevation angle of 0 and azimuth angle *,
mechanisms of wave penetration are directly related to Cross dimensions of the coaxial cable and its separation
the geometry of the braid and the frequency of the from the conducting plane is much smaller than the
incident field ISali, 19901. At radio frequencies the wavelength of the illuminating wave and hence the
coupling of the external magnetic field is governed by the principal mode of propagation in the coax is TEM. The
Transfer Impedance (ZT) per-unit-length and the electric and magnetic field components of the incident
coupling of the external Electric field is governed by wave couples to the exterior circuit between the shield and
Transfer Admittance (YT) per-unit-length . A detailed the metallic ground plane, inducing electric and magnetic
experimental and theoretical study on both parameters flux there, as shown in Fig.2. This flux coupling is
are given in (Fowler 19791. These studies have already
demonstrated that ZT is purely inductive and YT is represented in terms of impressed sources e(U) and i(o)
purely capacitive at frequencies above 2 MHz. and per-unit-length equivalent circuit shown in Fig.3 is
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Fig. 1 General terminations and signal coupling
for a braided coaxial cable over a finite loss 0)
conducting plane excited by a plane wave.

employed for the interference problem shown in Fig. 1. It
is asumed that the tertiary circuit is terminated in passive
impedances Z~s at the near end and Zis at the far end Fig.2 Geometry and contour integration for the

rel~fiCy. calculation of the coupled sources induced by

The propagation of the coupled wave in the tertiary circuit the plane wave.

is characterised by the propagation constant 13 A Yz,2
and the characteristic impedance Z&~= .4Z,,N, Using

the method developed in ISali, 19931 the coupled voltage h aE,'(u"U)
and current in the teriary are given by f~)=Iu(,)u(,~ - du

V,(%)""coe yiuV5+Z0.~5iahyso IS(O) + Sso)0au

15 u) - -sl b 7 0 V( ) +c s oI(O + is(,))- Y, f E i'(uu) du (4)

go. (U)= JceshyS(U-QeS(UVd, The current and voltage in (1) now couple to the
0 interior of the coaxial line giving rise to a TEM wave

propagating inside. This wave coupling process is
%) governed by the per-unit-length sources which are

- zS j sluahY8(V-C)i 5(C0d (2) described as
0

eTIMu = ZT ISMu (5)

SSo- - fslnhy5(u-C.)(QdK ITP() = YT V8(u) (6)

O Using the similar process as above the coupled
+ fCOShy5(04)i 5(Q (3) current and voltage inside the coaxial cable are

0 given by
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VOU)SCOShyjuVi(O) + ZciYT f sinhYi(u-) X
0

-Zcisinh-iuli(u) + 8si(u)
{Zoscoshysc,+Zcssinhysr,)d

1

1i(o)" - sinhyluVi(O) + coshyluli(O) + 8si(u) U
Zci -f sinhyi (u--)coshys(u-Q)(C)dý

(7) 0 - v) + n(O)cost•su})d

,. . ( 8 )

0 [ ZT Ks, U
8si(o))m- - -- sinhyi('-Q X

ZciZ1 s An 0

[ ZosSIlnhTs+ZcscoshyscdKL .
1"+ sinhyil(u-) X

0

Fig.3 The per-unit-length equivalent circuit {tl(O)sinhysu+sInhys(u-.)(CMtdCd
for the coaxial cable in Fig. I

Since defining the field coupling in terms circuit
parameters YT and ZT isolates the two TEM waves K ss U
Inside and outside the coaxial cable the transmission -YT - f coshlTi(Uo) X
line equations in (1) and (7) are independent. This 015  o
allows the boundary conditions to be considered
separately in terms of the passive terminations at
both ends of each circuit. These are given by the (Z0 5 coshys+ZcssinhysQ4l
Thevenin equations as Vs,j(0) - - Zos,i Is,i(O)
Vsij- ZiS lIs jL) Inserting these boundary
conditions in (1) and (7) the equivalent distributed
sources Inside the coaxial cable becomes +j coshyi(-U). j coshys(.U)Q()d

0 0

ZT cs U
Osi(o)- -- f coshyi(Du-) X - i1(U)+)(O)coshys•u)d (9)

ZcS Ain 0
With the Thevenin equations for the terminal
conditions current and voltages inside the coaxial

(ZVosinhyC+coshysWd( cable are obtained from above equations as

U

"I coshll(u-'u){ 1 (0)sinhYs li(O) -

0 A li

+5 1sinlys(u)',)x(c•djdv Vi(O)M- Zoili(O)
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ZOO Parallel Polarisation
ZII - s : with measured YT

Ze u without YT

0 ha.0 cm L-Im

..m ZJLSZos'Zcs +=1700 ,
Kii• ,;' ZLi-Zoi'Zcl o: 1oo

Vi(L) "-(Z 0 j=oshyiL+ZcisinhyiL)---- i881(L) . ,,1
Au 0

(1 0 ) " '

where ,.

li "Zciw4asi(L) -ZLiasi(L)]

KcssaZc*8sWasL - ZLsass(L)] ,,oo

0 a *,evme a to"r a 1 4,96M a0,..re
A.UMf(ZZos+Zcs 2)8lnhy sL '0 ,, ,,

Frequ,•-y 0"Z)

+ZCS(ZoS÷ZLs)COShVsL Fig.4 Frequency response of the cable samples
examined. The sheath and cable matched at

Ali R¢iZoi+i n both ends. Results are computed by using

+Z~j(Zg*Zj)C0ShyIL ()measured values of YT.

designs under different load conditions in the tertiary

Near end (u=O) and far end (u=L) responses of the circuit were investigated, using the standard (high optical

ine are obtained from the coupled voltages Vi(0) coverage), optimised and leaky (low optical coverage) of

and Vi(L) as given above and the coupling factor is URM43 size (2.95 mmn over inner dielectric) cables. The

computed from the normalised values of this vectors results of these measurements are given in [Sali 19931 and
to the maximum value of the incident field. [Sali 19901 and they are used in these studies also. The

electrical and geometrical parameters of the cable samples

The incident plane waves are considered for parallel used in the studies are given in Table I of the Appendix.

(E-field parallel to xz-plane, as shown in Fig.2)
polarisation, for which E-field may be obtained as

Ex""m~oCOSO Cos# (IjkUe0JkUu).kU Ea

EyiltE°in {eJkuU+pe*4kuu)e'Jkt as I #

.11 21011

where Eo is the maximum field intensity, From
Flg.1 the scalar wave numbers can be obtained as ,0"ned T

k. 3 (2x1)*sinOsin#, and ku=(2x/)9sinOcos+, p

Is the reflection coefficient for the oblique incidence
on to ground plane of the incident wave and it is
calculated using the expressions in [Frankel 1979].

RESULIMS 0 . 2 '0.'"- 0 , , '0,'"
Frequsoc (14.)

In this section simulations have been carried out to
investigate the response of a coaxial cable excited by an Fig.5 Frequency response for a I m sample of URM L 1.

external plane wave with arbitrary polarisation and The sheath is shorted to a conducting plane at both ends.

orientation with respect to cable axis. Several braid The cable is matched. Results are computed using
measured values of YT in the general method.
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A general computer program was developed using the The amount of energy coupled to the cable depends on
theoretical field coupling model in Section 1I. The the amount of flux induced by the dipole (or scattered)
frequency range was between 100 KHz and 1 GHz. In mode fields in the area between the braided shield and the
each case the incident field was a uniform plane wave ground plane, as illustrated in Fig.3. Simulations have
with a maximum E-field intensity of IV/m, and the been carried out to investigate the effect of increased
conducting plane was assumed to be made of Aluminium, surface area on the amount of the field coupling to inside
Since all the existing EMI studies on braid wire shielded of the cable, by simply varying either the length or the
cables ignore Electric field coupling no comparable study height of the shield from the ground plane.Fig.6 shows
exists in the literature. However the accuracy of our EMI the results for the far -end coupled voltage against
model is checked against the technique suggested in frequency when the length of the cable is varied between
[Smith 19771. Since Smith's model, is originally 1.0 m and 50.0 m. It is seen that increased length results
suggested for lossless shield above lossless conducting in much higher coupling levels at low frequencies but no
plane and ignores YT coupling our model had to be noticeable difference between the amplitude values is
simplified to this simple case before the comparison, observed at high frequencies because of the increased
Results of these studies showed that both approaches attenuation which cancels the increased coupling levels at
produce identical results. such frequencies. However the standing wave pattern is
Fig.4 shows the results for the far end induced voltage for brought down to much lower frequencies when the length
URM43 (standard), URM L I (leaky) , URM 0 1 ,and is increased, as expected. Further simulations have been
URM 0 2 (both optimised) cables respectively, when the carried out to investigate the variation of the coupled
tertiary circuit and the interior of the cables are matched. voltage when the height of the cable is varied from 0.5
Graphs with solid lines show the responses of the cables mm to 5.0 cm and the results are shown in Fig.7 in the
when YT is returned zero in the interference model and frequency domain. Increase in the coupled voltage is quite
those with broken lines show the results for the same rapid at the initial stages but slows down gradually, and
cables when the measured values of YT are included in little increase is observed for heights greater than 7.0 cm.
the calculations . The results for URM 43 (which has a
high optical coverage'and ZT values) show that coupling
curves with and without YT are almost identical. However I
curves for URM 0 2 and L I give 20 dB difference in the ] aum T

standing wave region with and without YT included in O2" P0"2°"No"
the model. Fig.5 shows the results when external circuit ,.oOP 4,90*

is shorted to the conducting plane. The short circuits& ° 1=1,j.L.,m

enhance the series magnetic currents in the tertiary at the
expense of shunt voltages between the shield and the .
conducting plane. In this case the magnetic field coupling
dominates. Further simulations have already confirmed CIO
that coupling curves with and without YT are almost Itt.

identical for all cable samples with shorted external
circuit and the electric field coupling may be ignored.

1 3 894711ti 2 3 4SIW 1 #Fg a 11M191 a 2 3 19

Frequency (H-z)

Fig.7 Frequency response for Im sample of URM 43
cable versus height from the ground plane.

The effect of the cable height on the coupling power is
.,i zoo-n .mn further studied in Fig.8, which shows the coupled voltage

" ZW*ZUtr induced from a 300 MHz plane wave along the cable
length. Note that a coupling minima is expected to occur

,____....__......__......___foss...! at 0.5m along the cable (the position here is slightly less
, '~~"' , • 06"2 , *,',,,,, *w , ,,,,,-as the velocity is taken as c=3x10 8 ). This translates to aP," 0.. position at around 150MHz in frequency domain which is

Fig.6 Frequency response of URM 43 versus exactly the same frequency position given by the coupling
coupling length.
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curves in Fig.5. Results in Fig.6 to 8 clearly illustrate the ISali, 19921 S. Sali, "Screening efficiency of triaxial
spatial and frequency dependence of field coupling, cables with optimum braided shields," IEEE Trans. EMC-
Theoretically the positions of minimas are given by Ln=n 32, May 1992, No.4, pp.123-134.
YAOk , as confirmed by these results.

(Fowler, 19791 E.P. Fowler, "Super screened cables," The
Finally the angular dependence of the field coupling is radio and Electronic Engineer, Vol.49, No. 1, April 1979,
studied in Figs.9 and 10 where results for the far end pp.3844.
coupled voltage are shown when elevation angle is fixed
and azimuth angle is varied as in Fig. 9. and azimuth I Tyni, 19761 M. Tyni, "Transfer impedance of coaxial
angle is fixed and elevation angle is varied, as in Fig. I cables with braided outer conductors", Pr. Nauk. Inst.
Bear in mind that when the fixed angles were changed in Telekamun. X, Aukust, Politech Wrocklow, 27, Ser,
both cases, different coupling results would be obtained. Korf 1976, pp. 410419.
This clearly illustrates that there is a strong dependence
between the angular orientation of the cable with respect [Frankel 19771 S. Frankel," Multiconductor transmission
to the direction of Poynting vector of the incident field. line analysis, Artech House Inc., 1977.

CONCLUSIONS ISmith 19771 A.A Smith, Jr., "Coupling of
electromagnetic fields to transmission lines", J. Willey &

A general algorithm is presented for the study for the Sons Inc., NY 1977.
response of coaxial cables with wire braided shields
excited by external electromagnetic fields. The model [Taylor and Younan, 19921 C.D. Taylor, and N.H.
includes both electric and magnetic coupling parameters Younan," Effects of high power microwave illumination",
in contrast to the existing studies on similar problem Microwave Journal, June 1992, pp.80-96.
which only include magnetic field coupling. Numerical
studies using this algorithm is concentrated on coupling of [Harrison, 19721 C.W. Harrison, Jr., "Generalised theory
the external fields to the cable with various braid designs of impedance loaded multiconductor transmission lines in
in their shields and different load conditions in the an incident field", IEEE Trans. Vol. EMC-14, No.2, May
tertiary circuits between the shield and the ground plane. 1972, pp.56-63.
The studies have covered in detail the role of field
orientation and geometry of the external tertiary circuit on
the amount of energy coupled to the interior of the coax.
The results show that at low frequencies the electric field u,, 43

coupling can be ignored but this is not so at high ,,, ,-wmi
frequencies and accurate computation of the external field f[ .. '
coupling requires that both coupling parameters must be " ,-.,0
included in the model for optimised cables. Even with • " oZU~Zd L.,,

short circuited tertiaries, the electric field coupling mayf
contribute significantly to the overall response of the cable -
when optimised cables are used.
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SURM 435 16 6 2.95 0.150 22.0 0.77 24.9
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Abstract This paper presents the formulation of the As in any other numerical method for EM problems, the
impedance network method that allows computation of the impedance method starts with discretizing the space
arbitray injection currents on the boundary of a selected analyzed into computational cells. With large memories
sub-region for an analysis of induced electric current (16-64 Mbytes) increasingly available on computers today
distributions inside the human body exposed to extremely up to 1 million cells can be routinely handled. A
low frequency magnetic fields. The obtained formulation reasonable representation of the human anatomy and its
provides a high resolution modeling of a local region of surroundings can therefore be obtained. However, the
interest without using an excessively large number of computing time increases almost exponentially with the
computational cells. The iterative equations for outer and number of unknowns. As a result, an increase in the
inner nodes are derived in detail. Solutions for a double- number of the computational cells leads to demands of a
layered sphere are then calculated to verify the derived computing speed not available in most computers. To
equations. The errors involved in the calculation are also illustrate the problem, we evaluated the calculation of a
examined. To illustrate the method, its application to double-layered sphere on an HP 9000/700 workstation.
computations of the induced currents in the human head is The computation using about 70,000 cubical cells takes
desm'bed, about 5 minutes of CPU time and 800 iterations before it

reaches convergence. When, to model the curved
interfaces more accurately, the cell size is reduced by half

lItroduction in each dimension, resulting in 8 tiMes more of
computational cells, i.e., 560,000 cells, convergence is

Knowledge of the spatial distribution of the electric obtained after about 3,600 iterations and 160 minutes of
currents and fields induced in the human body by CPU time. Moreover, to model the detailed anatomy and
extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields is morphology of a whole human body, one needs much

important in the assessment of potential health hazards to more than I million computational cells. This is a

people [1,2]. A high spatial resolution of these fields is formidable task in terms of both the memory and the

also very useful in some medical applications, e.g., neural computing speed requirements.

stimulation [3]. Although this problem for homogeneous There are many practical situations where high resolution
biological bodies is well understood, considerable work modeling is of interest for only a certain part of the body.
remains to be done in the development of numerical For example, such situations arise in case of the exposure
methods and algorithms for heterogeneous systems. evaluation of the head to the magnetic field produced by a
Among the methods developed for electromagnetic (EM) hair-drier, or the arm from a hand-held drill. In these
problems, two differential equation-based methods: the situations and others, a finer mesh can be chosen without
time-domain finite difference method (FDTD) and the leading to an excessively large number of cells in any
impedance or admittance network method, have been found single computation. In previous work, the sub-region
effective for modeling of heterogeneous and complicated was detached from the whole body and analyzed alone3D bodies representing biological subjects [4]. At ELF, [5,61. Dependent on the exposure situation, the results

from such an analysis may be questionable due to the
the problem is a quasi-static one as the displacement neglect of the injection currents on the boundary where the
current is negligible compared to the conduction current. sub-region is detached.
This, together with the fact that a biological system does
not perturb an exposing magnetic field, makes the In this paper, a new approach for the sub-region analysis
impedance network method especially attractive for the with a high spatial resolution is presented. In this
ELF calculation. approach, the injection currents on the sub-region

boundary are taken into account by using the previously
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computed results for the whole-body as the sub-region
boundary values. The formulation involved in the Rmij,k= Am/(Sm=miJ,k)
boundary condition is described and verified by modeling a (m=x,y,z) (1)
double-layered sphere. Finally, this approach is applied to
the calculation of the induced currents in the human head where Am is the cell length in the m-th direction, Sm is
in uniform 60 Hz magnetic fields. the area of the cell surface perpendicular to the m-th axis,

Formulation of Sub-Region Analysis and omiJk is the cell electrical conductivity in the m-th
direction. For each node, three line currents: Ix, ly and

In the impedance method, at ELF a biological body is 1z, and three loop currents: Ix, ly and lz are defined in
represented by a 3D resistance network in which each Fig.l(c). Once the loop currents are known, the line
parallelepiped volume shown in Fig. l(a) is equivalent to current through each resistance element can be obtained by

three resistances RxiJ-k R ijk and Rzij,k associated summing up the four loop currents which are common to

with the network node (ij,k as shown in Fig.l(b). The that resistance element. As illustrated in Fig.l(d),

resistances are calculated as [7]:

(a) (b)

Y~O 

'Jk 
I /R

R IJ.k

I / 0 ij,k (ij )Jk

z (k) 
RI

SAX

(c) (d)
(ii ljk)•k

SIJ.1k

(i A+I.k+l) i•, -X- RIv ij

iIiIj o I /- . .- z" • -

- IJ,k
(ij~k) • 1x •,k Z'/f I•

(ij.k+l) 1 (t'-/.J~k+ I
z+

Figure 1. Cell impedance and current definition for the impedance network method.
(a) a parallelepiped tissue volume of the body forming a computation cell (ijk);
(b) the three directional impedances associated with node (ij,k);
(c) the three line currents and loop currents, m and Im (m=x,y~z), defined for node (ijk);
(d) the line current IziJ~k composed of the superposition of four loop currents flowing through the

resistance Rzij'k.

the line current through RziJ,k can be expressed by the
loop currents as ixi,j,k = -yij,k + lyij,kI + lzij,k - Izi,jil,k (3)

IziJk = -Ixijk + lxij-l,k + Iyijk - Iyi-lJk (2) and

Similarly, 1xiJk and lyij~k can be found to be iyi'j'k = -Izijk + lzi-1 ,j,k + ixi,j,k ixi,j,k- (4)
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respectively. Applying Kirchhoff's voltage equation to upper surfaces, those along the edges and those on the
each loop associated with node (ijk), say the z-loop in lower surfaces. The corner node (nx- l,ny-1,nz-l) is
Fig.1(c), the following relationship is obtained included in the case of the edge nodes.

Rxij,klijk+Ry i+l jik i+ljk R xii+l,kx ij+ I,k
-Ry ijklyij,k .emfziil* (5) REAR (k=l)

where emfzijk is the electromotive force generated by a

magnetic field perpendicula t the loop TO j=y)

emfzij,k . (,Bzij~kSz (6)

xw w=-2 # , whaerefisthefrequencyand Bisthe
magnetic flux density.
Substituting Eqs.(3) and (4) into Eq.(5), Izij~k can be FRONT (k=nz)
solved as4

Izijk = [emfzijk - Rxik(lIyijlk-l-yijk-lzij-l,k) fR jlIijlk- i"'yk- I .lk... &A yWj

-Rx.j+ Ik(ly'J' k1 i.j+ I - )Iij+Ik BOTTOM (j=1)
.Ry ik(Ix iJk-Ilxij1Izi- j,k) - (a)
-Ry .. j*(Ix..l jkIxi ..- -.zi+ . )] z(k) ' x(i)

/[Rxijk+RxiJ+ l,k+Ryij,k+Ry+ I jk] (7)

Similar equations can be derived for lxiijk and Iyijk. nx-l~ny~k

More details can be found elsewhere [7]. It should be IY
pointed out that the (ijk) referred to so far is an inner In
node, that is, a node surrounded by non-boundary nodes. Ix C(i ,l)
For outer nodes, some of the line currents in Eq.(5) are the I p B(nx-
boundary values and should not be converted into the loop z
currents. Eq.(5) is still valid for outer nodes, however,
their final loop current equations differ from those for Ainz.I)
inner nodes.

Lets consider the generic parallelepiped region shown in xJ'mf
Fig.2a. This region can representi either a biological /
body and its surrounding space or a sub-region identified f
from the whole body for the purpose of a high spatial
resolution analysis. On its six surfaces: left (i=l), right
(i=nx), bottom (j=l1), top (j=ny), rear (k=l) and front (b)
(k=nz), line currents are assumed to be known. In the
sub-region analysis, the line current density on the Figure 2 Model for the derivation of iterative loop
boundary can be obtained by interpolating the results from current equations for the outer nodes of a
the whole region analysis. The line currents on the parallelepiped sub-region.
boundary are sometimes called injection currents, (a) Line currents on the sub-region
however, they may also flow outward or parallel to the boundaries, i.e., left, right, bottom, top, rear
boundary as shown in Fig.2(a). and front surfaces;

(b) Three outer nodes: A(i~j,nz- l), B(nx-lI ny-
All the outer nodes at which the loop equations are (,k) and C(i,j,l) and the boundary line

formulated differently from those for inner nodes are currents involved in their loop current

classified in Table 1. They do not cover all the outer equations.

nodes because the loop currents at some outer nodes are equations.

not needed for inner node calculations, such as those loop In Fig.2(b), the y-loop at A(ij,nz-l), the z-loop at B(nx-
currentsparallel tothe boundary surface. According to the l,ny-l,k) and the x-loop at C(ij,l) are shown as
number of the boundary line currents employed, the outer representative of each category. The boundary line
nodes in Table 1 fall into three categories: those on the
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Outer Node LOOp ioundary Lime
Lo:1ao Currenl inde Rang Currents Used

current involved around the loop me indicated by arrows; Right Su.ac I 2!1j s 1, 2 S-kSnz 2 i "jk

the unmarked line currents need to be decomposed into the . a __-__________

loop currents. To illustrate the formulation of the Tops 1,fcc , 25AY Zi. 2skszI-2 ., ,.k
method, the z-loop current equation at node B is derived in (jray I 5Sn2 Zkn-

det . 1 2• S <nx-2. 2_k__ _nz _ _

Froni Suracc I 2 -1Sax I , 2 Sj<. ny-2 1 1'nl

From Eq.(5), the z-loop equation at B(nx- lny-lIk) can be Ik ., 2 . -2. 2 
SjS - .y I ,

wriLten as Left Surface 2SjSny- . 2 S kISnz-I -a a . i.a

RxnX 'lny-lklxnx 'liny 'l k+R ynx 'ny-'lkj nx 'ny-lk-,= 2!5j S ny-I, 2 kS k ,z-I ,I ,fi. i,.l.k i 11 ,&,

t. y Bottom Surface I . 2 S i 5 Ax.. 2 S k5 nit-I Y0
1 

' ji'.l.k i "I~k

Rtxn.lnykl x nxl,nyk (=)) 0.k Y a , ,
Iz 2 Si Snx-. 2 Sk5 nz-I 0l .1ik .i.h .i 1,k

lny- I nx-l,ny- 1k = emfznx-l ny- Ik (8) it.l ,zi"

y4YRemrSurface I x Ss'snx-I, 2 sj Sny-I iiI , ijI. ..
2 j ,I i. i, J*l
.tj) .ij, . lj ,

where line currents Ixnx-l,ny,k and iynx,ny-l,k have I y 25,n.--l 2S•ny- I Ii l is I

known values, and ,xnx-l,ny-l,k and nx-ln.-lk are ,) .

unknown. Using Eqs.(3) and (4), the unknown currents Y-Edge 2SjSny-, -nxl.-, •.•,-,jxx1n- ,k an ynx-l,ny-l._ can be expressed as (in-.-z-0 , ix I.. .-- ,,• ,,
,~nx1~n~1, an ;~m~-1n~-.k ~ -nadge I7 2SkSnz-I " fl'.fia'I

(1.nx-ljmoy-I) Ix - I - '

Ix=nx'lny'lk : nx-lny-'lk + Iynx-l'ny'l-k-l + Table 1 Summary of outer nodes and the boundary
Iznx-lny-1,k - Iznx-l,ny-2,k (9) line currents involved in the loop current

equations.
and

Verification
|y nx-lny- lk = iznx- l,ny- ,k + iznx-2,ny- 1,k + ixnX- A solution for a double-layered sphere is used to verify the

lny-l,k -xnx-l,ny-lk-I (10) formulation and accuracy of the sub-region analysis. The

sphere has radii of 0.15 m and 0.25 m, and electric
respectively. After substituting Eqs.(9) and (10) into conductivities of I S/m and 0.5 S/mn for its inner and
Eq.(8) and rearranging it, IznXdlny4lk can be readily outer layers, respectively, and is placed in a uniform 60
found as Hz magnetic field in free space. An analytical solution is

elementary for this problem and hence can be used to
iznx-l,ny-l,k = [emfznX-1,ny-1k+RxnX-l,ny,kixnX- check the numerical results. The computation accuracy is

1,ny,k - Ry nxny-lk ynx,ny-l,k evaluated by an average relative error defined as [81:

+ Rxnx- lny- ,k(Iznx- 1,ny-2,k+Iynx1 lny- ,k..Iynx- 1,ny-

1,k- 1) + Rynx- lny- I k(IznX-2,ny- 1k +ixnx- l,ny- 1k. -- * J(i, j, k) - J, (i, j, k)lI xnl,ny'l~k-l)] /(Rxnx-l~ny'l~k+Ryn'~ylk (1)12=A)_
(8 NJ (12)

Using a similar procedure, other loop current equations at in which the summation is performed over all the non-air
the outer nodes listed in Table I can be derived. cells and N is the number of cells. JW* and J. are the

numerical and analytical magnitudes of the current density
What complicates the loop current derivation at the outer (the only component is in the 4 direction), and a bar
nodes is the fact that loop currents are the iterative dntsteaeaevle

variables in the impedance network method whereas line denotes the average value.

currents are used as the boundary values. The reason for The verification is conducted in three steps. In the first
this is that a loop current is not a physical but an step, computations are performed for the whole sphere. In
imaginary parameter which only facilitates the iterative the second step, one eighth of the sphere is considered for
calculation. Consequently, the loop currents obtained a sub-region analysis where the boundary values in the
from the whole region analysis are not directly usable for planes of x=0, y=0 and z=O as shown in Fig.3 need to be
the boundary formulation of the sub-region analysis. assigned. The computational cell size is halved in each

dimension, resulting in roughly the same number of cells
as for the whole sphere. To examine the effect due to the
error in boundary values, the computation of this eighth
sphere is performed for two cases. For the first case, the
numerical results from the whole sphere, and for the
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second case the analytical results, are used as the boundary 20oo
values. In the final step, a cubical region partially
embeded in one eighth of the sphere (see FigA) is chosen ýoo
for another stage of sub-region analysis and the cell size is •,U
again halved. The bounday values on the six surfaces of
this cube are taken from the numerical results from case
one and two, and from the analytical solution.

w sk.. 0 0" ' 3.5%
F 3 t d -- ige fauhth• 'Cub,.....

Figure 3 Eighth of a double-layered sphere with a

partially embeded cubical sub-region (the mid-
horizontal cross-section of the cube shaded. J (puA/cm 2)

Y ~2500,

2000,
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25

20 25

Pt5 t•\o "

. 104 0 0 C.0o
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. ............................. J (pA/cm2)

- --------- 2500

Figure 4 The relative errors in the computations of a 2=1

doube-laemd phm 500,

The error for each case is illustrated in Fig.4. The average t1
ezror in the numerical results after each stage of sub-region ,oo0
ceil size halving is reduced to at least half of the larger cell ,0
value, provided the boundary values used are accurate. %6%0,,4
This is, understandably, due to the use of finer meshes .. 20

- 10which model the interface better. The distributions of the 0 0
induced current densities computed with cells of 1 cm, 0.5 Co,,W
cm and 0.25 cm on the mid-cross section of the cubical (C)
sub-region are shown in Fig.5, illustrating a higher
spatial resolution with a finer cell modeling. On the other
hand, the computational error is much larger when the Figure 5 Distribution of the induced electric current
numerical results are used as the boundary than when the density on the surface corresponding to the
analytical values are used. For instance, the error in the shaded cross-section in Fig.4, from the
computation for one eighth of the sphere is 3.5% in the computations of
case of using the numerical boundary values as compared (a) whole sphere using 1 cm cell size;
to 2% when using analytical boundary values. This (b) one eighth of the sphere using 0.5 cm cell
indicates that the improvement in computation accuracy size;
obtained from one or multi-stage sub-region analysis will (c) cubical sub-region one eighth of the sphere
be limited unless the whole region analysis is reasonably using 0.25 cm cell size.
accumre.
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Sub-Region Analysis of Human Head of the maximum or 5 times the average value in the head
region. Understandably, for an exposure to a field directed

To illustrate the application of the above-described from the back to the front, much smaller electric currents
approch to sub-egion analysis, electric currents and fields and fields are induced in a detached head than in the head
induced in the human head by a uniform 60 Hz magnetic attached to the body because of the smaller coronal cross-
field of I T directed from the back to the front are sections. If the magnetic field is applied along the body
computed. The anatomically based man models developed vertical axis (head to toe), the difference between these two
at the University of Utah [4] are used in this computation. cases would be smaller.
The data base of the man models was constructed from a
cross-section anatomy book [9]. In creating this data The spatial distribution of induced current density on two
base, a roughly quarter-inch grid (0.665cm) was first cross-sections are presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7 for case 2
divided on each of the transverse body cross-sections and 1, respectively. The cross-sections chosen are the
which are equally spaced by the grid size. An electric frontal passing through the ears and the transverse through
conductivity was assigned to each of such cubical cells, the nose. The distribution obtained with the smaller
according to the tissue type. Isotropic properties of computational cells reflects more anatomical details than
muscle were used. The conductivity matrix for the body with the coarse grid. For instance, a realistic shape of the
volume and its surrounding space has 90X48X268, i.e., nose and a distinctive air cavity of the pharynx can be seen
about 1.16 million elements. Since this requires a in Fig.6a. The difference between the current density in
memory too large for most readily accessible computers, the facial bones (low conductivity) and the facial muscles
the data for 2X2X2 = 8 cells are combined to form a (high conductivity) is also exhibited in Fig.6. Within the
smaller matrix of 45X24XI34 with 144 720 elements, cranial cavity (brain), a relatively uniform current density
This half-inch model is used in the whole body is shown in both Fig.6 and Fig.7.
computation, while the quarter-inch model is ised in the
computation of the head-region starting from the neck. Current E-Field
The boundary values on the neck cross-section are Density (ViM)

obtained by interpolating (proportionally to the grid Computations (pW/r2)

surface) the line current densities from the whole body Cases Aver- Maxi- Aver- Maxi-
computation. age mumn age mumn

The average and maximum values of the calculated electric Case 1: Whole Body Analysis 191 1440 14.0 105
currents and fields induced in the head are listed in Table 2 (A = lf2-inch, N = 144,700)
for three computation cases. The electric field strength is Case 2: Head Sub-Region 206 2000 13.7 296
calculated by multiplying the current density by the Analysis
corresponding conductivity for each cell. First, as case I (A = 1/4-inch, N = 35,900)
the whole body response of the man model is used with Case 3: Detached Head 161 1050 11.3 65.2
the coarse grid (1/2-inch cell size). A head region is then Analysis
sepamled from the neck up and calculations using the finer Analysis
model (1/4-inch cell size) are performed for two cases (A = A/4-inch, N = 35,900)
which differ by the boundary values assumed on the neck
cross-section, The results obtained from case I are used in Table 2 Comparison of various computation cases of
case 2 and null values are used in case 3. Therefore, case 2 modeling the electric current and field induced
takes into account the effects of the whole body, whereas in the human head by a 60 Hz uniform
case 3 neglects current flowing between the head and the magnetic field of I T directed from the back to
rest and thus only models an isolated detached head. the front.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the maximum current Conclusions
density and field intensity for smaller computational cells
are 2-3 times higher than those of case 1, though the It is demonstrated that in calculations of the induced
average values are very close to those obtained with the electric current distribution in a 3D - model of the
coarser grid. It is expected that the ratio of the maximum heterogeneous human body, the impedance network
to the average for both the current and field in the head method coupled with the sub-region analysis approach is a
would be even larger if the head were modeled with finer practicle way of dealing with theconflicting requirements
computational cells. Secondly, the differences in the of modeling resolution and computation manageability.
average and the maximum values between case 2 and 3 are Using one or multiple stages of sub-region analysis, a
significant, indicating that the current flow between the body region of interest can be dealt with in a "zoom"
head and the rest of the body should not be neglected. It is manner without resulting in an excessively large number
found that the densities of the current flow through the of computation cells. Of course, a correspondingly fine
neck are of the order of 1,000 piA/cm 2 , that is, about half model of man is required for this purpose. Our example
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of the head analysis shows that the 1/4-inch man model can be significantly improved if accurate values of curenis
Msuts in spatial current distribution with a much higher at boundaries of the sub-region are known and used in the
resolution than those with the I/2-inch model. However, analysis.
to properly model some organs, such as eyes, an even
finer anatomical model is needed. Computational accuracy

1172 iAAcm 2  522 A/cm2

0 0

Figure 6 Spatial distribution of the current density induced in the human head on
(a) the ontml cross-secdon passing the ears and
(b) the transverse cross-section passing through the nose, obtained from the whole body analysis using 1/2-inch

anm model

969 tA/cm 2  842 .A/cm 2

0 0

Figure 7 Spatial distribution of the current density induced in the human head on
(a) the frontal and
(b) the transverse cross-sectionpassing through the nose, obtained from the head subregion analysis using 1/4-inch
man model.
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A VECTORIZED MULTIPLE PLATE SCATTERING CODE

John W. Nehrbass and Inder J. Gupta
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1320 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212

Abstract

A computer code named Vectorized Multiple
Plate Scattering (VMPS) code has been developed Plate #1

at the Ohio State University ElectroScience Labora- -. ~T 2
tory to compute the scattered fields from structures
that can be modelled using perfectly conducting fiat
plates. The VMPS code uses a moment method ap-
proach to solve an electric field integral equation for . ...
the scattered fields. The code utilizes the vectorisa- -
tion capability of CRAY sjpercomputers to compute + +- +_ +the scattered fields very efficiently. In this paper, ,_the operation of the VMPS code is described and its
vectomzation efficiency is demonstrated. Figure 1: Quadrilateral patches on two flat plates

and modal distribution. (--4) plate modes, (==)

I. INTRODUCTION overlap modes.

A computer code named Vectorised Multiple lap modes, as shown in Figure 1, are placed near
Plate Scattering (VMPS) code has been developed the edge to ensure the continuity of currents. The
at The Ohio State University ElectroScience Lab- test sources in the moment method solution are fila-
oratory (OSU-ESL) to compute the scattered fields mentary dipoles placed along the axial center of the
from structures that can be modelled using perfectly various modes.
conducting multiple polygonal fiat plates. In the In this paper, the operation of the code is de-
VMPS code, an electric field integral equation is scribed and the approach used to vectorize various
solved using a moment method (MM) solution to section of the code is discussed. The CPU time used
compute the scattered fields. The code utilizes the by the code on a VAX 8550 computer, an IBM 486
vectorisation capability of CRAY supercomputers personal computer and a CRAY Y-MP computer are
and, thus, computes the scattered fields very effi- compared. The vectorisation efficiency of the code
ciently. The MM solution used in the code is basi- is studied by executing the code on the CRAY Y-
cally the same as used in the Electromagnetic Sur- MP computer both in scalar and vector modes. It
face Patch (ESP) code (1]. However, the code has is shown that by developing a code so that vector-
been rewritten to facilitate vectorization on a CRAY ization is facilitated, one can decrease the CPU time
supercomputer. by a factor as large as 8.

In the MM solution, the equivalent currents on
the various plates are approximated by piecewise si-
nusoidal basis functions defined over quadrilateral 11. CODE DESCRIPTION
patches. Therefore, this code divides the various
plates into quadrilateral patches. A piecewise si- An EM moment method code, in general, consists
nusoidal function (mode) is defined over every two of the following steps.
quadrilateral patches that share a common side.
Whenever two plates have a common edge, over-
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I. Read the geometry of the structure, frequency ZEz
of operation and angular regions along which
the scattered fields are to be computed. P - E

2. Set up the modal distribution. ---- -. ....--- -- E

3. Compute the impedance matrix [Z]. R

4. Compute the excitation vector [V].

5. Solve for the unknown current coefficients [I".

6. Using the equivalent currents, calculate the
scattered fields.

7. Write the scattered fields to a data file.

For electrically large structures (defined by more
than 50 modes), Steps 3 and 5 use most of the CPU
time followed by steps 4 and 6. These four steps ac- Figure 2: A filarmkent with a sinusoidal current dis-

count for more than 98% of the total CPU time. The tribution positioned along the z axis.
VMPS code is, therefore, written to facilitate the
vectorisation of these four steps. Since steps I and 7
involve input/output operations which can't be vec- Mode n
torised, no attempt has been made to vectorise these
sections of the code. Further, existing software from
the Electromagnetic Surface Patch Code [1] is used
to set up the modal distribution. The approach used
to vectorise steps 3 through 6 is discussed below.

Figure 3: Mode n is defined by filamentary V-
Impedance Matrix dipoles.

Using the MM solution of an electric field integral
equation (EFIE), the elements of the impedance ma-
trix are given by where iln is the free space intrinsic impedance, d is

the length of the monopole, and -y is the complex
Z..= - ]fra. E,,dSn (1) propagation constant. For this work, -y is purely

J = 1,2... N imaginary. The distances (p, R1, R2), angles (01, 02)
and unit vectors (A, i) are defined in Figure 2. Note

where Em is the field of the m'h test source, f, that (2) does not include the field contribution from
is the current distribution on the nth mode, N is the point charge at the end of the monopole. Since
the total number of modes, and the integration is two of these monopoles are placed end-to-end to
carried over the surface defining the n th mode. In form a test source, the contributions from the two
the MM solution used in the code, the test sources point charges are cancelled. The field, Em, of the
are filamentary dipoles placed along the axial center mth test source is found by adding the fields of the
of the various modes. Thus, a test source consists individual monopoles. Next, numerical integration
of two sinusoidal monopole filaments placed end-to- can be carried out to solve (1).
end. The radiated fields of a monopole filament with Note that when the observation point P moves
sinusoidal current distribution are known in closed closer to the filamentary dipole, the distance R, and
form. For example, if the monopole is positioned R 2 will become small and the field as given in (2) will
along the z axis, as shown in Figure 2, the field at a approach infinity. Thus, (2) can not be used to cal-
point P(p, z) is given by culate the self impedance terms or the impedance

terms for overlapping or touching modes. Let these

_ 'u [r expI n7 , -'exp - terms be defined as near-sone terms. To compute

4vrsinh(i-d) -I R the near zone terms, the nIh mode in (1) is rep-
resented by an array of filamentary V-dipoles (see

+-1 {sinh(7d)exp-'1 --cosh(yd)cos6, exp Figure 3). The impedance term is then found as

C c2 expR2 }(2) the weighted sum of the reaction between the test
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source and these filamentary V-dipoles. To compute i@ a
these reactions, the distance between the test source
and each filamentary V-dipole is examined. Numer-
ical integration is performed whenever the distance m
is large enough such that (2) is not singular. Oth- Source Filament

erwise Richmond's [21 closed form solution is used.- ---------------- -
The closed form solution involves complicated expo-
nential integrals and requires more CPU time. 3, Wr

In the VMPS code, to facilitate vectorisation, a
whole row of the impedance matrix is computed at
a time rather than as individual elements. This ap-
proach increases the size of the DO loop structures, - ----- ------

which increases the vectorisation efficiency. Note 46 Pereat to reC at 46 Permet

that the int row of the impedance matrix represents Figure 4: Filamentary monopole distribution when
the reaction from the test source m to all modes. the source monopole lies along the center line of a
This section of the code involves the following steps. quadrilateral.

1. Calculate the distance between the test source
and the various modes.

Note that this step provides a map of the number of
2. Separate the near zone terms and select the integration points for various modes.

number of integration points for the other terms In step 3, the locations of the integration points
(far sone terms). on the various modes are found and the integration

weights for these points are defined. In step 4, the
3. Select the location of the integration points on reaction between the fields of the mth test source and

the various modes and calculate the weights for the currents at all the integration points selected in
these points. step 3 is calculated. Note that for large structures

the total number of integration points will be very
4. Find the reaction between the field of the test large. Thus, the DO loop structure in this step has

source and the currents at the selected points, a large index. In the VMPS code, this DO loop

5. Sum the weighted point reactions to calculate is written to maximize vectorization. In step 5, the

the far zone elements of the impedance matrix, point reactions associated with a mode are combined
to obtain the elements of the impedance matrix.

6. Compute near zone terms. The above five steps compute all the elements of
the mth row of the impedance matrix except the near

In the first step, the distances from the mth test zone terms. The near zone terms are computed in
source to the various modes are calculated. These step 6. Again, to facilitate vectorization, all the near
distances are used in the second step to identify the zone terms are calculated as a group, rather than as
near zone terms and to determine the number of individual elements. The procedure used to compute
integration points for the other terms. If the dis- the near zone terms is briefly described below.
tance between the test source and a mode is less To compute a near zone term of the impedance
than a predetermined distance, that element of the matrix, each quadrilateral of a mode is represented
impedance matrix is computed using the near zone by an array of filamentary monopoles. The distri-
approach in step 6 and the number of integration bution of the filamentary monopoles depends on the
points for the mode is set equal to zero. Other- location of the source monopole (remember that the
wise, numerical integration is used to compute the test source consists of two monopoles) with respect
element. The number of points used in the integra- to the quadrilateral. If the source monopole lies
tion is selected based on the distance between the along the centerline of the quadrilateral, then the
source and the test mode. For distances less than or filamentary monopole distribution on that quadri-
equal to A/4, 50 integration points are used. For dis- lateral is given in Figure 4. Otherwise, the filamen-
tances between A/4 and A/2, 18 integration points tary monopoles are equally spaced on the quadri-
are used. For distances between A/2 and 2,, 8 in- lateral. Using the above approach, the filamentary
tearation points are used, and for distances greater monopole distribution on all the near zone modes for
than 2A, only two integration points (a single point a given source monopole is found and the integration
on each quadrilateral defining the mode) are used.
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weights for the various monopoles are calculated. where
Next, these flamentary monopoles are grouped in g f
two sets. The first set contains all of the filaments E"m - j fe. (8)
for which the reactance can be computed using nu-
merical integration, and the second set contains the
filaments for which Richmond's closed form solution is the far-sone field of the mth source. The closed
is used. The reactances for the two sets are com- form expression for the far-zone fields of an elec-
puted in two separate DO loops. Again, the DO tric fine source with sinusoidal current distribution
loops are written to facilitate vectorisation. Next, is known [3]. Since the test source consists of two
these reactances are combined to obtain the elements monopoles with sinusoidal current distribution, Em
of the impedance matrix. It should be pointed out and, thus, the elements of the excitation vector are
that Richmond's solution involves extensive compu- known in a closed form. In the VMPS code, all the
tations and is very hard to vectorise. elements of the excitation vector are calculated in

This completes the calculation of one row of a single DO loop, and this DO loop is written to
the impedance matrix. The procedure is repeated facilitate vectorisation.
over all of the test sources to compute the whole
impedance matrix. Current Coefficients

Excitation Vector Once the impedance matrix and the excitation
vector have been determined, it is a straight-forward

Using the MM solution of EFIE, the elements of task to compute the current coefficients. The cur-
the excitation vector are given by rent coefficients are given by the following set of fin-

v. . ear equations.Vm.9 -jdv (3)d( [z1][ = IV] (9)

where Ai is the incident field, 3,*, is the current along where [Z] is the impedance matrix, [V] is the ex-
the mth test source and the integration is performed citation vector, and [I] is a vector containing the
over the volume of the test source. Since filamentary current coefficients. Most of the vector computers
test sources are used in the VMPS code, (3) can be have very efficient routines to solve a set of simul-
written as taneous linear equations. For CRAY supercomput-

ers, NAGLIB library routines are recommended. In
Vm f 9i ."mdlm (4) the VMPS code, routines F03AHE and F03AKE are

I_ used. Routine F03AHE is used for LU decomposi-
tion, and routine F03AKE is used in the second stepwhere integration is carried out over both monopoles (beck substitution).

that comprise the test source m.

Let the impressed current source be located at Scattering Field Calculations
(to, 9o, Oo) and separated by a large (electrically) dis-
tance from the scatterer. Then the incident field A, To calculate the scattered fields, the current flow-
can be considered as locally planar and can be writ- ing on the surface of various modes is represented
ten as by 5 filamentary V-dipoles with piecewise sinusoidal

S oejkf'¢' () current distribution. The scattered field for each
mode is then given by the weighted surn of the 5 V-

where to is a constant containing the polarization of dipoles representing the mode. The fields radiated
the incident field, fo is a unit vector from the coordi- by a given filamentary V-dipole can be calculated by
nate origin to the source and Fis a radial vector from summing the fields radiated by the two monopoles
the origin to the observation point. Substituting (5) forming the dipole. As pointed out before, the closed
into (4), one obtains form expression for the far-sone fields of an elec-

tric line source with sinusoidal current distribution
V. = go" / fmj.eJ"'"d1m. (6) is known. Thus, to calculate the scattered fields,

I one needs to compute the fields radiated by ION
monopoles, where N is the total number of modes.

Or, Next, all these fields can be summed to compute the
V. = 4" go - g. (7) total scattered fields. In the VMPS code, a single

V, - DO loop is used to calculate the fields radiated from
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Table I: CPU time (in seconds) used by the VMPS Table 2: CPU time used to calculate the impedance
code to analyse I meter square plate on various com- matrix on a CRAY Y-MP computer.
puters. CPU (seconds)

CRAY Y-MP Freq. Scalar Vector Improvement
Freq. No. of VAX IBM scalar vector (MHz) Mode Mode

(MHx) modes 8550 486 PC mode mode 300 7.30 0.96 7.60
300 40 113.75 109.14 10.36 1.48 400 19.37 2.73 7.10
400 84 301.31 282.10 26.55 3.81 500 38.52 5.29 7.28
500 144 596.88 589.75 52.72 7.32 600 49.97 6.53 7.65
600 180 800.02 757.41 69.26 9.03 700 84.18 11.48 7.33
700 264 1400.18 1344.58 117.89 15.62 800 128.61 17.07 7.53
8oo 364 2275.81 2171.21 184.78 23.64 900 152.46 20.05 7.60
900 420 2809.23 2664.00 223.83 28.33 1000 215.53 29.65 7.27

1000 544 4308.07 4050.88 327.86 42.10

tion is only one eighth of the CPU time used in the

all monopoles. Again, the DO loop is written to scalar mode of operation, which is a significant im-

facilitate vectorization. provement. In the vector mode of operation, the

Thus, the four major steps (3-6) in the moment code uses only 42 CPU seconds to analyze the plate

method code have been vectorised. The improve- at 1,000 MHz, which is very efficient.

ment in the computation speed due to this vector- When the code was run on the VAX 8550, IBM
isation is demonstrated in the next section. 486 and in the CRAY scalar mode of operation, a

subroutine based on Crout's method [4] was used to
solve for the unknown current coefficients in step 5.

M. CODE EFFICIENCY In the CRAY vector mode of operation, this sub-
routine was replaced by NAGLIB subroutines. The

The VMPS code was executed on various com- reason for using the Crout based subroutine in the

puters to calculate the backscattered fields from a scalar mode of operation is that the NAGLIB sub-

square plate and the CPU time used by the code on routines are compiled using the vectorisation option

these computers is listed in Table 1. The plate di- and we did not have access to the source subroutines.

mensions are 1 meter x I meter. The backscattered Next, to study the extent to which various sections

fields are calculated at different frequencies along a of the code have been vectorised, the CPU time used

450 conical cut in 10 steps (361 aspect angles). The in the various sections of the code in scalar mode and

CPU time listed in the table is the time spent in vector mode of operation are compared. Tables 2, 3,

steps 3 through 6 of the computer program. The 4 and 5, respectively, compare the CPU time used

number of modes used to define the equivalent cur- to calculate the impedance matrix, excitation vec-

rents on the plate at various frequencies is also listed tor, current coefficients and the backscattered fields.

in the table. Note that, as expected, the number Note that, as expected, all sections of the code use

of modes increases with the frequency of operation, less CPU time in the vector mode of operation. The

and so does the CPU time used to calculate the plate improvement in the CPU time used to calculate the

back scattered fields. For fair comparisons, only a impedance matrix is approximately a factor of 7.5;

single processor was used on the CRAY computer. whereas, the improvement in the CPU time used

Note that~the code uses the maximum CPU time on to calculate the excitation vector is approximately
VAX 8550 computer and the minimum CPU time a factor of 8.8. Similarly, the improvement in the

on CRAY Y-MP computer. This is true even if the CPU time used to calculate the scattered fields is

vector option of the CRAY computer is not utilized; approximately 7.8. In general, for an optimally vec-

i.e. the code is compiled with no vectorisation op- torised computer code the improvement in the CPU

tion (scalar mode operation). When the vectorisa- time in the vector mode of operation is a factor of

tion option is utilized on the CRAY, the CPU time 9-10. Thus, these sections of the code have been vec-

shows further improvement. At higher frequencies, torised effectively. The improvement factor for the

the CPU times used in the vector mode of opera- CPU time used to calculate the current coefficients
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Table 6: CPU time (in seconds) used by the VMPS
Table 3: CPU time used to calculate the voltage code and the ESP4 code on a CRAY Y-MP corn-
vector on a CRAY Y-MP computer. puter.

CPU (seconds) Freq. Scalar mode Vector mode
Freq. Scalar Vector Improvement (MHs) ESP4 VMPS ESP4 VMPS

(E.Hs) Mode Mode 300 6.48 10.36 6.24 1.48
300 0.41 0.063 7.74 400 16.33 26.55 15.36 3.81
400 0.86 0.11 7.82 500 33.58 62.72 30.39 7.32
500 1.47 0.19 7.74 600 49.95 69.26 40.46 9.03
600 1.84 0.21 8.76 700 81.09 117.89 69.19 15.62
700 2.70 0.31 8.71 800 134.41 184.78 110.41 23.64
800 3.72 0.42 8.86 900 169.71 223.83 136.87 28.33
900 4.30 0.49 8.78 1000 263.18 327.86 204.21 42.10

1000 5.56 0.63 8.82

increases with an increase in the frequency of opera-
tion and reaches as high as 0.68. This improvement

Table 4: CPU time used to calculate the current may be misleading in the sense that different rou-
tines have been used in the scalar mode and vector

coefficients on a CRAY Y-MP computer, mode of operation. Remember that in the vector

CPU (seconds) mode of operation NAGLIB subroutines are used;
FReq. Scalar Vector Improvement whereas, a Crout based subroutine is used in the(MHs) Mode Mode scalar mode of operation. In any event, the CPU

300 0.39 0.097 4.02 time in the vector mode of operation is quite small

400 1.63 0.27 6.04 and it is clear that NAGLIB subroutines are very

500 4.75 0.61 6.98 efficient.
600 7.47 0.94 7.95 Next, to demonstrate the computation efficiency

700 16.43 1.88 8.74 of the VMPS code, its CPU times are compared with
800 32.31 3.52 9.18 the CPU times of the ESP4 code. Both codes were

900 43.88 4.73 9.28 executed on the CRAY computer in scalar as well
1000 76.80 7.93 9.68 as vector mode of operation using the same options.

The same modal distribution was used in the two
codes. Table 8 shows the CPU time used by the
two codes at different frequencies. Note that in the
scalar mode of operation, the ESP4 code is a little
more efficient than the VMPS code. This is because

Table 5: CPU time used to calculate the scattered the VMPS code performs more calculations and is
fields on a CRAY Y-MP computer. written to calculate the impedance matrix more ac-

CPU (seconds) curately. The ratio of the CPU times used by the
CP. (Sca ecton Itwo codes, however, is approaching unity at higher

Freq. ( Vector Improvement frequencies. In the vector mode of operation, the
(MEs) Mode Mode VMPS code is completely outperforming the ESP4

300 2.10 0.30 7.30 code. The VMPS code is 4-5 times faster than the
400 4.62 0.63 7.33 ESP4 code. The ratio of the CPU time used by the
500 7.91 1.11 7.13 ESP4 code to the CPU time used by the VMPS code
600 9.91 1.28 7.74 increases with an increase in the frequency of opera-
700 14.51 1.87 7.76 tion. Thus, the VMPS code utiliues the vectorisation
800 20.06 2.56 7.84 capability of CRAY supercomputers better than the
900 23.11 2.99 7.73 original ESP4 code.

1000 29.87 3.82 7.82
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The operation of the VMPS code was described
sad the approach used to vectorise the various parts
of the code was discussed. It was demonstrated that
the code rums very efficiently on CRAY supercom-
puters. For example, to compute the back scattered
A"ds oia square plate with 544 modes, the code used
ouly 42.1 CPU seconds on a CRAY Y-MP machine.

For the VMPS code, the CPU time may not be the
luiting factor in analyzing electrically large struc-
tarn. The available memory space may be the lim-
itation. This problem can be addressed using an
oat-of-core matrix solver. In the future, the VMPS
code will be modikied to incorporate out-of-core me-
trix solver.
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PARTIAL SURVEY OF CODES FOR HIGH FREQUENCY SCATTERING
FROM FACET MODELS OF RADAR TARGETS

Michael A. Richards
Nichols Research Corporation

Shalimar, Florida 32579

ABSTRACT

In this work, four high-frequency electromagnetic scattering codes are surveyed
with regard to their capabilities and limitations for the calculation of the radar
cross section (RCS) of facet models of targets. The codes discussed are MISCAT,
NRCPTD, McPTD, and Xpatch. All of these codes utilize the physical theory of
diffraction (PTD) to approximate the field scattered from the target. A short
discussion of the modeling features of each code is given" and some sample numerical
results are generated. It is concluded that, of the models considered here, Xpatch
possesses the most comprehensive modeling features available, with no loss in
accuracy over the other codes.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Choosing a high-frequency electromagnetic scattering code to accurately describe
the radar signature of a given target can be a substantial endeavor. Often, the
modeller will utilize the "familiar" code even when it is not the tool best suited to
the objective. Also, when there is a lack of accessible information on available
codes, additional effort may be expended in modifying existing - models or in
developing new codes to perform a specific task. However, as users become more
familiar with the available models, the need to modify existing codes and develop new
models Is sometimes decreased.

The purpose of this paper is to familiarize the reader with the aforementioned
scattering codes. It is acknowledged that this survey is not comprehensive in that
only four PTD-based computer models are considered. Other excellent models are
available that utilize the PTD and/or the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD).

2.0 TARGET MODELING AND SCATTERING CODES

In this report, four active far-field electromagnetic scattering codes are
discussed. These are MISCAT, McPTD, NRCPTD, and Xpatch. All of these codes are
written in FORTRAN and employ the PTD to determine the scattering signature of radar
targets. The PTD does not include higher order edge diffractions or creeping wave
effects. These codes do not model the scattering from extended targets. The incident
radiatior, is assumed to be a uniform plane wave with constant magnitude and
polarization over the target surface, and the scattered radiation is assumed to be a
spherical wave emanating from a single location. Also, these models do not currently
possess the capability to comprehensively analyze rough surfaces in that no
incoherent scattering pheonomena are modeled. However, the Xpatch code does have the
capability to associate a user-defined reflection coefficient with the scattering
surface as discussed in section 2.4. Some of the assumptions, limitations, and
modeling features of these codes are discussed in the following sections.

2.1 MISCAT

The MISCAT scattering code was written by Northrop Corporation for the U.S. Army
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Missile and Space Intelligence Center (MISC) [I]. The code was written for the
purpose of calculating the RCS of complex airborne targets such as aircraft and
missiles.

The current version of the code [2) calculates the RCS of conducting or coated
conducting targets. The RCS calculation can be monostatic or bistatic, and both
co-polarized and cross-polarized scattering signatures can be determined. The target
geometry is modeled as a set of primitives (plates, polygonal cylinders, elliptical
cylinders, and bodies specified by surface contours) and the total body RCS is
obtained by coherently summing the contribution due to each geometrical primitive.

The code can be used to predict the scattering signature of convex targets. Its
major limitations are in the shadowing calculation and single-bounce scattering
assumption. The shadowing of a facet is calculated using only the facet normal
vector. That is, the shadowing of one portion of the body by another portion is not
analyzed. Another limitation of the code comes about due to the method employed to
describe the target geometry. The format employed is quite general but also quite
bulky and no automatic edge/wedge extraction feature is provided. (If the target
under consideration can be modeled using some of the higher-order geometrical
primitives, then an automatic wedge contribution calculation can be performed.) The
code is quite useful for the purpose for which it was intended -- analysis of
airborne targets. However, analysis of these target at aspects associated with body
inlets, cavities, and other interacting surfaces can not be performed reliably.

2.2 NRCPTD

This acronym (NRCPTD) is used to signify the author's efforts at RCS prediction
of complex targets [3). At present, NRCPTD is not a single code but consists of
separate modules for analyzing different contributions of the scattering process.
Some of the features of these codes will now be discussed.

The physical optics (PO) currents depends upon an approximation of the
geometrical optics (GO) field on the surface of the illuminated region of the target.
When the body can be approximated by a perfect electric conductor (PEC), the GO field
is just twice the tangential incident magnetic field since the total tangential
electric field is zero on the surface of the body. To allow for the modeling of
nonperfectly conducting bodies as well as RAM coated targets, we have utilized the
exterior equivalent Fresnel reflection coefficients to obtain the GO surface field.

The material composition of the target can be quite general but not completely
arbitrary. The target can consist of PEC components and/or conducting components
coated with arbitrary dielectric layers and/or lossy dielectric components coated
with dielectric layers. Transparent body components can not be treated with this
code.

There exists a shadow boundary on the target which divides the illuminated
region from the shadowed region. For a simple convex body, we can distinguish
between the illuminated and shadowed regions by use of the body's normal vector. If
the target is complex, more elaborate steps can be taken to identify the illuminated
portion of the body. The method implemented in this model is approximate but still
quite useful. It consists of treating each facet of the target as hidden or
illuminated dependent upon whether the centroid of the facet is hidden or
illuminated. Clearly, this is an approximation but one that can be used to obtain
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any desired level of accuracy by adjusting the facet size. We have also retained the
simpler, and computationally faster, surface normal approximation to the shadowed
region as a user option.

In using the PTD to approximate the high-frequency scattering signature of a
target, it is necessary to know the location and orientation of the geometrical
discontinuities (wedges and edges) on the body. In this code an algorithm was
implemented to extract exterior wedges and edges (wedges with zero interior angle)
from a facet file. The extraction routine locates connected facets and then checks
the angle between the adjoining facet normals to decide if a "true" wedge or edge is
formed. The angle between the normals for which a wedge is determined is a
user-defined parameter and can be set based on how finely the target is discretized.

Since the wedge extraction algorithm looks for wedges and edges when the
vertices of two connected facets are the same, it is possible to construct a wedge
geometry that the algorithm will not process correctly. For instance, when a wedge
is formed by two facets whose vertices are offset such that the wedge does not run
the full length of both facets, the wedge will not be found.

In summary, this code employs the PTD to predict the scattered field and
associated RCS of complex targets. The target is modeled by a set of triangular
facets. The total body contribution is obtained by summing the contribution due to
each facet. The facets can be conducting or can be coated with material layers.
Geometrical optics is used to approximate the surface field on the target. From the
GO surface field, the equivalent currents are calculated. Integrating over the
equivalent currents provides the PO approximation to the scattered field. Edge
effects can be included for conducting body components. The RCS determined by the
code can be monostatic or bistatic and both co-polarized and cross-polarized
scattering signatures can be calculated. Angle scans and frequency sweeps can be
easily performed.

2.3 McPTD

McPTD consists of a family of component computer codes for the high-frequency
computation of the scattered field/RCS of complex targets [41. The codes were
written primarily by S. W. Lee at the University of Illinois and have undergone
several upgrades since they were first distributed in 1990. They are currently being
distributed by Dr. Lee's company, DEMACO, and by the electromagnetic code consortium
(EMCC).

The codes analyze the scattering from a variety of geometrical components
ranging from flat facets to numerically-defined, CAD-generated surfaces. A main
routine exists for the summation of the field scattered from the different target
components.

The primary limitations of the code lie in its inability to model
multiple-bounce scattering mechanisms and in its shadowing capability. While the
ability to perform accurate shadowing is available, the code uses an inefficient
process, just as in NRCPTD. Nevertheless, McPTD is a more sophisticated modeling
tool than both MISCAT and NRCPTD discussed previously.

Since the McPTD family of codes is written by the same author as the Xpatch
codes to be discussed next, no numerical results generated via McPTD will be given
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here. Also, McPTD is essentially a subset of the more sophisticated modeling tool,

Xpatch.

2.4 Xoatch

Xpatch consists of a set of codes written primarily by S. W. Lee [51. The codes
analyze the scattering signatures of complex targets in both the frequency and time
domains. Shown in Table 1 is a list of some of the capabilities of the various
Xpatch modules.

Notice that Xpatchl and Xpatch2 are frequency-domain codes while Xpatch3 and
Xpatch4 are time-domain codes. Although conversion from one domain to another can be
accomplished via the Fourier transform, each domain offers computational advantages.
For instance, modules 3 and 4 are time-domain codes and do not easily model material
parameters.

The Xpatch codes provide for a range of target modeling geometrical primitives.
Modules I and 3 employ a triangular facet description of the target geometry in ACAD
format [6]. (These ACAD facet files can be easily converted to formats applicable
for input to MISCAT and NRCPTD). Modules 2 and 4 employ a numerical description of
the target surface. The initial graphics exchange specification (IGES) can be used
to describe target geometries to the code. Also, the code can utilize constructive
solid geometry (CSG) models created with BRL-CAD (71.

The frequency-domain codes (modules I and 2) can model the edge diffraction
contribution for conducting edges. This contribution is for a single-bounce
interaction. That is, only the field originally incident on the target can produce
an edge diffraction contribution. Parameter extraction for wedges and edges can be
performed by a component preprocessing code.

All modules of the Xpatch family can utilize a shooting and bouncing ray (SBR)
algorithm (8,91. In this approach a dense grid of rays is shot at the target. The
rays are traced throughout the target using GO and then a PO integration over the
equivalent currents on the last interacting surface is performed. Perfect
specularity is assumed in the ray tracing. Shadowing is automatically performed in
the SBR analysis.

When using facet models generated via CAD packages, errors in the direction of
the facet normal vectors is a common occurrence. Using the Xpatch codes in SBR mode
eliminates the need to know the direction of the facet normal vector.

Another feature of the Xpatch code is its capability to read a set of angular
and frequency dependent reflection coefficients and associate these coefficients with
various facets on the target. These coefficients are then used in the ray tracing
and equivalent current computation. It appears feasible to use this feature of the
code to model the reduction in the coherent component of the RCS of a slightly rough
target. This has application in the millimeter wave (MMW) region of the spectrum.

The documentation provided with the Xpatch codes is currently limited. No
comprehensive technical description of the techniques and approximations employed is
given. However, some documentation is given within the input file structure as well
as in an example problem set provided with the codes. For researchers already
familiar with the modeling of high-frequency electromagnetic scattering, enough
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documentation is provided to enable the user to become proficient with the code.

The Xpatch codes are currently being utilized on Silicon Graphics machines. The
main routines are written in FORTRAN and can be ported to other machines with minimal
effort. If a PC is to be used, then a compiler is needed that can access extended
memory. Some utility codes (format conversion, wedge parameter extraction, etc.
are written in C and no source code is provided.

The Xpatch codes have other features which have not been fully discussed here.
For some comparisons of measured results to numerical Xpatch simulations, the reader
can consult some recent literature (101.

2.5 Numerical Results

In this section some numerical results will be considered. These examples serve
as a partial validation of the newer codes against the more established models and
also illustrate some of the features and limitations of the codes. The frequency of
the incident radiation in the following examples is taken to be 1.0 GHz in all cases
and is chosen for illustration purposes. While the PTD would provide a more accurate
estimate of the true RCS of the targets considered below if the frequency were
increased an order of magnitude, the resulting plots would be unnecessarily dense.
Hence, the lower frequency was preferred for these comparisons.

Numerical comparisons other than the ones shown below have been made. While
some of these comparisons have utilized more complex and realistic geometric models,
the resulting predictions are readily extrapolated from the examples given below.
Please note that in making comparisons with the Xpatch codes, only results generated
via Xpatchl will be shown here. The other Xpatch modules have many interesting
features and capabilities as outlined above but tend to be beyond the scope of this
comparison.

2.5.1 PEC Plate

Consider the thin square plate shown in Fig. 1. It is 1.0 m on a side and is
taken to be perfectly conducting. The co-polarized monostatic RCS of the plate has
been calculated using the scattering codes and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The
incident field is a vertically polarized plane wave. The zenith angle is e = 900
(x-y plane) and the azimuth angle is varied from 0 0 (broadside) to 900 (grazing).

The calculations were performed using the PTD and for reference purposes the
method of PO (no edge contribution). Notice that at broadside, the RCS has a value
of 21.4 dBsm and agrees with the analytical PO result of 4t(Ap/x), where Ap is the
area of the plate and A is the wavelength of the incident radiation. Furthermore,
notice that the first sidelobe is 13.2 dB down from the maximum as is typical for
rectangularly-shaped scatterers and uniformly illuminated apertures. The PO result
is a fairly accurate estimate for the first few sidelobes except in the prediction of
the nulls. After the first few lobes, the edge starts to dominate the response and
the PO approximation yields an inaccurate result. Finally, notice that for this
simple target, all three PTD scattering codes agree well for all aspects considered.

2.5.2 RAM Coated Plate

In this example a coated body will be analyzed. Consider the rectangular plate
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shown in Fig 3. The plate is of width 2.0 in and height 3.0 m and is coated with a
broadband RAM.. Uhe coating is 1.0 cm thick with relative permittivity and
permeability of er A r = 2 - j 5. This RAM does not exist in practice but is used

for the purpose of illustration.

The PO approximation to the co-polarized (VV) monostatic RCS of the coated plate
has been computed and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The zenith angle is held
constant at e - 90 (x-y plane) and the azimuth angle is scanned from 00 to 90. Shown
for comparison is the PO approximation to the RCS of a PEC plate of the same size.
Notice that the RAM coating significantly reduces the RCS from that of the uncoated
plate. At -normal incidence, the amount of reduction is seen to be 18.2 dB
corresponding to the reduced Fresnel reflection coefficient. As in the previous
example, the first si( '-be is 13.2 dB down from the maximum and the first null
occurs at an azimuth rigle of # - sin- 1(A/2w) where w is the width of the plate.
Observe that all scattering models again produce equivalent results in this case.

2.5.3 Dihedral Corner

Consider the dihedral corner reflector shown in Fig. 5. It is of length 2.0 m
in each of the x, y, and z dimensions. The co-polarized (VV) monostatic RCS of the
corner has been calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The zenith angle is
held constant at 0 = 90°(x-y plane) and the azimuth angle is varied from 00 (normal
to face 2) to 90 (normal to face 1). Only scattering from the interior of the
corner has been considered and all edge diffraction effects have been ignored.
Although edge diffraction effects can be important for scattering from the exterior
corner (wedge), the single and double-bounce scattering mechanisms dominate the
response of the interior corner.

Shown in Fig. 6 are the results of three different solution procedures. First,
the analytical solution to the RCS is shown. This represents the combined
single-bounce PO approximation and the double-bounce GO/PO approximation. Also shown
in this figure is the single-bounce approximation available with any of the codes.
Finally, the Xpatch code was used in SBR mode (SBR/2 BOUNCE) to approximate the RCS
of the corner. In the SBR mode, 10 rays/wavelength were shot at the target and 2
bounces were allowed. Notice the results of the SBR analysis agree very well with
the analytical result. Furthermore, notice that the single-bounce PO approximation
is inadequate for describing the response of the interior corner over most of the
aspects shown.

The Xpatch code is the only model considered that can provide an adequate
description of the response of the dihedral corner. The other scattering codes
considered (MISCAT, McPTD, and NRCPTD) do not attempt to analyze multiple bounce
scattering. While the effect of multiple bounces is not always an important
contributory mechanism, the errors introduced by neglecting them can, for some
targets, be significant.

The SBR mode of the Xpatch code requires that a dense grid of rays be shot at
the target. The density of the ray grid governs the accuracy of the approximation
with a dense grid providing more accurate results than a coarse grid. In the
previous example, the density of the grid was 100 rays per square wavelength. Shown
in Fig. 7 is the RCS of the corner calculated via Xpatch in SBR mode using a grid
density of 2 rays/wavelength (4 rays per square wavelength). Also shown for
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comparison purposes is the analytical calculation of the RCS. Notice that the Xpatch
solution is degraded somewhat from the previous example but still provides what for
some cases could be an adequate approximation.

2.6 Model Survey Summary

A summary of the capabilities and limitati6nS of the various codes discussed in
this report is given in Table 2. Of the codes considered, MISCAT is currently the
most trusted (for a limited set of targets) and best documented while Xpatch provides
the most comprehensive modeling features. Xpatch has the capability to model
multiple bounce scattering as well as shadowing. While NRCPTD and McPTD can perform
global shadowing checks, they are not as efficient in this regard as the Xpatch
codes.
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Table 1. Capabilities of Xpatch family of scattering codes.

Code Xpatchl Xpatch2 Xpatch3 Xpatch4
Feature

Domain Frequency Frequency Time Time

Modeling Facet CSGIIGES Facet CSG/IGES
Primitives
Coatings Yes Yes No No

Edge Yes Yes No No
Diffraction
Shadowing Yes Yes Yes Yes

Multiple Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bounces

Uses RCS and RCS and Range profile Range profile
_Range Profile Range Profile and SAR* & SAR*

* Nat conventionA SAR but images are similar.

Table 2. Capabilities of EM scattering codes surveyed.

Feature Surface Wedge Wedge Global Multiple
Coatings Extraction Effects Shadowing Bounces

Code _PE_)

MISCAT Yes No Yes No No

NRCPTD Yes Yes Yes Yes* No

McPTD Yes Yes Yes Yes* No

Xpatch Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N Not handled as well as in Xpatch
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Fig. 2. Co-polarized (W) monostatic RCS of a square (Im x ia)
conducting plate. The zenith angle is held constant at 0 a 90 and
the azimuth angle Is varied from 0 to 90.
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Fig. 4. PO approximation to the RCS of the RAM coated plate. Shown
for comparison is the PO approximation to the RCS of a PEC plate of
the same size.
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Is compared to the single-bounce P0 solution and a double-bounce SDR
solution calculated using 10 rays/wavelength.
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Fig. 7. Co-polarized (W) monostatic RCS of the dihedrai corner
reflector obtained from an analytical solution and the SBR technique

with 2 rayswavelength.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF SCATTERING
BY FINITE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING CYLINDERS

WITH VARYING CROSS-SECTION

KRISHNA M. PASALA, PH.D. CARLOS R. ORTIZ
University of Dayton Wright Labs

Electrical Engineering Department Wright Patterson AFB
Dayton, Ohio 45469-0226 Dayton, Ohio 45433-7408

A5S7RACT In this paper we consider the problem of In this paper, we are interested in computing the
scattering from a class of three dimensional (3-D) targets scattered field from a class of 3-D targets which are finite
wkickh are finite cylinders but whose cross-section vatrs cylinders but whose cross-section may vary along the axis of
along the axis of the structure. We devise a technique the structure [15]-[17]. The technique itself is valid for
wkereln the solution to thls 3-D problem is reduced to a targets that are made of metal, dielectric or both, though, we
sequence of two dinm sloinal (2-D) problem. Solutions of are only interested in perfectly conducting targets for the
2-D problems ar easier to obtain than the solutions of-D present. While the target is 3-D, the induced currents are
pWrldem and further a variety of well established 2-D determined by solving a sequence of 2-D problems.
methods are avalable. This procedure results in a Efficient numerical techniques and codes [4], [51 are
dramatic reduction in computational complexity and also available to solve these 2-D problems. The notion of using
makes the technique suitable for inplementation on 2-D solutions to solve 3-D problems is often used in the
conmuters with kigkhyparald architectures. A number of context of GTD, except that the solutions in this case are
targea with ogiva and eiptica cro-seions were built analytic and are based on asymptotic approximations [12].
and their back-scattered RCS was measured t 3, 6 and 10 Kumar has solved the problem of radiation from tapered
GHz. Goodagreemsenbweencomputedandexperianetal dielectric rod antenna [18], by using the known solution to
results is obtained validating the technique described here. the underlying 2-D problem. Lai et. al. [19] have

determined the scattering from straight dielectric structures
I. INTRODUCTION by solving the underlying 2-D problem.

It is frequently of interest to compute the scattering A number of models were fabricated. Some of
from three dimensional (3-D) targets with rather arbitrary these models are thin while others are bulbous. Some
shape. While a number of numerical techniques exist [1]- models have sharp edges while others are rounded.
[I I] to solve two dimensional (2-D) problems efficiently, Measurements of backscattered RCS were made on these
relatively few techniques are available to solve the 3-D targets at 3, 6 and 10 GHZ and for both horizontal and
problems. Some of the methods are based on integral vertical polarizations. These measured results are compared
equations such as the surface patch code [6], [7]; others are with results predicted by the theory described in this paper.
based on solving the Maxwell's equations directly as in the Overall, excellent agreement is obtained between computed
FD-TD method [8), [9]. Codes that consider bodies of and experimental results. A salient feature of the method is
revolution are also available [101, [1i]. Inevitably, 3-D codes the numerical efficiency. Computations are typically carried
demand large amounts of CPU time of powerful machines out using a PC. One of the typical cases consists of a target
even for targets that are of moderate size. In addition to that is approximately 30X2 in surface area. To compute the
numerical techniques, high frequency techniques such as monostatic backscattered RCS over a range of 180 different
GTD, UTD or PTD [12), [131 may be used advantageously angles of incidence, the CPU time required, on a Zenith
in cases where the targets are electrically large and when the Z386/25 PC with Weitek co-processor, is under three
requisite diffraction coefficients are available. Diffraction minutes! It may also be noted that the algorithm described
coefficients are not always available, however, as when the here is specially suited for implementation on a parallel
target is made of a dielectric, for instance. By combining machine with many processors because each of the 2-D
numerical techniques with asymptotic techniques in problems may be solved by a separate processor
appropriate fashion, hybrid methods [14] are realized which simultaneously and independent of the other 2-D problems.
may be used to solve a wider class of problems.
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L. TllOR¥ f f•,) =J(',z)i , hM.z'<jh., (2)

In this section we describe a technique to obtain the
induced curnmts on a hstum of arbitrary c -section The unit vector f is as shown in Fig. I. For an
illuminated by a plane wave as shown in Fig. I. We also

observation point p" that is on the m' contour,

+f (p ) ; .(.) •, z'=h. (3)

For an observation point p' that is on the (m+l)* contour,

. f(p) z'h.I (4)

a..,. --- ."- • The currents J.(O) and J .,(0) are obtained by solving 2-D
- -, problems. For p arbitrary, say on the m* block (hl i<

"-, h..j, J(,) remains unknown but may be approximated in
2 . terms of the known currents J.(#) and J,*(#). Given that

the m* block is electrically small, the magnitude and phase
,e x_ .. L -- 0 of the current may be assumed to vary linearly between m*

S- ,. and (m+l) contours. This gives,

s(T -J ) .(O)l eI ') + at e (*" (

FONE 1. FRUlSTUM OF ,qAMMTA C hO <z/<hm'

Where,

enumerate an efficient method to compute the field radiated JJ(Ot) = j],(•• I e AM
by these induced curmts. The frustum is divided into a
number of electrically small blocks bounded by cross-
sectional contours as shown in Fig. 1. Block numbered "i" W = '-i

is bounded by cross-sectional contours numbered "m" and Sh-- h
"(m+l)'. These contours need not be similar. The ciurent
on any contour, say the m6 contour, is taken to be the same - S. h
as tha on a infinitely long cylinder (shown with dashed *- - (z'-h.)
line in Fig. 1) with the same cross section and subject to the
same illumination. This is a 2-D problem and may be
solved readily and efficiently. Thus, determining the current U1,. = IJ,., I - 1J. I
induced on a frustum is reduced to solving a sequence of 2-
D problems. In order to determine the scattered field, we 8St, =t. . - 'P,.
need to know the induced current at every point on the
scatter" such as p on the m* block. This current is Sh, = h.. -h, (6)
obtained, approximately, in terms of the current on the m*
contour. The details depend upon the polarization of the In Equation (5), the change in magnitude Bi is quite small
incident wave and we discuss here both the TM and TE and may be neglected; however, the change in phase may
polarizations, not be neglected. Thus,

2.1 TM Polarization: Induced Currents: J(e) 0.IS,(4l • *' .*)

The electric field of the incident plane wave is ei'*

parallel to the axis of the frustum and is given by, According to Equation (7), the current on the contour
through p' (refer to Fig. I) may be taken to be the same as

g = Eo pjkp" #,) f . (I) that on the mi' contour with the addition of the phase factor
e'. The change in phase 6# may be computed from

Eo is the amplitude of the incident field, k is the propagation Equation (6). It is highly desirable to find a closed form
constant and O, is tne angle of incidence. For an arbitrary expression for 64. This may be accomplished if one
observation point pl, the current is given by, assumes that 64, is simply the difference in the phase of the
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incident field on the tn" contour and the contour through p 2.2 TM Polarization: Scattered Field:
(dased contour, Fig. I). With this assumption, 4 is given
by (refer to Fig. 2), The z-component of the scattered field from the mn

8# - k -) d(z~) .(8) 
block, E. is given by,

f h2 -* .. r )I -Ar
E. -jil '" f da'

The vector 9, is the unit vector in the direction of 4irr

propagation and is given by,

, - cow, i - sin#e, . (9) = - fk'q f 2 fh**(j (y(0)

Also, as shown in Fig. 2, (12)

eAd 0)(z' 1h)'y(*') e * (4t)dr 'vI4O'
d(z) : p.(#) - p,(# 4,r

(z'- h,) tany(o) (10) In the far field, making the usual far field approximations,
we obtain,

and is a measure of the taper of the m* block at = '..

Finally, the currenrt is given by, e - e e e . (13)

) = , • ''' (11) Note that,

r distance from the source point to the observation point,
ro = distance from the origin to the observation point, and
*o= azimuthal coordinate of the observation point.

A' Referring to Fig. 2, we obtain,

..-p'/) = p',,, _ (z'_hm)tany(•/) .(14)

Le4

C, - cos(#o-4)')1 tany(#) (15)

and

F(46) Secy(-(") J.0s( 4) t( . (16)

Now, the scattered field from the me block may be obtained
as,

V"= -k, (17)
X wee .•where,

- f', F(O ) tanY(4()d#' ' (z'-hm)ejI( dz'

(IS)

FGURE 2. GEOMETRY FOR EVALUATING PHASE FACTOR Note that in Equation (I8), variations with respect to -" and
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a m separated. Further more, integrations with respect to 2.4 TE Polarization: Scattered Field:
z may be carried out in closed form to yield,

M f p 2V~ d' Using the far field approximations, the z-component of the
SF(••p' (O)t(O) dO scattered magnetic field due to the m" block, ff, may be

expressed as,

2V Ha, = jk (24)
-f4 F(*')tany(,O) Q2(#') d.0' .(19) HDTE-- ~ .(4

Where,
Where,

ins *,c Sh TE = ' X~ [f 4' ~ ~/Q,~p,,.'d6
&.e 22) (20).2

(kc I)t- - f#,A [fO X agO4/ .az F(R'tany(O)Q2(4) d4' J 25)

and The functions F(#), Qi(#) and Q2(ý) are defined in

Equations (16), (20) and (21). The total scattered field may
be obtained by summing up the contributions from all the

A skcl-) blocks comprising the target.

k -kc",) (21 3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

2 ) In order to test the theory described in Section 2, a
number of models which are finite cylinders with varying

Thus, to compute the scattered field from the m* block, it is cross-section were built. Two basic cross-sectional shapes
only necessary to carry out one numerical integration with were adopted. These are the circular ogive and the ellipse.
respect to the azimuth. The scattered field from the target The ogival geometry leads to a target with edges while the
as a whole may be obtained by summing the field from all elliptical cross-section is used to devise targets that simulate
the blocks. The number of blocks are taken to be the behavior of rounded edges. While all the targets with
sufficiently large to yield a converged scattered field. ogival cross-section are chosen to be "thin" blade like

targets, some elliptical targets are thin and others are
2.3 TE Polarization: Induced Currents: bulbous. Thus, a variety of models were fabricated. Typical

geometries of these models are shown in Fig. 3. These
For the TE polarization, the magnetic field of the targets are completely characterized by specifying the five

incident plane wave is parallel to the axis of the cylinder and parameters, L,, DI, L2, D2 and H. In this study, the height,
is given by, H, of all the targets is taken to be 18 cm, which is six

wavelengths at 10 GHz. Different tapers are obtained by
gi. = H0 ejk"#(i) £ (22) changing L•, D, and L2, D2. It may be noted that the slant

angle -y is a function of azimuth. In the case of elliptical
At an observation point p on the mb block, the induced targets, the ratio of minor to major axis, may be controlled
current is givers by, to obtain a "thin" or "bulbous" target. Three ogival targets

and four elliptical targets were built initially. However, for
f(p ) = J(O) e a'4)O()) (23) the sake of brevity we present here the results corresponding

to three ogival cylinders and two elliptical targets. The

The unit vector &4r(46) depends upon the azimuthal nominal dimensions of these cylinders are listed in Table I.
The actual dimensions realized after the fabrication process

coordinate of the observation and is shown in Fig. i. All are also given (in parentheses) in Table I. It may be readily
other variables of interest in Equation (23) were previously seen that there are discrepancies between the actual and

defined in section 2. 1. Note that, as before, 8! Is nominal dimensions of the target. These discrepancies are
due to the fabrication process used.

neglected in obtaining Equation (23).
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4. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The back scattercd RCS of the five targets in Table-
I was measured in the Multi-Spectral Measurement facility

• odus-o," at the Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB). These

measurements were made at three different frequencies, 3,6,
and 10 GHz, and also for both TE and TM polarizations.
That is, a total of thirty scattering patterns were measured.

z D -Based on the theory presented here, scattering patterns were
computed for each of these thirty cases. All the scattering

*broadside* patterns shown here are computed in the azimuthal plane
(a) because the measured patterns corresponded to this plane.

However, the scattering pattern in any plane may be
v LZ I computed since the method determines the current on the

- -__ target. The underlying 2-D problems of scattering by
-- - - -•2 cylinders of arbitrary cross-section illuminated by TE and

TM polarizations were solved by using the method of
moments (MOM). The particular versions of the MOM and
the corresponding codes are described in [4] and [5] for TE

N and TM polarizations respectively. The computed scattered
field depends upon the number of blocks into which the

-•--: _ _target is divided. Numerical experiments are carried out to- - "D, ensure the convergence of the scattered field as the number

,0 -- of blocks (of equal height) is increased. Indeed, good
l tconvergence is obtained and for the targets under

consideration, a block size of about X/4 or shorter appears to
(b) yield good results. All the computational results shown here

nMaUoV wT s W0WALen, t •ft* rA R are based on subdividing the target models into 24 blocks of
equal height, which is a block size of V/4 at 10 Ghz.

Table 1: Dimensions of Target Models
Model No. Cross- L D! L2 D2 H

Section Cm MM Cm MM Cm

O1 Ogive 7.5 6.3 6 5 I8

(7.52) (7.24) (6.03) (6.35) (18)

02 Ogive 8.7 7.5 6 5 18

(8.96) (7.9) (5.99) (5.74) (18.01)

03 Ogive 9 7.5 6 5 18

(9.02) (7.93) (6.0) (5.74) (18)

El Ellipse 7.5 6.3 6 5 18

(7.48) (6.81) (5.98) (5.74) (18.01)

E2 Ellipse 9 22.5 6 15 18

(8.9) (20.0) (5.9) (12.62) (17.98)
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We present here the results of both the theoretical 40

and experimental work described. However, thirty scattering TM 20&XAIKTZVLR~~o

patterns are too many to be presented in a conventional
fashion. Instead, the data has been presented in the form of o
five graphs, (Fig. 4 to Fig. 8) with each graph corresponding 2

to one target. In order to accomplish this, the following ~
conventions are used: All the targets are symmetric with 7 40-

respect to the "edge-on" angle of incidence and the "broad- *

side" angle of incidence. The edge-on angle of incidence is .a
taken to be 00 and the, broad-side angle of incidence is taken ~-
to be 90*. Hence, each of the Figs. 4-8 is divided into two *-1 ' - -

parts where the region corresponding to 0*-90* corresponds trjW3Gs- PD3=

to the TM polarization and the region corresponding to 900~--2 13306035.-.. PZ 603as -

I8o0 corresponds to the TEpolarization. For each target 110 -1 . ,I I I
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Abstract I Introduction

The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method

has found very wide applications in the analysis of has been demonstrated to be both powerful and ver-

electromagnetic scattering and radiation. The first satile for modeling complex electromagnetic prob-

and most important issue of the FDTD modeling lems [1]. However, a complex geometry has to be

is to decompose a computation space, containing a discretised first to apply the method. While there
given geometry, into FDTD unit cells. There are are many mesh generators developed primarily for
a few dedicated mesh generators which could dis- a finite element method, relatively few automatic

cretize the space into cells for general analysis. How- mesh generators are dedicated to the FDTD method.
ever, among FDTD applications, a large portion of Though an FDTD mesh is simpler and easier to gen-
them deal with objects structured primarily with erate, it has unique lattice-like features and needs
conducting and/or thin-dielectric plates, such as a some special consideration. Especially when the sur-

conducting sphere or cube, a cavity, an airplane, etc.. face of a geometry cannot be represented by simple

The mesh data necessary to input are those of node analytic formulas, an automatic mesh generator is
indices and material parameters on the object sur- necessary and desirable.
face. Consequently geometry modeling is essentially In most publications reporting FDTD applica-
to generate FDTD cells on the surfaces. For this tions, Yee's offset cube cell model [2] has been over-
purpose, a simple and effective algorithm capable whelmingly used. Based on the model, a compu-
of on-surface FDTD mesh generation is introduced tation domain is decomposed into a lattice of cube
based on a ray-tracing method. The algorithm pre- cells in Cartesian coordinates. As shown in Figure
sumes that the input geometry is described in poly- 1, for each unit cell, the electric and magnetic field
gons and lines which are often approximations of components are positioned so that not only central
smooth surfaces and thin wires. In output, the al- differences in space can be applied, but also the fun-
gorithm decomposes automatically the polygons and damental physical laws are naturally obeyed. Ge-
lines into on-surface cells compatible with, and read- ometry modeling or mesh generation of a complex
able by, an FDTD solver. The algorithm has been object is thus to establish an FDTD lattice of Yee's
coded in programs allowing effective and automatic cells and provide the position and medium param-
generation of surface cells on various high- or low- eters for each cell. At the same time, the object
end computer platforms. volume is best body-fitted with unit cells.

In an FDTD lattice, cells filling non-occupied

*This work was sponsored by the Advanced Helicopter space always have medium parameters of free space;
~ehctromagetics kAHE) Program and NASA Grant NAG- only their cell positions are important. Moreover, if
1-1082. a cell in the lattice is indexed by three indices which
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Yee's cells. The word "embed" means that a polygon
is approximated into stair-cased unit squares, each

Ex Eof which is aligned with a cell face. These squares
are best fit to the original polygon. To do so, we

x' project respectively the polygon onto three Carte-

Ysquares shaded by the projected polygon are identi-
fied. The distance of each shaded unit square to the

E, polygon in the projection direction is evaluated and
SY then the unit square is displaced the same distance

in the projection direction. How to judiciously iden-
I tify a unit square, which is covered by the projection

of a polygon, is the focus of the algorithm, which can
E resort to a ray-tracing method and the rules set inthe following sections.

Figure 1: FDTD unit cell - Yee's model Ray tracing method

Since any polygon with more than three vertices
are proportional to coordinates of the cell, its posi- can always be tessellated into triangles, it is suffi-
tion is then determined solely by the origin and the cient only to implement ray tracing on a triangle.
lattice constant (cell size). The burden of geome- Ray tracing is a well developed method to determine
try modeling lies in the provision of cell indices and whether a ray intersects with a triangle in the 3D
medium parameters of cells occupying object vol- space. As shown in Figure 2, a ray originates from
ume. In general, the cell data are generated from a point a on the yz plane with coordinates of (0j,k).
3D volume space and need large storage space. A given triangle has three vertices represented by

In a large portion of electromagnetic scatter- the three vectors o, p, and q. Its normal direction
ing and radiation problems a complex object is is given by
structured with shells of conducting and/or thin-
dielectric materials. Now the necessary input is n = (o - p) x (q - p) (1)
the indices and medium parameters of the cells dis-
tributed on the object surface. Thus it is appropri- If an intersect point is represented by vector r, then
ate to generate only on-surface mesh cells. Conse- vector r must satisfy
quently, very efficient algorithms can be developed n r + e 0 (2)
and implemented even on a very low-end personal
computer. where c is the distance of the triangle to the origin

This paper presents a program developed at Ari- which can be obtained from -n p. In Figure 2, one
zona State University to generate automatically can see that
three-dimensional surface FDTD meshes for com-
plex objects. The program is based on an efficient r - p = a(q - p) + fl(o - p) (3)
ray-tracing method [3], and has been tested in vari-
ous numerical simulations [4]. and the intersection distance d is given by

d = -(c+n.s)/n.j (4)

2 Algorithm Development with i being a unit vector in the ray direction.
The sole condition which guarantees that the in-

As a starting point, the algorithm assumes that a Te secoitinsid h trangl e is[

given surface geometry can be approximated by a

cluster of polygons and lines. More accurate geome- a >_ 0, (3 _ 0, and a + 3 1 1 (5)
try modeling usually requires larger amount of poly-
gons. Their mesh generation is actually to embed Thus a ray that intersects with a triangle can be
these polygons and lines into an FDTD lattice of identified from the solution of a and 3 in (3). To
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gential boundary condition in the FDTD solu-Z tion procedure. Otherwise,

. no squares and edges are displaced

p S (0, J, k) The output of a square is different from that of

am a short segment. A square output will inform an

0 FDTD solver to force boundary conditions at all four
edges, while a short segment will inform the solver

0 r Y to force boundary conditions only at the segment.

q The second problem in rounding off a triangle to
FDTD cells is to round off the triangle vertices to

k Az the nearest cell nodes. It is considered necessary
.. for the rules established above to be implemented

without complication. Otherwise, more possibilities,
concerning how a unit square is covered by a trian-
gle, need to be considered in the algorithm. It should

Figure 2: Illustration of a ray-trace algorithm be noted that before rounding off its vertices, the tri-
angle has to be displaced to yield a least rounding-off
error. This fact is best illustrated in Figure 3 where

solve a and 6 from (3), only two component equa- a triangle is rounded off to unit squares and edge
tions are required. By referring to Figure 2, the y segments. Figure 3(a) is an original triangle. Its ver-
and z components of (3) can be utilized as tices are rounded off to nearest nodes in Figure 3(b),

and applying the above rules results in an FDTD
r- Pz = ,(q3 - p,) + •(o 3 - pz) (6) lattice compatible triangle as shown in Figure 3(c).
- p1  = ct(qy - py) + i3(o, - p,) (7) However, if the triangle in Figure 3(a) is displaced

first as shown in Figure 3(d) and then rounded off
All vector component coordinates in (6) and (7) are as in Figure 3(e), the resulting approximate triangle
known, therefore a and 6 can be directly solved, in Figure 3(f) is substantially different from that in
Subsequently it can be determined whether the ray, Figure 3(c).
originating from (0, j, k), intersects with the trian- A complex structure consists of a cluster of poly-
gle. gons and lines. Any displacement should be applied

to all polygons and lines. The criterion governing
Rounding off a triangle the displacement is to minimize the overall vertex

From the established ray tracing method, it can rounding-off error. Minimization of the global vertex

be determined whether a ray hits a triangle, or in rounding-off error is a least square problem the solu-

other words, whether the point s is covered by the tion of which could be very time consuming. When

projection of the triangle on the yz plane, as shown one is concerned about development of an efficient

in Figure 2. To approximate a triangle by stair-cased algorithm, it is only necessary to minimize the global

square cell faces, we need to find all squares, which rounding-off error in subdomains. For example, the

are displaced cell faces in the projection direction, absolute global error in rounding vertices to their

covered by the projection of the triangle. However, nearest cell nodes can be considered in one dimen-

to determine whether a unit square is covered by sion at a time and defined as

a triangle, some rules need to be established. The N

rules used in this algorithm include: Cr = Min I r - a. - Round fri, - d?•]I (8)

"* if the center of the square is covered by the pro-
jection, then the square is displaced. Otherwise, where N is the total number of vertices of all poly-

gons, ri, is the z coordinate of the ith vertex, and
"* if a center of one of the edges of the square is hit dJ, is a displacement in z direction which is the x-

by the triangle, the edge (short line segment) is distance needed to round off the jth vertex to its
displaced. The edge will be used to force tan- nearest node. The Round operator in (8) rounds an
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latc This procedure is then repeated for both the e di-tri -) () trection and t direction. The resulting dh, 4, and
Round - -off the triangle (in -i-g --h --t- -s ) to , d define the global displacement of the object.a I I I I S I
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a At low frequencies, thin wire antennas are very"o-- tr--gle f often employed. The geometry of a thin wire can be

tn he c th yree-iesoa spaedand imleene in n the

___ a' modeled by a line. For tangential boundary condi-
, I I ' j , tions to be applied on the wires, their representative

L_- _L ._ ___.__ o_ _m ._ . lines have to be compatible with the FDTD lattice

(c) lattice is only allowed to run through cell edges due

Figure 3: Algorithm illustration for rounding off a in a two-dimensional space. A line is in the direction
triangle, a) A triangle projected onto a coordinate I. If the inner product ofl.i is greater than l-, a unitplane; b) Bound off the vertices of the triangle; c) line segment in & direction is chopped off. The line is
Bound off the triangle (in light shadow) to FDTD terminatedl at a new end. Repeating the procedure
cell compatible squares (in dark shadow); d) Dis leads to a mig-zag line which is a digitized line with all
place the triangle first; e) Then round off the vertices its segments aligned with either the & or • direction.
of the triangle; f) After that round off the triangle. The same line digitizing rule has been applied to

the three-dimensional space and implemented in the
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Algorithm The first example is a perfectly conducting cube.
The edges of the cube are aligned with rectangular

To summarize, the algorithm proposed for an on- coordinate axes. The incident wave is in the -i di-
surface FDTD mesh generation can be presented as: rection. The geometry was originally presented in

1. Divide the surface of a given object into a clus- six squares as shown in Fig. 5(a). Its FDTD surface

ter of polygons and use different colors to iden- mesh is simple to generate since the FDTD cells can

tify different media. The shape and the number be naturally fitted to the cube surfaces. The bistatic

of utilized polygons determine the accuracy of RCS of the cube has been obtained via an FDTD

geometry modeling, solver, and compared with the solution by the Nu-
merical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) [5]. In the

2. Round off the vertices of each triangle to nearest NEC solution, the cube surface was modeled by a
mesh nodes (represented in integer indices) with wire frame mesh. It is seen from Fig. 5(b) that the
a minimal global rounding-off error respectively FDTD solution agrees very well with the NEC re-
in C, j and i directions. suits on both the E-plane (€ = 00) and the H-plane

3. Tessellate each polygon into triangles. If the (0 = 900).

vertices of the polygon are numbered clockwise The second example is a perfectly conducting

from I to N, then the tessellation is done by sphere. Its geometry was originally represented as a

connecting vertices i and j with duster of polygons as shown in Fig. 6(a). Its FDTD
surface mesh was generated and subsequently input

In - rjJ < In - rkl intoan FDTDsolver. The bistatic RCSofthe sphere
has also been obtained via the FDTD method and

fork,j (1,2...,N)andkj - , compared in Fig. 6(b) with the exact Mie theory.

4. Project each triangle, respectively, onto three The FDTD solution agrees well with the exact solu-
principal coordinate planes and scan the trian- tion on both the E-plane (0 = 00) and the H-plane
gle by using the ray-tracing method, as shown (0 - 900), though the stair-case approximation is
in Figure 2. When a ray in a normal direction not smoothly body-fitted.
originates from a node and hits the triangle, the Figure 7 shows the mesh generation for a scale
node indices i and j are collected and the dis- model helicopter. The helicopter geometry was
tance d between the ray intersection point and modeled in polygons, and then discretized into a sur-
the node is evaluated. Whether a ray hits the face mesh, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). The radiation
triangle can be determined via the criterion of patterns of a dipole mounted at the bottom center of
(5). the helicopter fuselage have been simulated and mea-

sured at 880 MHz. The FDTD simulation was con-
5. The intersection distance d is rounded off to the srda 8 ~.TeFT iuainwscn

nearest integer. The three integer indices (two ducted with two different cell sizes (A/16 and A/20),
neaestintge. Te tre inege idics (wo and the measurements were performed at NASA

from the coordinate plane and one from the dis- angle mesementere performdat NASA

tance), and the color of the intersection point Langley Research Center. The co-polarization Pat-

are output as a surface cell or a short segment. terns in roll and yaw planes are shown in Fig. 7(b)
and 7(c), respectively. The cross-polarization pat-

6. Repeat the above procedure for every triangle tern in yaw plane is shown in Fig. 7(d). It is suf-
and every polygon. ficient to see that all of the FDTD predictions are

consistent with the measurements.
7. Digitize a line into short FDTD cell compatible

segments, and output the indices and direction
of each individual segment. 4 Conclusion

3 Numerical Example Based on a ray-tracing method, an efficient surface
FDTD mesh generator has been developed. The

The above algorithm has been coded in both C and mesh generator can be used for a complex object
FORTRAN, and tested in various numerical simula- enclosed by conducting and thin-dielectric surfaces.
tions. For brevity, we only illustrate a few examples The high effciency of the algorithm allows the mesh
here. generation to be performed on a personal computer.
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Figure 5: Mesh generation for a conducting cube Figure 6: Mesh generation for a sphere and its
and its bistatic ROS solution. (a) A cube modeled bistatic RCS solution. (a) A sphere modeled in poly-
in six squares and its FDTD mesh; b) Bistatic RCS gons and its subsequent FDTD mesh; b) Bistatic
of the cube in the E-plane 0(q$-0) and the H-plane RCS of the sphere in the &-plane (#-00) and the

-900). H-plane ($=900).
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AUTHOR'S KIT FOR THE ACES JOURNAL

Information concerning the types of articles considered for publication by the ACES Journal are normally
printed on the two back cover pages of the Journal. Papers submitted for consideration for publication
may be in 12 point font size (or acceptable equivalent) and may be in one and a half or double line spacing
for the convenience of the reviewers. It is requested that intending author(s) for the Journal send four
copies of their article to the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal. Some additional information applicable to final
camera-ready copies is also provided on the back pages of the Journal. However, in response to many
enquiries from prospective authors it has been decided, for archival purposes, to publish copies of the
material sent to authors whose papers have been accepted for publication in the Journal. The kit
comprises the following:

1) ACES Copyright forms (these are regularly published in the Journal)
2) Page charge policy
3) A note concerning the preferred font sizes and lay-out for camera-ready Journal articles,
4) Specific requirements for camera-ready copies, and
5) Style requirements for Journal articles. The kit is subject to revision from time to time. Please note
that these requirements apply only to the final camera-ready copy. It is important to note that once a paper
has been accepted for publication, it will not be turned down because the author(s) is/are unable to meet
the requirements for the preferred font sizes or lay-out. Where necessary, every effort is made to assist
authors to produce acceptable camera-ready copy.

Duncan C. Baker
Editor-in-Chief, ACES Journal
EE Department, Univ of Pretoria
0002 Pretoria, South Africa. 16 May 1994

ACES JOURNAL PAGE CHARGE POLICY

EXCESSIVE LENGTH PAGE CHARGE POLICY: A mandatory EXCESSIVE LENGTH charge of $75.00
per page is required for each paper longer than twelve (12) printed pages where any author is an ACES
member, or eight (S) printed pages where no author is a member of ACES. If the author(s) will not
agree to pay the mandatory EXCESSIVE LENGTH page charges, the author(s) will be required to reduce
the final manuscript to twelve pages or less when any author is an ACES member, eight pages or less when
no author is a member of ACES, including all figures and illustrations, before the paper will be published.
The ACES Journal Editor-in-Chief may, at his discretion, waive the page limit for one paper per issue.

VOLUNTARY PAGE CHARGE POLICY: After a manuscript has been accepted for publication, the
company or institution designated by thefirst authorwill be requested to pay a charge of $75 per printed
page to partially cover the cost of publication. Page charges for the first twelve (12) pages where any
author is an ACES member, or first eight (8) pages where no author is a member of ACES, are not
obligatory nor is their payment a prerequisite for publication. EXCESSIVE LENGTH PAGE CHARGES
(see separate policy statement) apply to papers longer than twelve (12) pages when any author is an ACES
member, or eight (8) pages when no author is an ACES member, and are mandatory. Authors with
questions about ACES page charge policies should contact the ACES Journal Editor-in-Chief directly.

PRIORITY COURTESY GUIDELINE: The ACES Journal is subject to printed page limitations, by issue,
set annually by the ACES Executive Committee. The available pages for a given issue, therefore, may be
less than the total pages of accepted papers; whenever this occurs, (i) members of ACES and (iH) those
non-members who agree to pay Voluntary Page Charges for their full paper (all pages) will be given
priority for early publication. Publication of accepted papers from other non-members, in such
circumstances, will be deferred to the first subsequent issue with available pages.

last revision 21 March 1994
approved Pubs. Comm. 3/21/94
W. Perry Wheless, Jr.
ACES Editor-in-Chief
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PREFERRED FONT SIZES AND LAY-OUT FOR CAMERA-READY
ACES JOURNAL ARTICLES

Duncan C Baker, ACES Journal Editor-in-Chief

ABSTRACT This brief discussion for intending ACES These are:
Journal authors deals with the vexing question offonts, point
sizes and lay-out. It represents afirst attempt at optimising (a) typeface, or font
the use of available printed pages in the ACES Journal to the (b) size of type, or point size
benefit of all members and authors. The ultimate objective is (c) length of line (and words per line)
to be able to publish more worthy papers in the allocated (d) leading, or space between words
number of pages- without affecting the actual length (word (e) page pattern (including margins)
count) of the papers themselves. This should eventually lead (f) contrast of type of paper (including colour)
to faster turnaround time, cost savings and/or a regular (g) texture of paper
quarterly Journal The guidelines proposed are just that - (h) typographic relationships (heads, folios, etc), and
only guidelines. No author's work will be turned down (i) suitability of content.
because he/she is unable to adhere to the proposedformats.

2.2 Point size
1 INTRODUCTION

This document was produced using Wordperfect 5.1 along
Desktop publishing has become a reality for many authors. with an HP LaserJet 4P printer. It was originally printed on
There are a large number of word processing packages and A4 (European standard) paper but with the margins and page
printers such as laser or inkjet printers available. These make length set to conform to US standard size. The margin width
it possible for an author to produce a high quality camera- was set at 20 mm (about 3/4 inch), the column width at 85 mm
ready copy with minimal effort. In this brief discussion (about 3 3/8 inches) and the inter-column space at 6 mm
proposals are motivated for a number of preferred (about 1/4 inch). A variety of fonts in different point sizes
presentation formats for papers to be published in the ACES were available for use with the printer. There are 72 points
Journal. The pages saved in this way will be utilised to the per inch. Unless otherwise stated this document was prepared
benefit of ACES members and authors. More worthy papers in Times Roman (TR) font with proportional spacing and the
can be published on the same number of printed pages and the following point sizes. The title and author lines are in TR 12
Journal can more readily achieve its longterm objective of point. The body of the text is in TR 10 point.
becoming at least a quarterly publication.

resltin By way of comparison this specific sentence is

It is emphasised that, while the preferred formats will result in nte in TR 12 point.

substantial savings of printed pages without shortening the

actual text of a paper, no author will be discriminated In books intended for people over 60, the point size should not
against becase he or she does not have access to modern be smaller than II point. For adults with normal eyesight the
word processing and/or desktop publishing facilities. "apparently larger" 10 point typefaces are adequate (some

typefaces are more "open" than others). For reference, note
READABILITY AND LEGIBILITY that most hardcover books are set in 11 point, while

paperbacks with their enormous popularity are set in 10 or 9
2.1 Introduction point, and sometimes even 8 point. As can be seen from this

sentence set in 8 point TR, this point size is not nearly as comfortable to read
Readability and legibility are sometimes considered to be as the 9 or 10 point sizes.
synonymous. Of course, they are not. Legibility is the quality
of a typeface that makes it possible to read it, whereas 2.3 Pitch
readability is the characteristic of a body of type which makes
it comfortable to read. The ensuing discussion is based on Pitch refers to the spacing of words.

informadon available in texts on printing [1,2,31. Courier font with 10 characters

Readability is affected ultimately by no less than 9 factors. per inch (cpi), as used in this
sentence, certainly tends to

spread the document. Contrast the
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previous sentence with this one in Times Roman 12 (b) Paste-ups with the body of the text in 14 point

point with proportional spacing. This sentence, seriffed font, which after linear reduction to 71%
on the other hand, is prepared in becomes the equivalent of 10 point. The heading
Prestige Elite with 12 characters per should be in about 18 point size, which reducesto
inch. about 13 point. Consideration should be given to

providing the heading in suitably sized font in a
2.4 Serifs and sans-serif space left at the top of the document for those

authors lacking suitable facilities.
Serifs refer to the little finishing strokes at the ends of letters
in the typeface or font. These are in turn related to the (c) For those who cannot accommodate either of the
"certainty of deciphering", and thus the legibility. They help above formats, a 10 or 12 point seriffed font with
to differentiate individual letters. proportional spacing is suggested. If proportional

spacing is not available, suitable fonts with 10 or 12
It is important to note the following characters per inch are suggested. The smaller font

sizes should be given preference.
(a) sans-serif type (that without the serifs) such as

the Helvetica 10 point used in this sentence, is For comparison, the length of this note in different font styles
intrinsically less legible than seriffed type, is as follows:

(b) well-designed Roman upper or lower case seriffed Times Roman 12 point - 3 pages and about 1 inch
type is easier to read than any of its variants, e.g. of script,
italic, bold, CAPITALS, or various expanded or Courier 10 cpi - 3 pages and about
condensed versions,and 2 inches of script,

Prestige Elite 12 cpi - 2 pages and about
(c) words should be set closer to each other (about as far 7 inches of script, and

apart as the width of the letter T); and there should Helvetica 12 point - 3 pages and about 1 inch
be more space between the lines than between the of script
words.

3 RECOMMENDATIONS It is important to reiterate that no author will be deprived of
the possibility of publishing in the ACES Journal because of

While this has by no means been a comprehensive study of the a lack of suitable typing and/or word processing facilities

vexing question of the ideal font type, point size and lay-out, occasioned by adherence to the more stringent guidelines.

some clear recommendations can be made. These The above guidelines are proposed in the face of continuing

recommendations must be seen against the background of pressure for optimum usage of the available printed pages for

trying to achieve maximum advantage in order to stretch the the various issues. If an author is unable to meet the

available printed page allocation to allow more worthy papers suggested criteria, every effort will be made to assist him or

to be published. Another consideration is of course the her to produce an acceptable camera-ready copy.

desirable long term objective of producing at least a quarterly 4 REFERENCES
issue of the ACES Journal.

The recommendations are thus that provision should be made I'] M. Lee, 'Bookmaking: The Illustrated Guide to

for at least three paper presentation formats with the following Design/Production/Editing', R.R. Bowker Company,
order of preference: New York, 1979. ISBN 0-8352-1097-9.

(a) Double column presentation with a 10 point seriffed [2] R. McLean, The Thames and Hudson Manual of
type of font and proportional spacing; the heading Typography', Thames and Hudson, London, 1980.

should be in 12 or 14 point size. Margins and ISBN 0-500-68022-1.

column width have been discussed elsewhere inthese notes. [3] H. Williamson, 'Methods of Book Design', Yale
University Press, New Haven and London, 1983.
ISBN 0-300-02663-3.

<Revised - April 1994>
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APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS SOCIETY JOURNAL

REQUIREMENTS FOR CAMERA-READY COPY FOR ACES JOURNAL ARTICLES

Congratulations! Your paper has been accepted for Charge Policy'.
publication in the ACES Journal.

2. TYPES OF PAPER FOR THE DOCUMENT
In order that we may publish your paper promptly, please
prepare your final, camera-ready copy in accordance with the Special materials such as mats, other special forms, India Ink,
following instructions: and glossy prints ARE GENERALLY NOT REQUIRED. Any

plain white paper may be used. Note, however, the possible
I. PRESENTATION FORMAT exception of oversized paper referred to in paragraph I.

Many authors have access to word processing facilities and 3. MARGINS
laser-printers. This enables the preparation of high quality
camera-ready copy. Where possible authors should capitalize All top and bottom margins should be approximately 1 inch
on this capability to produce a camera-ready copy in the (2.54 cm), based on US standard page sizes of 8.5 in x 11.0
equivalent of Times Roman 10 point type face with in. The side margins may not be less than 0.75 in (2.0 cm) or
proportional spacing such as that used in the body of these more than I in (2.54 cm). The approximate area of the text
notes. itself is then 6.5 in x 9.0 to 7 in x 9 in. The slightly larger area

is recommended for double column use. In this case the space
If the reduced font size is used, a double column presentation between the columns should be approximately 0.25 in (0.6
is preferred to go with it. An oversize paste-up (140% linear cm).
enlargement of a normal US standard sheet) using double
columns and 14 point font is also acceptable, although a larger You must maintain this approximate area, even if you are
font will have to be used for the Title. The oversize sheets are using a different page size (other than 8.5 in x 11.0 in) such as
photo-reduced by 71% linear dimension to provide standard the European standard A4 page.
size copy with the equivalent of 10 point font size if 14 point
was originally used. 4. THINGS TO AVOID

The use of these two options considerably reduces the number The following are to be avoided in the original camera-ready
of printed pages compared to the normal font size of copy:
approximately 12 points by as much as a third. The resultant
advantages for members and authors include more worthy a. Faded or broken lines on figures - especially graph
papers per issue and faster turnaround time. grids (use either a "good" grid or else no grid);

Where an author is not able to produce an original camera- b. White streaks in text or figures, especially along fold
ready copy in the reduced font size of 10 points, he/she may lines. Do NOT fold your final, camera-ready
use the normal font size of approximately 12 points, manuscript when you mail it. Stiffen the envelope
Proportional spacing is preferred, but not mandatory. with a sheet of cardboard the same size as the paper

itself;
Single line spacing is preferred. Where the use of subscripts
and superscripts influences the readability of a document, one c. Captions, coordinates, labels, or other text too small
and a half spacing is recommended above or below the line so to read - especially in super- and subscripts, tables
affected. Double spacing should only be used in the same way and on figures;
when one and a half spacing is not possible.

d. Blurred, smeared, smudged, or other low-contrast
No author will have his/her work rejected after it has been areas;
accepted for publication because of an inability to meet
the more stringent requirements in terms of font size and e. Spotty or smeared typeface;
lay-out for camera-ready copy.
The Board of Directors has imposed an excess pages levy f. Sloppy equations, or other sloppy handwriting or
on papers greater than a pre-determined length. For corrections;
more information see the page titled 'Excess Length Page
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g. Large numbers of sa.,ks or dots resulting from poor c. The use of glue-stick or other transparent adhesive is
quality photocopying, especially on figures; acceptable. However, do NOT use more than one

layer of "Frosty cellophane" tape - such as Scotch
h. Figures which are misaligned or not centered (see Magic Tape in the green box - on top of any printing.

below); and (By the time we photograph through two layers of
frosty tape, the image fuzzes out, and two or more

i. More than one layer of tape on top of any printing layers mean that we have to dissect the page and
(see below), re-do it. In addition, we suggest that you use Scotch

Removable Magic Tape, which is packaged in a blue
Final Reminders box, instead of frosty tape. We find that the

Removable Magic Tape simplifies re-positioning, is
We have noticed that many "camera-ready" submissions are acceptable optically, and is otherwise convenient.)
just that - very clean and sharp original documents. Equally
often, however, we receive non-original photocopies of d. We will gladly do the lay-out of your pages if you
original typed or laser-printed pages. These submissions are will provide the original to-be-pasted figures on
only on occasion clean and sharp. A majority of them suffer captions, together with your instructions as to how
from non-optimal copy machine conditions. Dirty glass, you want the pages to look. However, if you
streaky toner, and jittery light sources or print tables all choose to lay-out your own figures in final
contribute to low quality in the final printed pages. camera-ready form, then place the captions directly

on the figures and NOT on a separate page.
We must adhere to our policy on what is acceptable in order
to maintain quality standards. Your paper is at risk if you To maintain our rapid turnaround policy and our quality
submit other than original typed or laser-printed pages. We standards, it is important that we do NOT waste time

will return any and all originals which you require. If an re-constructing unsatisfactory lay-outs.
article's print quality is poor, we will not publish it until
it meets our camera-ready copy requirements. 7. OPTIONAL SUBMISSION OF PAPERS ON

DISKETTE

WE REPEAT - Do NOT fold final submissions! Use
full-size envelopes with cardboard stiffeners. You MAY submit an extra copy of your paper on diskette, in

addition to the original camera-ready copy. This is NOT A
5. FIGURES REQUIREMENT, but it will enable us to correct

typographical and other errors which might otherwis. delay
Original figures -- even paste-ups -- are preferred. These publication of your paper. If you choose to submit a diskette,
original figures will be returned upon request. Do NOT send send it to the Managing Editor, together with the original
"nth generation" photocopies. camera-ready copy. For further information regarding

acceptable word processors, contact the Managing Editor.
6. LAY-OUT OF PASTE-UP FIGURES AND

CAPTIONS IN SUMMARY - each page must be neat. legible. and
photo-offset reproducible. This is most easily achieved if the

Additional ;equirements and suggestions for lay-out of document submitted is the original print copy and not a
paste-up figures and captions are: photocopy. If you have additional questions concerning this,

please contact the Managing Editor, Dr. RW Adler, at:
a. Line up all figures and captions parallel to the edges

of the paper. (The use of a T-square and drafting : d Postgraduate School, Phone: 408-656-2352
table is recommended.) EL -Dept. Code EC/AB Fax: 408-656-2955 or

833 Dyer Road, Room 437 408-649-0300
b. Position (centre) small figures on a page to obtain an Monterey, CA 93943-5121

eye pleasing layout. Do NOT run all figures to one USA e-maii5541304@mcimail.com
margin limit if this means that the remaining margins
are large, such that the page lay-out is unbalanced. <Revised - April 1994>
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APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS SOCIETY JOURNAL

STYLE REQUIREMENTS FOR ACES JOURNAL ARTICLES

The ACES Journal is flexible, within reason, in regard to 7. It is RECOMMENDED that figures and tables be
style. However, certain requirements are in effect: placed within the paper, and as close to the relevant

text as possible -- especially if the paper is long.
I The paper title should NOT be placed on a separate However, this is NOT A REQUIREMENT.

page. The title, author(s), abstract, and (space
permitting) beginning of the paper itself should all be 8. To economize on space, a section or subsection
on the first page. The title, author(s), and author should NOT begin on a new page if this will result in
affiliations should be centered (centre-justified) on several lines of unused space on the previous page.
the first page. (If the previous page has only enough space to

accommodate the section or subsection title, in part
2. An abstract is REQUIRED. The abstract should or in total, then the section or subsection may begin

reflect the content of the paper and should be usable on a new page.)
by technical abstracting and indexing services. If
applicable, the computer codes and computational 9. For similar reasons, we prefer that lines be
techniques (for example, moment method, finite single-spaced (no blank lines between lines of text).
difference time domain, transmission line method, However, double spacing should be used for
finite element, or modal expansion) discussed in the equations, section headings, and section
paper should be stated in the abstract. sub-headings, to place a blank line between adjacent

lines of text. In addition, double spacing between
3. Either British English or American English spellings paragraphs is recommended. If the use of single

may be used, provided that each word is spelled spacing will "crowd" subscripts and superscripts so
consistently throughout the paper. that readability is difficult, then one and a half line

spacing should be used if possible, to place a blank
4. Any commonly-accepted format for referencing is half-line between adjacent lines of text. Use double

permitted, provided that internal consistency of spacing only if necessary to maintain readability and
format is maintained. As a guideline for authors who one and a half line spacing is not available.
have no other preference, we recommend that
references be given by author(s) name and year in
the body of the paper (with alphabetical listing of all
references at the end of the paper). We prefer that
names of journals, monographs, and similar <Revised - April 1994>
publications be in boldface italic font or boldface
font (or underlined if these fonts are not available).
In addition, we prefer that names of papers and
articles be in quotation marks.

5. Internal consistency shall also be maintained for
other elements of style, such as equation numbering.
As a guideline for authors who have no other
preference, we suggest that equation numbers be
placed in parentheses at the right column margin.

6. The intent and meaning of all text must be clear. For
authors who are NOT masters of the English
language, the ACES Editorial Staff will provide
assistance with grammar (subject to clarity of intent
and meaning).
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COLOR PRINTING COSTS FOR
THE ACES

JOURNAL AND NEWSLETTER

1. Color Printing of ACES publications is a process involving four separate passes through a printing
press with different ink colors; black, magenta (a red), yellow and cyan (a blue).

2. Originals that are in the "Final Form" (all colors present in the correct mix) must be prepared for
the press as "Color Seps", meaning that four copies of the page must be prepared by a photographic
"color separation" process, producing a black, a magenta, a yellow and a cyan page. These four color
seps represent the four passes through the press. ACES' cost of preparing a set of color seps for
various size images are:

3"X 4" $ 65
4"X 6" $ 80
5"X 8" $ 95
7"X 9" $100
9"Xl 1" $160

3. Additional printing costs, above the standard cost for black and white pages, are:

up to 4 pages $250/ea.
8 pages $160/ea.
12 pages $180/ea.
16 pages $150/ea.

(Mhe reason for the price variation Is that a sheet of paper that is run through the press contains
four pages on one side and four pages on the other side. Thus, 12 pages of color is priced at the cost
of running one sheet through the color passes on one side (four pages) and running a second sheet
through the color passes on both sides (8 more pages).

4. Since the costs for 8 pages are based on the front and back sides of a page in color, the LAYOUT
of the publication with regard to where in the issue the color pages will be placed is critical. It IS
possible that eight pages back-to-back will require two partial sheets at a higher cost than for a
single sheet, depending on the publication layout sequence of pages.

5. It may be possible to provide a rough estimate of the cost of color pages, but an accurate predic-
tion will require knowledge months before press-time, of nearly all of the papers to be published in a
given Issue and of the sequence of the papers within the publication, a very unlikely scenario.

6. There is a possibility of the binder folks adding color pages that have been preprinted and pro-
vided by the author, but the logistics of knowing exactly which page numbers to have printed on the
color pages before the publication goes to press are very difficult to set up. Thus author-provided
color page drop-ins are also a very unlikely scenario.

For further clarification, contact Richard W. Adler. Managing Editor, ACES Publications.
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THE APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETIC SOCIETY

1995 CALL FOR PAPERS 1995

The 1 1th Annual Review of Progress
in Applied Computational Electromagnetics

March 20-24, 1995

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California

Share your knowledge and expertise with your colleagues
The Annual ACES Symposium is an ideal opportunity to participate in a large gathering of EM analysis enthusiasts. The
purpose of the Symposium is to bring analysts together to share information and experience about the practical
application of EM analysis using computational methods. The symposium offerings include technical presentations,
demonstrations, vendor booths and short courses. All aspects of electromagnetic computational analysis are
represented. Contact Ray Luebbers for details.

TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN SYMPOSIUM ADMINISTRATOR
Ray Luebbers Richard W. Adler
Department of Electrical Engineering ECE Dept/Code ECAB
Pennsylvania State University Naval Postgraduate School
University Park, PA 16802 833 Dyer Rd. Room 437
Phone: (814) 865-2362 Monterey, CA 93943-5121
FAX: (814) 865-7065 Phone: (408) 646-1111
Email: Iu4@psuvm.psu.edu FAX: (408) 649-0300

Email: 554-1304@mcimail.com

PUBUCATION CHAIRMAN PUBUCITY CHAIRMAN
Richard K. Gordon Paul M. Goggans
EE Dept. Univ. of Mississippi EE Dept. Univ. of Mississippi
Anderson Hall, Box 41 Anderson Hall, Box I
University, MS 38677 University, MS 38677
Phone: (601) 232-5388 Phone: (601) 232-5954
FAX: (601) 232-7231 FAX: (601) 232-7231
Email: eegordon@vm.cc.olemiss.edu Email: eepmg@cotton.vislab.olemiss.edu

1995 ACES Symposium
Sponsored by: ACES, NCCOSC, NPS, DOE/LLNL
In cooperation with: The IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society, the IEEE Electromagnetic

Compatibility Society and USNC/URSI
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THE APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETIC SOCIETY

CALL FOR PAPERS
The 11 th Annual Review of Progress

in Applied Computational Electromagnetics

Papers may address general issues in applied computational electromagnetics, or may focus on specific
applications, techniques, codes, or computational issues of potential interest to the Applied Computational
Electromagnetics Society membership. Areas and topics include:

"* Code validation
"* Code performance analysis
"* Computational studies of basic physics
"• Examples of practical code application
"* New codes, algorithms, code enhancements, and code fixes
"* Computer hardware issues
"* Partial list of applications: antennas wave propagation

radar imaging radar cross section
shielding bioelectromagnetics
EMP, EMIIEMC visualization
dielectric & magnetic materials inverse scattering
microwave components MMIC technology
fiberoptics remote sensing & geophysics
communications systems propagation through plasmas
eddy currents non-destructive evaluation

" Partial list of techniques: frequency-domain & time-domain techniques
integral equation & differential equation techniques
finite differences & finite element techniques
diffraction theories physical optics
modal expansions perturbation methods
hybrid methods moment methods

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS AND TIMETABLE

For both summary and final paper, please supply the following data for the principal author name, address,
Email address, FAX, and phone numbers for both work and home.

October 3, 1994: Submission deadline. Submit four copies of a 300-500 word summary to the
Technical Program Chairman.

November 18, 1994: Authors notified of acceptance.
December 23, 1994: Submission deadline for camera-ready copy. The papers should not be more than 8

pages long including figures.

Registration fee per person for the Symposium will be approximately $235 for ACES members and $260 for
non-ACES members. The exact fee will be announced later.

SHORT COURSE

Short courses will be offered in conjunction with Symposium covering numerical techniques, computational methods,
surveys of EM analysis and code usage instruction. It is anticipated that short courses will be conducted principally on
Monday March 20 and Friday March 24. Fee for a short course is expected to be approximately $90 per person for a
half-day course and $140 for a full-day course, if booked before March 3, 1995. Full details of 1995 Symposium will be
available by November 1994.

EXHIBITS

Vendor booths and demonstrations will feature commercial products, computer hardware and software demonstrations,
and small company capabilities.
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For information regarding ACES or to become a member in the Applied Computational
Electromagnetics Society, contact Dr. Richard W. Adler, ECE Department, Code ECAB,
Naval Postgraduate School, 833 Dyer Rd, Rm 437, Monterey, CA. 93943-5121. telephone
(408) 646-1111. Fax: (408) 649-0300, E-mail:554-1304@mcimail.com. You can subscribe
to the Journal and become a member of ACES by completing and returning the form below.
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ADVERTISING RATES

FEE PRINTED SIZE

Full page $200. 7.5" x 10.0"

1/2 page $100. 7.5" x 4.7" or
3.5" x 10.0"

1/4 page $ 50 3.5" x 4.7"

All ads must be camera ready copy.

Ad deadlines are same as Newsletter copy deadlines.

Place ads with Paul Elliot, Newsletter Editor, ARCO, 1250 24th St. NW, Suite 850,
Washington, D.C. 20037 USA. The editor reserves the right to reject ads.

ACES JOURNAL AND NEWSLETTER COPY INFORMATION

ISSUE COPY DEADLINE

March January 25
July May 25
November September 25
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ACES COPYRIGHT FORM

This form is intended for original, previously unpublished manuscripts submitted to ACES periodicals and conference publications.
The signed form, approprately completed, MUST ACCOMPANY any paper in order to be published by ACES. PLEASE READ
REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

TITLE OF PAPER: RETURN FORM TO:
Dr. Richard W. Adler
Naval Postgraduate School

AUTHORS(S) Code EC/AB
Monterey, CA 93943

PUBLICATION TITLE/DATE:

PART A - COPYRIGHT TRANSFER FORM
(NOTE: Companyorotherforms may not be substituted forthisform. U.S. Government employees whose work is not subjectto copyright
may so certify by signing Part B below. Authors whose work is subject to Crown Copyright may sign Part C overleaf).

The undersigned, desiring to publish the above paper in a publication of ACES, hereby transfer their copyrights in the
above paper to The Applied Computational Electromagnetics Society (ACES). The undersigned hereby represents and
warrants that the paper is original and that he/she is the author of the paper or otherwise has the power and authority
to make and execute this assignment.

Retured Rights: In return for these rights, ACES hereby grants to the above authors, and the employers for whom
the work was performed, royalty-free permission to:

1. Retain all proprietary rights other than copyright, such as patent rights.
2. Reuse all or portions of the above paper in other works.
3. Reproduce, or have reproduced, the above paper for the authors personal use or for internal company

use provided that (a) the source and ACES copyright are indicated, (b) the copies are not used in a way that implies
ACES endorsement of a product or service of an employer, and (c) the copies per se are not offered for sale.

4. Make limited distribution of all or portions of the above paper prior to publication.
5. In the case of work performed under U.S. Government contract, ACES grants the U.S. Government

royalty-free permission to reproduce all or portions of the above paper, and to authorize others to do so, for U.S.
Government purposes only.

ACES bligalions: In exercising its rights under copyright, ACES will make all reasonable efforts to act in the
interests of the authors and employers as well as in its own interest. In particular, ACES REQUIRES that:

1. The consent of the first-named author be sought as a condition in granting re-publication permission to others.
2. The consent of the undersigned employer be obtained as a condition in granting permission to others to reuse

all or portions of the paper for promotion or marketing purposes.

In the event the above paper is not accepted and published by ACES or is withdrawn by the author(s) before
acceptance by ACES, this agreement becomes null and void.

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE TITLE (IF NOT AUTHOR)

EMPLOYER FOR WHOM WORK WAS PERFORMED DATE FORM SIGNED

PART B - U.S. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE CERTIFICATION

(NOTE: If your work was performed under Government contract but you are not a Government employee, sign
transfer form above and see item 5 under Returned Rights).

This certifies that all authors of the above paper are employees of the U.S. Government and performed this work as
part of their employment and that the paper is therefore not subject to U.S. copyright protection.

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE TITLE (IF NOT AUTHOR)

NAME OF GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION DATE FORM SIGNED
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PART C - CROWN COPYRIGHT
(Note: ACES recognizes and will honor Crown Copyright as it does U.S. Copyright. It is understood that, in asserting Crown Copyright,
ACES in no way diminishes Its rights as publisher. Sign only if ALL authors are subject to Crown Copyright.

This certifies that all authors of the above Paper are subject to Crown Copyright. (Appropriate documentation and instruc-
tions regarding form of Crown Copyright notice may be attached).

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE TITLE OF SIGNEE

NAME OF GOVERNMENT BRANCH DATE FORM SIGNED

Information to Authors

ACES distributes its technical publications throughout the world, and it may be necessary to translate and abstract its publications, and articles
contained therein, for inclusion in various compendiums and similar publications, etc. When an article is submitted for publication by ACES,
acceptance of the article implies that ACES has the rights to do all of the things it normally does with such an article.

In connection with its publishing activities, it is the policy of ACES to own the copyrights in its technical publications, and to the contributions
contained therein, in order to protect the interests of ACES, its authors and their employers, and at the same time to facilitate the appropriate
re-use of this material by others.

The new United States copyright law requires that the transfer of copyrights in each contribution from the author to ACES be confirmed in writing.
It Is therefore necessary that you execute either Part A-Copyright Transfer Form or Part B-U.S. Government Employee Certification or Part C-
Crown Copyright on this sheet and return it to the Managing Editor (or person who supplied this sheet) as promptly as possible.

CLEARANCE OF PAPERS
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credit lines, copyright notices, etc. are duly noted.

AUTHORICOMPANY RIGHTS
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terms and conditions of this form. If not, it should be signed by someone so authorized.
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AB, Monterey, CA, 93943, USA (408)646-2352.
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include granting third party requests for reprinting, republishing, or other types of re-use.

JOINT AUTHORSHIP
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Authors who are U.S. Government employees are not required to sign the Copyright Transfer Form (Part A), but any co-authors outside the
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are not Government employees are required to sign Part A-Copyright Transfer Form. However, item 5 of the form returns repro-
duction rights to the U.S. Government when required, even though ACES copyright policy is in effect with respect to the reuse of
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CALL FOR PAPERS

TEM APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS SOCIETY
ANNOUNCES A SPECIAL ISSUE OF TEW ACES JOURNAL ON:

ADVANCES IN THE APPLICATION OF THE
METHOD OF MOMENTS

TO ELCTROMAGNETIC RADIATION AND SCATTERING PROBLEMS

The Applied Computational Electromagnetics Society is pleased to announce the publication of a 1995
Special Issue of the ACES Journal on the use of the Method of Moments in the evaluation of electromagnetic
radiation and scattering problems. The objectives of this special issue are: (1) to provide the computational
electromagnetics community with an assessment of the current capabilities and uses of the Method of
Moments for electromagnetics problems from the low-frequency to the high-frequency regimes and (2) to
provide information on recent advances that may extend range of applicability and usefulness of the
Method of Moments. Prospective authors are encouraged to submit papers of archival value that address
these objectives and other suggested topics listed below.

SUGKSID TOPICS

* Modeling Guidelines for Complex Geometries
• Accuracy Assessment and Improvement
* Special Formulations: Low Frequency/High Frequency
* Hybrid Method of Moment Approaches
* New Integral Equation Formulations
• Parallelization of Moment Method Codes
• Novel Equivalence Principle Applications for the Method of Moments
* Fast Matrix Computation/Solution Techniques
9 Large-Scale Problems

DEADLINE FOR PAPERS IS MARCH 31, 1995

Send papers and inquirles to:

A.W. Glisson and AJA.Kshk
Special Guest Editors

Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Mississippi

University, MS 38677

Tel: (601) 232-5353
FAX (601) 232-7231

E-mail: eeallen@vm.cc.olemiss.edu



APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS SOCIETY JOURNAL

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

PUBLICATION CRITERIA dealing with input/output database management, output
interpretation, or other input/output issues will also be

Each paper is required to manifest some relation to applied considered for publication.
computational electrmagnetics. Papers may address
limersl issues in applied computational electromagnetics, 8. Computer hardware issues. This is the category for
or they may focus on specific applications, techniques, analysis of hardware capabilities and limitations in meeting
codas, or computational issues. While the following list is various types of electromagnetics computational requirements.
not exhaustive, each paper will generally relate to at least one Vector and parallel computational techniques and implemen-
of these areas: tation are of particular interest.

1. Code validation. This is done using internal checks or Applications of interest include, but are not limited to,
experimental, analytical or other computational data. antennas (and their electromagnetic environments), networks,
Measured data of potential utility to code validation efforts static fields, radar cross section, shielding, radiation hazards,
will also be considered for publication, biological effects, electromagnetic pulse (EMP), electromag-

netic interference (EMI), electromagnetic compatibility
2. Code performance analysis. This usually involves (EMC), power transmission, charge transport, dielectric and
identification of numerical accuracy or other limitations, magnetic materials, microwave components, MMIC technol-
solution convergence, numerical and physical modeling error, ogy, remote sensing and geophysics, comnmunications systems,
and parameter tradeoffs. However, it is also permissible to fiber optics, plasmas, particle accelerators, generators and
address issues such as ease-of-use, set-up time, run time, motors, electromagnetic wave propagation, non-destructive
special outputs, or other special features. evaluation, eddy currents, and inverse scattering.

3. Computational studies of basic physics. This involves Techniques of interest include fiequency-domain and
using a code, algorithm, or computational technique to time-domain techniques, integral equation and differential
simulate reality in such a way that better or new physical equation techniques, diffraction theories, physical optics,
insight or understanding is achieved, moment methods, finite differences and finite element

techniques, modal expansions, perturbation methods, and
4. New computational techniques, or new applications for hybrid methods. This list is not exhaustive.
existing computational techniques or codes.

A unique feature of the Journal is the publication of unsuc-
5. "Tricks of the trade" in selecting and applying codes and cessful efforts in applied computational electromagnetics.
techniques. Publication of such material provides a means to discuss

problem areas in electromagnetic modeling. Material repre-

6. New codes, algorithms, code enhancement, and code senting an unsuccessful application or negative results in
fies. This category is self-explanatory but includes computational electromagnetics will be considered for
significant changes to existing codes, such as applicability publication only if a reasonable expectation of success (and a
extensions, algorithm optimization, problem correction, reasonable effort) are reflected. Moreover, such material must
limitation removal, or other performance improvement, represent a problem area of potential interest to the ACES
NOTE: CODE (OR ALGORITHM) CAPABILITY membership.
DESCRIPTIONS ARE N=T ACCEPTABLE, UNLESS
THEY CONTAIN SUFFICIENT TECHNICAL MATERIAL EDITORIAL REVIEW
TO JUSTIFY CONSIDERATION.

In order to ensure an appropriate level of quality control,
7. Code inlput/outlt issues. This normally involves papers are refereed. They are reviewed both for technical
imnoviom in input (such as input geometry standardization, correctness and for adherence to the listed guidelines regard-
automatic mesh generation, or computer-aided design) or in ing information content. Authors should submit the initial
outgp (whether it be tabular, graphical, statistical, manuscript in draft form so that any suggested changes can be
Fonri u me or otherwise signalrocessed). Material made before the photo-ready copy is prepared.

<continued on next page>



STYLE FOR CAMERA-READY COPY There is NO requirement for India ink or for special paper;
any plain white paper may be used. However, faded lines on

The ACES Journal is flexible, within reason, in regard to figures and white streaks along fold lines should be avoided.
style. However, certain requirements are in effect: Original figures - even paste-ups - are preferred over

"nth-generation" photocopies. These original figures will be
I. The paper title should NOT be placed on a separate page. returned if you so request.
The tide, author(s), abstract, and (space permitting) beginning
of the paper itself should all be on the first page. The title, While ACES reserves the right to re-type any submitted
author(s), and author affiliations should be centered (cen- material, this is not generally done.
ter-justified) on the first page.

Four copies of all submissions should be sent to the Edi-
2. An abstract is REQUIRED. The abstract should state the tor-in-Chief. Each submission should be accompanied by a
computer codes, computational techniques, and applications covering letter. The letter should include the name, address,
discussed in the paper (as applicable) and should otherwise be and telephone of at least one of the authors.
usable by technical abstracting and indexing services.

PUBLICATION CHARGES
3. Either British English or American English spellings may
be used, provided that each word is spelled consistently ACES members are allowed 12 pages per paper without
throughout the paper. charge; non-members are allowed 8 pages without charge.

Mandatory page charges of $75 a page apply to all pages in
4. Any commonly-accepted format for referencing is permit- excess of 12 for members or 8 for non-members. Voluntary
ted, provided that internal consistency of format is maintained. page charges are requested for the free (12 or 8) pages, but are
As a guideline for authors who have no other preference, we NOT mandatory or required for publication. A priority
recommend that references be given by author(s) name and courtesy guideline, which favors members, applied to paper
year in the body of the paper (with alphabetical listing of all backlogs. Full details are available from the Editor-in-Chief.
references at the end of the paper). Titles of Journals,
monographs, and similar publications should be in boldface or COPYRIGHTS AND RELEASES
italic font or should be underlined. Titles of papers or articles
should be in quotation marks. Each primary author must sign a copyright form and obtain a

release from his/her organization vesting the copyright with
5. Internal consistency shall also be maintained for other ACES. Forms will be provided by ACES. Both the author
elements of style, such as equation numbering. As a guideline and his/her organization are allowed to use the copyrighted
for authors who have no other preference, we suggest that material fireely for their own private purposes.
equation numbers be placed in parentheses at the right column
margin. Permission is granted to quote short passaý d reproduce

figures and tables from an ACES Journal is,. )rovided the
6. The intent and meaning of all text must be clear. For source is cited. Copies of ACES Journal articles may be made
authors who are NOT masters of the English language, the in accordance with usage permitted by Sections 107 or 108 of
ACES Editorial Staff will provide assistance with grammar the U.S. Copyright Law. This consent does not extend to
(subject to clarity of intent and meaning). other kinds of copying, such as for general distribution, for

advertising or promotional purposes, for creating new
7. Unused space should be minimized. Sections and subsec- collective works, or for resale. The reproduction of multiple
tions should not normally begin on a new page. copies and the use of articles or extracts for commercial

purposes require the consent of the author and specific
MATERIAL, SUBMITTAL FORMAT AND PROCE- permission from ACES. Institutional members are allowed to
DURE copy any ACES Journal issue for their internal distribution

only.
Only camera-ready original copies are accepted for publica-
tion, although authors may submit other ý opies for publication
review. The term "camera-ready" means that the material is
neat, legible, and reproducible. The preferred font style is
Times Roman 10 point (or equivalent) such as that used in this
text. A double column format similar to that used here is
preferred. No author's work will be turned down once it
has been accepted because of an inability to meet the
requirements concerning fonts and format. Full details are
sent to the author(s) with the letter of acceptance.


